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2ND QUARTER 2014 

APRIL 1 – JUNE 30, 2014 
 

KUTV - WSMH, Inc. dba KUTV - Salt Lake City, Utah 
 
LOCAL NEWS: 
2NEWS This Morning: Airing Weekdays from 4:25am to 8:00am, 2NEWS This Morning 
provides a mix of local/national/international news along with local features, traffic and 
weather. 
 
2NEWS at Noon: Airing weekdays from 12pm to 1pm, 2NEWS at Noon provides 
local/national/international news coverage along with a daily cooking segment and 
weekly guest interviews.  Among the topics:  twice weekly live interview with a local 
doctor focusing on a variety of health related issues. 
 
2NEWS at 4:00pm: Airing weekdays from 4:00-4:30pm 
 
2NEWS at 4:30pm: Airing weekdays from 4:30-5:00pm 
 
2NEWS at 5:00pm: Airing weekdays from 5:00-5:30pm and weekends from 5:00-
6:00pm. 
 
2NEWS at 6:00pm: Airing weekdays from 6:00-6:30pm 
 
2NEWS at 10:00pm: Monday-Sunday from 10:00-10:35pm. 
 
2NEWS at 7am:  Saturday and Sunday from 7-8am. 
 
Take 2: Sundays at 10:00am or 10:30am (when scheduled). 
 
NATIONAL: 
48 Hours:  Airing Saturdays 9-10P 
Face The Nation:  Airing Sundays 9:30A – 10:30A 
60 Minutes:  Airing Sundays 6-7P 
 
Baby Your Baby and Check Your Health – Both are ongoing campaigns hosted by 
Mary Nickles and are a working relationship with KUTV and the Utah Department of 
Health. Baby Your Baby is a health program for mothers to be encouraging early and 
regular prenatal and postnatal care. Check Your Health is committed to bringing viewers 
the latest information to help keep families healthy. Both of these segments run in all of 
our newscasts. 
 
Healthy Living - Airing every day in our weekday 5pm newscast that deals with health 
and medical issues. The emphasis is on health issues that affect a majority of people, 
such as healthy eating, exercise, common children’s health issues etc. We occasionally 
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do stories on rare medical conditions, or cutting edge medical procedures. The stories 
outline new trends or problems and offer advice and solutions from professionals, such 
as doctors, dieticians, fitness trainers, etc. The stories are fronted by anchor Shauna 
Lake.  
 
Get Gephardt - Investigative reporter Matt Gephardt takes on major corporations or 
government entities helping viewers who are caught in red tape. In addition, the 
Gephardt Unit investigations serve as a warning to consumers about potential fraud 
happening locally. The Gephardt unit takes many calls from the tip line each week and 
receives several e-mails weekly from viewers with consumer complaints.  The Gephardt 
stories air during the 10:00pm newscast.   
 
Family Matters - Family Matters is a pro-social campaign that emphasizes the most 
important information Utah parents need to know and is designed to strengthen and 
celebrate families. The campaign offers meaningful insight into the topics that frequently 
impact our families. Family Matters is a station wide initiative and yearlong campaign.  
 
Pay It Forward - Every Wednesday, KUTV’s Mark Koelbel/10P Anchor features a Good 
Samaritan in the community. Mark gives the Good Samaritan $500 in cash via Mountain 
America Credit for this person to give to their cause. This franchise highlights people 
and organizations working in the community on a grassroots level to make life better for 
others.  Every Wednesday during the 10pm News there will be a billboard open to the 
weekly story.  KUTV will also run the Pay It Forward story the following Thursday 
Morning in KUTV2 News This Morning and in the 2News at 7PM on KMYU.    
 

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY: 
Flight Disruption (4/1/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) A Ukrainian man who disrupted a flight 
at the Salt Lake International Airport in 2012 pleaded guilty to charges against him as 
part of a plea deal. The man had told the FBI that he had been drinking heavily for 50 
days prior to the flight. The man tried to force open an emergency exit because he 
thought the wing was on fire. Sentencing is scheduled for June. Our viewers benefitted 
by learning the conclusion to a high profile incident at the airport. 
 
BYU Sexual Assault (4/1/14 4:30am 0:20 seconds) Formal charges have been filed 
against a man accused of sexually assaulting a BYU student. Cyr Narcisse is charged 
with aggravated burglary and forcible sexual assault. Police say the victim identified 
Narcisse’s car because he had given her a ride home from the grocery store. Our 
viewers benefitted by learning of an arrest in a high profile criminal incident.  
 
Munoz Sentencing (aired 4/1/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) Sentencing was scheduled for 
a woman accused of killing a 2-year-old boy in a hit and run accident. Kimberly Munoz 
pleaded guilty to reduced charges as part of a plea deal, allowing her to avoid a lengthy 
prison sentence. Our viewers benefitted by being kept aware of the developments in a 
high profile criminal case.  
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Kid Tied up by Dad (aired 04/01/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Shocking allegations 
against a Salt Lake City dad and his friend.  Richard Marsh and Paul Rapp are accused 
of using a child safety leash to dragging a four-year-old toddler though the street.  The 
pair is then accused of tying the young boy to a tree so they could smoke marijuana. 
One of the suspect's family members is actually defending their actions. This story 
explains that the father has tied up his child before and let's our viewers know what 
charges the men are facing. 
 
Weber Burglary Arrest (aired 04/02/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Police say a 13-year-old 
girl and her little sister were the victims of brazen burglary.  Two suspects forced their 
way inside the girls' West Weber home and ransacked a number of rooms inside. The 
girls hid in a closet of one of the rooms and called 911. Officers say it was their quick 
thinking that landed the suspects behind bars. The suspects were caught as officers 
pulled up to the home. This story lets the girls tell what happened from their perspective 
and let's viewers in that area know that the burglars are now behind bars. 
 
Police Parking Controversy (aired 04/02/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – An outraged 
citizen says the cops are not following the same parking rules everyone else are forced 
to follow. The man who is making the claims calls himself the “masked crusader” and he 
has a blog with pictures showing police officer parking in fire zone and in front of fire 
hydrants. This story shows viewers the evidence and explains what the police chief is 
doing to try and fix the problem. 
 
Shaffer Delay (aired 4/8/14 5:30am, 30 seconds) – Prosecutors say they want more 
time to look at evidence in the case of a convicted sex offender.  Ryan Schaffer is 
accused of kidnapping a Utah teen from an Ogden frontrunner station.  This story lets 
viewers know the latest about this case. 
 
Stolen Gun Reward (aired 04/09/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – Police are searching for 
nearly a dozen stolen handguns that could be in the hands of some very bad people.  
The weapons were stolen from a Logan Pawn Shop. This story explains that federal 
investigators are involved and offering a $5,000 reward for help finding the guns and the 
people who stole them. It also lets our viewers know when the crime happened and 
shows surveillance video of the suspects. 
 
Heroin Dealer Arrested (aired 04/10/14 10pm, 2:00 minutes) – Cops believe they have 
toppled a drug ring in the state of Utah. The DEA operation targeted five people 
suspected of dealing cocaine, meth and heroin. This story explains how detectives were 
able to catch the suspect drug dealers, lets the viewers know how they are getting the 
drugs into the state and explains what criminal charges they are facing. 
  
Oakley Shooting (aired 04/11/14 10pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police in Summit County are 
investigating a shooting that left one woman dead. Investigators say it happened at a 
cabin just outside of Oakley. When police arrived they found a woman on the front 
porch with a gunshot wound. This story explains that the woman’s boyfriend and 
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another man have been detained for questioning and that lets the viewers know that 
investigators do not believe there is a gunman on the loose. 
 
Artist Foundation Fraud (aired 04/11/14 10pm, 2:45 minutes) – A world Renown artist 
from Manti is in shock after she found out a trusted employee is being accused of 
embezzling tens of thousands of dollars from her foundation. The artist is known for 
painting portraits of fallen military members and sending them to their families. This 
story details how police believe one of her employees was able to steal the money and 
what criminal charges she is now facing. It also lets our viewers know how they can 
help the artist get back on her feet. 
 
Babies Dead (aired 4/17/14 6:00am, 40 seconds) – Police are saying a Utah woman 
accused of concealing seven pregnancies before allegedly taking the lives of the babies 
gave birth each time in her home.  This story is the latest on the investigation into 
Megan Huntsman.  It updates viewers on the case. 
 
Schaefer Disposition (aired 4/21/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) A convicted sex offender 
made an appearance in court for a disposition hearing. The hearing resumed after a two 
week delay. Ray Schaffer is accused of kidnapping a 14-year-old boy at knifepoint and 
sexually abusing him over the course of three days. Prosecutors had been working on a 
plea deal but requested the case be delayed in light of new evidence. Our viewers 
benefitted by being kept up to date on a high profile court case.  
 
Burglary Arrest (aired 4/21/14 6:00am, 35 seconds) – a man suspected of burglarizing 
cars in Magna is behind bars.  Police say they caught the 22-year-old man after another 
man tried to pop the tire on what they thought was the burglar’s getaway car.  Police 
came to investigate and found the burglar.  This story was new overnight, and let people 
know the sound of the tire popping was not a “shots fired” call as originally reported. 
 
Fed Courthouse Shooting (aired 4/21/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – A defendant was shot 
dead inside a federal courtroom. Police say the gang member on trial attacked a 
witness on the stand with a pen or pencil. That’s when a federal marshal shot and killed 
him. The shooting caused the evacuation of the new federal courthouse and stopped 
many court proceedings for the day. The incident caused a lot of concern, since the 
courthouse is located in the middle of downtown Salt Lake City. 
 

Summit High Speed Chase (aired 4/22/14 5:00am 0:40 seconds) Two convicted felons 
were arrested following a high speed chase that spanned four different counties. The 
chase began in Summit County and ended when police deployed spike strips to stop 
the car in Weber County. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to date on the activity 
of law enforcement.  
 
Kearns House Fire (aired 4/23/14 5:00am 2:00 minutes) - Police are searching for a 
man involved in a chase discovered a house fire and were able to get 10 people out of 
the house to safety. Officers were searching in the area of 4865 South 4420 West when 
they discovered the fire. They were able to call fire fighters to the scene and rescue the 
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family. This story was breaking, and let viewers know about an amazing rescue that 
happened early that morning. 
 
Lehi Chase (aired 04/25/14 5:30am, 45 seconds) – Police in West Valley are looking 
for a man that led them on a high speed chase.  A stolen car was spotted overnight, so 
police chased the car.  They found it abandoned at 1351 West 2900 North in Lehi.  This 
story lets viewers know who police are looking for to get the public’s help. 
 
SafeCam SLC (aired 4/25/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – Salt Lake City police are getting 
access to more security cameras in the downtown area. Police want to survey an area 
that’s known for drug deals. So police are getting access to the cameras of private 
businesses in the area. Under the “SafeCam Program,” businesses have to agree to let 
police look at their security cameras. At least ten businesses are ready for sign up for 
the program. Salt Lake police officials say the program could end up going city wide, 
which caused some privacy concerns. The director of the ACLU wonders how long tape 
records will be kept, and whether facial recognition technology would be used. The 
ACLU is asking for public discussion before the program goes into effect. 
 

Child Killer Suspect in Court (aired 04/28/14 6:00am, 25 seconds) – A Pleasant 
Grove mother accused of murder will hear the charges she faces in court today.  Megan 
Huntsman is accused of killing six of her newborn children.  This story updates viewers 
to this case, and the latest legal proceedings.  
 
Teen Criminals (aired 04/28/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – Salt Lake police say they’ve 
arrested a 13-year-old boy who pulled a gun on a man and stole his wallet. Officers say 
they are also looking for a second gun toting child who was involved in a violent crime. 
This story explains that police are seeing an increase in the number of young kids 
committing crimes and gives their explanations as to why they believe it is happening.  
 
Missing Man (aired 04/29/14 6:00am, 25 seconds) – Police are looking in the Salt Lake 
area for a 76-year-old man with dementia.  This story let viewers know about a missing 
person in their area, and showed what he looked like so people could help look for him. 
 
South Salt Lake Shooting (4/30/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) South Salt Lake police were 
investigating an early morning shooting at the strip club “Southern Exposure.” Police 
learned of the shooting from witnesses and staff at a hospital where the man was taken. 
He was shot in the leg. The man had drugs on him when police interviewed him. Our 
viewers benefitted by learning of public safety issues in their neighborhood.  
 
Cedar Fatal Fire (aired 04/30/14, 5:30am, 25 seconds) – Fire Investigators say an iron 
started a deadly fire over the weekend in Cedar City.  Crews were called to 300 South 
500 East, where flames were so intense rescuers say they were unable to enter the 
home.  This story was new to the morning show, and let viewers know about a deadly 
house fire caused by a household appliance. 
 
Standoff Hearing (aired 04/30/14, 5:30am, 35 seconds) – A Louisiana man arrested 
after a five hour standoff on I-15 will meet with his lawyer today to discuss the possibility 
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of waiving an extradition.  Zeland Adams faces charges in Utah of aggravated 
kidnapping and as a fugitive out of Louisiana.  This story updates viewers on what 
happened to the man involved in the standoff a few weeks ago. 
 
Midvale Chase (aired 04/30/14 6:00am, 40 seconds) – A woman is in custody following 
a brief police chase in Midvale overnight.  Police were called to the Park Station 
Apartments for a noise complaint where a woman drove off from police.  She was later 
caught and faces charges of fleeing from police.  This story was new in the morning; it 
lets our viewers know of a chase in their area that happened overnight.  
 
Salt Lake City Hate Crime (aired 05/05/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – Two Salt Lake City 
men say they were the victims of a hate crime. The men claim they were beaten up 
because of their sexual orientation. It happened at a gas station when one of the men 
said “hello” to another man. That man then turned aggressive and followed the two 
victims out to their car. He and a group of his friends then beat up the two gay men. In 
this story we give the viewers details about the attack and also give them a description 
of the suspects. 
 
New Rape Kit Law (aired 05/06/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) –A new law that is designed to 
give more power to rape victims was signed into law today.  The new law is designed to 
keep victims up to date on their investigations by allowing them to track their rape kit.  
This story explains the new law and how it will work. We also talk to a victim advocate 
who says the new law is a step in the right direction. 
 
Sandy UTA Assault (aired 05/12/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Sandy lawyer says he 
was the victim of a violent crime at a TRAX station.  The man says the suspects 
accused him of staring at a girl who was in their group, which made the man angry.  The 
suspects proceeded to beat the man, knocking him to the ground and leaving him there. 
In our story we talk to the victim about what happened and give our viewers a 
description of the suspect wanted in connection with the assault. 
 
Gang Attack Victim (aired 05/14/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – A terrifying moment for a 
Utah grandmother as two men attack her inside her own home.  The victim tells us that 
she believes this was gang retaliation because her son might have given police 
information about the gang.  Our story explains how the attack happened and lets our 
viewers know that while police caught one suspect, the other suspect is still on the run. 
 
Powell Home Search (5/20/14 4:30am 0:40 seconds) - Police in Washington state 
announced plans to search for clues in the home of missing Utah woman Susan 
Powell’s father-in-law. A cadaver dog was to join private investigators on the search. 
Our viewers benefitted by learning new developments into the ongoing investigation into 
Susan Powell’s death.  
 
WVC Chase Stand Off (5/21/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) - A man and his girlfriend were 
arrested after a police chase and standoff in West Valley City. The man was wanted on 
a parole violation. Police chased him through the city until he went into a friend’s house. 
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He surrendered after a several minutes. Our viewers benefitted by being kept aware of 
law enforcement activity.   
 
Clearfield Autoped (5/21/14 4:30am 0:25 seconds) One man was jailed after police 
said he hit a person and drove away. That person was taken to the hospital, where they 
later died. Police tracked down the driver and arrested him. Our viewers benefitted by 
learning about police activity. 
 
Feds Arrest Racist (aired 5/21/14 5:30am, 30 seconds) – A Southern Utah Man who 
threatened to kill a black teenager is now behind bars after being arrested on a federal 
warrant.  Police say 70-year-old Robert Keller missed two court dates on federal 
misdemeanor charges after sending a threatening letter to a bi-racial family in his 
neighborhood.  This story updates viewers on this case, and the recent arrest. 
 
WVC Chase (aired 5/21/14 6:00am, 1:30 minutes) – A man and his girlfriend are in 
custody after a car chase, and a standoff in West Valley City.  Police began following 
the car of 30-year-old Jason Cameron, when he ran and hid at a friend’s house.  Police 
had a brief standoff but brought him out peacefully.  This story updates viewers about a 
chase and standoff in their area.  
 
Provo Suspicious Death (5/22/14 4:30am 0:25 seconds) Provo police were 
investigating the death of a woman. They called her death “very suspicious” and said 
there was obvious trauma to the body. Our viewers benefitted by being kept aware of a 
potentially troubling crime.  
 
Fake Rape Report Guilty (aired 5/22/14 5:30am, 35 seconds) – A woman convicted on 
charges of falsely reporting she was raped has learned her fate.  27-year-old Sarah 
Rutz will spend time in jail and pay more than $26,000 in restitution for services she 
received from the crime victim reparations fund.  This story updates viewers to the Rutz 
case out of St. George. 
 
West Jordan Stabbing (aired 5/23/24014 6:00am, 25 seconds) – A West Jordan man 
is in serious but stable condition after a 15-year-old stabbed him multiple times.  Police 
say the two got into an argument and the teen stabbed the adult.  The teen is now in a 
juvenile detention center.   
 
Woods Cross Fire (5/26/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) Fire crews put out a house fire in 
Woods Cross. The fire started on the outside of the home, and caused minor damage. 
No one inside the house was hurt. An investigation as to the cause of the fire is 
underway. Our viewers benefitted by learning how emergency response crews are 
protecting their towns.  
 
War Crimes Lawsuit (5/27/14 4:30am 0:35 seconds) - A soldier from Utah who was 
blinded in Afghanistan and the widow of another soldier are suing a Canadian citizen 
who pleaded guilty to committing war crimes. Layne Morris of Utah and Tabitha Speer 
have filed a 45 million dollar wrongful death and injury against Omar Khadr. Khadr plead 
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guilty to throwing the grenade that blinded Morris and killed Speer’s husband. Khadr 
says he is wrongfully in prison and that he only signed the plea deal in order to return to 
Canada. Our viewers benefited by learning the latest developments in a high profile 
case with ties to Utah.  
 
Fire Station 9 Concerns (aired 5/27/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – One of Salt Lake City’s 
fourteen fire stations could close soon—and it has the local fire captain worried it could 
be the difference between life and death. The Mayor’s chief of staff says if Station 9 
responds to the fewest calls, and a closure could save time and allow for the better 
utilization of resources. The fire captain says the station responds to 800 incidents a 
year and closing the station would increase response times to emergencies. City 
officials plan to close the building at the beginning of July and redeploy the station’s 
firefighters to other stations. They also hope to open a new station that would cover the 
calls usually received by Station 9, but that could take a few years. Fire officials gave a 
presentation to the city council, asking to keep the station open. The city council is 
expected to make a decision next month. 
 

Salt Lake Shots Fired (aired 05/30/14  6:00am, 30 seconds) – A Salt Lake ather is 
behind bars this morning after firing shot into the air from his home.  Around 10:30p 
Officers say a drunk man was asked to go inside from his porch because he was being 
too loud.  He took his 5-year-old son in, brought out a shotgun and fired four shots into 
the air.  He’s been arrested for child endangerment. His son is now in protective 
custody.  This story updates viewers to news happening overnight, and lets them know 
why they might have heard shots overnight.  
 
South Salt Lake Car Fire (5/1/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) Firefighters from South Salt 
Lake responded to a car fire near an apartment complex. Eight apartments had to be 
evacuated while fire crews worked to put out the flames. There was some damage to 
the building but no one was hurt. The fire broke out not far from where another car fire 
was earlier in the week. Our viewers benefitted by learning of a potential danger that 
public safety crews worked to eliminate.  
 
Midwife Charges (aired 06/02/14  10pm, 2:00 minutes) – A midwife from Southern 
Utah is accused of causing the death of a baby who was born prematurely. Prosecutors 
say Vickie Dawn Sorensen was not licensed as a midwife at the time and if she had 
been, the law would only allow her to deliver babies considered to be low risk. In this 
case, she delivered twins and one of the babies died. Our story lets our viewers know 
that Sorensen is not in jail and is actually still practicing in Southern Utah. We also 
explained the charges filed against her and the punishment she could face if found 
guilty. 
 
Kearns Murder Arrest (aired 6/03/14 at 12:00p for 1:30 min) - Sheriff Jim Winder said 
Douglas Evans shot and killed Theodore Kelbach, 49, Saturday evening at his home at 
about 5400 South and 5000 West. Evans believed his girlfriend was having a 
relationship with Kelbach, leading to the shooting. The sheriff says Evans has a violent 
history and was arrested last night in the parking lot of a Hampton Inn.  Sheriff Winder is 
pleased with the results of this investigation. 
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Lujan Arraignment (aired 6/4/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) - A man arrested during a 
major northern Utah drug bust was scheduled to be arraigned in court. Darren Lujan 
faces 21 drug related charges. Prosecutors accuse him of bringing hundreds of pounds 
of drugs into Utah. During the hearing he heard the charges against him and entered a 
plea. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to date with the developments following 
that large drug bust.  
 
Valdez Murder Prelim (aired6/4/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) - A man accused of shooting 
and killing a rival gang member was scheduled to be in court for a preliminary hearing. 
Prosecutors say that Donald Valdez shot another man at a house party last August. The 
judge was to hear evidence in the case. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to date 
on a possible trial for murder.  
 
West Jordan Chase & Arrest (aired 6/4/14 5:00am 0:45 seconds) West Jordan police 
arrested a man suspected of driving a stolen car and leading them on a chase. Police 
say the man eventually abandoned the car, and attempted to run from police. He was 
found hiding in a garbage can. Police used a K9 dog and a taser while taking him into 
custody. Our viewers benefitted by learning about police activity that happened 
overnight.  
 
Apodaca Jury Selection (aired 6/4/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) Jury selection was set to 
begin in an aggravated kidnapping case. Prosecutors say that Robert Apodaca and 
some other people attempted to rob a teenager of illegal drugs. The teen was shot 
several times. Opening arguments in the trial were set to begin following the jury 
selection. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to date on happenings in court.  
 
SLC Shots Fired (aired 6/4/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) Salt Lake Police are investigating 
a shots fired incident. Police were called to 981 North Morton drive after people reported 
hearing the shots. Officers found six shell casings, but no sign the bullets had hit 
anywhere. It’s unknown who fired the shots. Our viewers benefitted by learning the 
status of an investigation involving shots fired.  
 
BYU Groper Initial (aired 6/5/14 4:30am 0:25 seconds) A man accused of groping a 
number of women on the campus of BYU was scheduled to make his initial appearance 
in court. Nathan Fletcher faces two sexual battery charges. If convicted he faces up to a 
year in prison for each charge. Our viewers benefitting by being kept up to date on a 
high profile case.  
 
Teen Shot & Killed (aired 06/05/14 6:30am, 2:00minutes) – A teen is dead and two of 
his friends are in custody after a shooting at a graduation party last night in Cottonwood 
Heights.  Police say a teen was showing off a gun, when he accidentally shot one of his 
friends.  This story lets viewers know about a tragic story that happened overnight, and 
the charges the two friends could be now facing. 
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Concert Stabbing (aired 6/6/14 5:00am 0:45 seconds) - One person was stabbed at a 
hip hop concert in Salt Lake City. Two other people were arrested after getting into 
fights once police arrived to perform crowd control. Witnesses would not identify who 
did the stabbing. The concert ended early. Our viewers benefitted by learning about 
actions law enforcement took to keep people safe at an event that turned dangerous. 
 
Layton Homicide (aired 6/9/14 5:00am 0:40 seconds) - Police searched for a man 
suspected of stabbing his wife to death. Police say Joe Castillo stabbed his estranged 
wife at her Layton home. He then ran off. Our viewers benefitted by learning about an 
active man hunt, as well as who they should be looking for in order to help police.  
  
Double Fatal (aired 6/9/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) Two people were killed in a rollover 
accident on I-80. The accident affected traffic in the area. Our viewers benefitted by 
getting an update on a potentially dangerous area to drive in as well as a reminder to be 
safe on the road.  
 
Thompson Murder Bond (aired 6/10/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) - A man accused of 
causing a deadly multi-car crash had his bond set. Prosecutors say Bill Thompson ran a 
red light in draper earlier this year causing a 7 car crash. 43-year-old Susan Madsen 
was killed in the crash. Our viewers benefitted by receiving an update on a story that 
received a lot of attention when it happened.  
 
Provo Arson (aired 6/10/14 at 12:00p & 12:30p for 1:30 min) - Investigators suspect 
arson after a string of fires Tuesday morning in Provo.  Firefighters responded to a fire 
at an abandoned house just before 5:30am and a grass fire about 45 minutes later in an 
industrial area. A third fire was also reported, but nothing came of that. The fire at the 
abandoned house happened at 1587 West Center Street. It's the same house that 
caught fire less than two months ago. Ironically, crews had planned to tear down the 
house Tuesday. It's owned by the Utah Department of Transportation. 
 
Haley Resolution Hearing (aired 6/11/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) A Las Vegas man 
busted as part of a prostitution sting in St. George was scheduled to be in court. A 
possible plea agreement was to be discussed. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up 
to date on a criminal case.  
 
Salt Lake City Armed Robbery (aired 6/11/14 5:00am 0:25 seconds) Police believe 
three armed robberies could be linked. Officer’s say a man with a similar description 
stole cash from two gas stations and a restaurant. All were relatively close to each 
other. Our viewers benefitted by being kept in the know about crime in their area.  
 
Salt Lake Robberies (aired 06/11/14 6:30am, 2:00 minutes) – Developing in Salt Lake 
County, police are investigating three overnight robberies, and they believe the same 
person pulled them all off.  This story explains what happened in the robberies and let 
viewers know a description of the suspect in order to help police find the man that was 
still at large. 
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Storage Facility Fire (aired 6/11/14 at 12:00 & 12:30 for 1:30 min) - Unified Fire 
Authority and Unified Police are investigating an explosion at a storage unit facility 
called Simply Storage at 3900 South and West Temple.  Just before 11am the 
explosion happened.  When firefighters arrived they encountered a fire which they put 
quickly put out. Battalion Chief Brian Anderton said the storage unit could have 
contained a drug lab or perhaps people were living in the unit and caused an explosion.   
 
Provo Arson Person of Interest (aired 6/11/14 at 12:00p & 12:30p for 1:30 min) -
Provo fire officials are now calling Tuesday's suspicious fire arson, and investigators are 
now looking for someone who bought gasoline blocks away from the fire and minutes 
before it started. 
 
Multiple Robberies Overnight (aired 6/11/14 at 12:00 for 1:30 min) - A string of armed 
robberies could be linked. Salt Lake City Police say a man walked into the 7-Eleven on 
2100 South and 500 East, pointed a gun at the clerk and demanded money. Similar 
incidents happened shortly thereafter at a Pizza Hut and another at a 7-11 in Millcreek. 
The suspect is described as a thin black man, 5'7"-6' tall, wearing a mask, red hoodie, 
black pants and black gloves. 
 
Ogden Crime Tracker (aired 6/11/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – Weber County residents 
have an online tool to help ensure their safety. A new website links a crime map 
outlining the location and different types of crimes committed throughout the county. 
The site, called “Raids Online” is free for the public. The system is updated every 
morning with information on crimes committed in the last 24 hours. Our story gave a 
step by step look at how the site works. We also told viewers about a smartphone app 
and how the site can be used in neighborhood watches. Police officers are hoping 
access to this website will empower residents to report tips or incidents, and ultimately 
cut down on crime. 
  

UHP Enforcement Increase (aired 06/11/14 10pm, 1:45 minutes) – With the number of 
fatal car accidents on the rise, the Utah Highway patrol is stepping up patrols in an effort 
to keep people safe.  Officials say in just the last 15 days 13 people have been killed in 
car accidents. That is 17% more than the same time last year.  This story explains that 
more troopers will soon be on the roads trying to educate drivers on how to stay safe 
while driving this summer.  Troopers also explain to our viewers the most common 
factors seen in all of the deadly accidents. 
 
MacNeill Final Pretrial (aired 6/12/14 4:30am 0:25 seconds) - Utah doctor convicted of 
killing his wife was in court for a separate sexual abuse case. Martin MacNeill is 
accused of putting his hands down the pants of a female relative. MacNeill filed a 
motion to have the case dismissed due to a loss of evidence by the prosecution. Our 
viewers benefitted by learning about the motions a judge was considering in a high 
profile court case.  
 
Burr Initial Court Appearance – (aired 6/12/14 5:00am 0:30 seconds) A man accused 
of carrying two guns into a Cache County hospital was scheduled to be in court. It was a 
continuation of the initial court appearance for Jason Burr. Police say he pulled out two 
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handguns inside the Cache County hospital emergency room. He was shot three times 
by a probation officer during the incident. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to 
date on a high profile story. 
 
Box Elder Co. Fire (aired 6/12/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) - Fire crews battled a fire at 
Bailey Farms in Box Elder County. A hay stack caught fire and quickly burned catching 
a hay bundling plant on fire. Our viewers benefitted by being made aware of the work 
emergency responders were doing to keep them safe.  
 
Suspect Photos (aired 06/12/14 7:30am, 40 seconds) – Provo police released photos 
of a man who is a person of interest in yesterday’s suspicious fires.  The pictures from a 
nearby gas station were of a man who was seen buying gasoline shortly before the 
fires.  This story lets viewers know who police are looking for, and that they might have 
a possible lead on the suspicious fires in the area. 
 
West Valley City Attempted Assault (aired 6/12/14  5pm, 1:30 minutes) – West Valley 
Police were searching for a man who was stalking and attempting to assault women. 
They say there were three victims in the last three days. All three of the women lived in 
the same area of the city. One victim, an 88-year-old woman, found the suspect 
standing in her house. When he tried to hurt her, police say she screamed and he ran 
away. Minutes later, he was scared away from another home. Police say the man 
targeted women who were alone, and they were concerned he would try to sexually 
assault victims. Our story included a suspect description and a warning to people to 
keep their doors locked and do everything they can to reduce the risk of becoming a 
victim.  
 

King Arraignment (aired 6/13/14 4:30am 020 seconds) - An 18-year-old boy accused 
of stabbing a classmate at Duchesne High School was scheduled to be arraigned in 
court. Police say Leland Patrick king stabbed another student twice after getting into a 
fight with a classmate during P.E. class in May. Patrick was to hear the charges against 
him and enter his plea. Our viewers benefitted by being kept up to date on Utah’s 
courts. 
 
Castillo Initial Appearance (aired 6/13/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) - Joe Castillo, the 
man accused of stabbing his wife to death in Layton, made his first court appearance. 
Castillo was arrested on the weekend prior to the court date. Our viewers benefitted by 
being kept up to date on the developments of a high profile murder investigation. 
 
Salt Lake Industrial Fire (aired 6/13/14  6:30am, 2:00 minutes) – Salt Lake firefighters 
are cleaning up after a two alarm fire sparked inside a company that makes windows 
and doors.  Employees have been sent home for the day.  This story was breaking this 
morning, and let viewers know about a fire that had just broken out. 
 
Magna Armed Robbery (aired 6/17/14  7:00am, 30 seconds) – Police in Magna are 
looking for a suspect after an armed robbery this morning.  Around 2am police say a 
man covered head to toe walked into the Shell Station at 8145 West 3500 South, 
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showed a gun and demanded money.  This story was new in the morning, and let 
viewers know about a robbery that had just happened in their area. 
 
Provo Bank Robbers (aired 6/18/14 4:00pm, :25 seconds) - Provo police are looking 
for a group of masked bank robbers who like to wear ill fitting suits. Officers say the 
bandits hit the AM Bank near 3700 North University Avenue, demanded money, then 
escaped in a white van. Police think the Provo robbery may be linked to a similar 
robbery at an AM Bank in Lindon.   
 
Drunk in Chicago (aired 06/19/14 7:00am, 40 seconds) – Two Utah brothers are 
behind bars in Chicago after officers say they started a drunken fight at the O’Hare 
International Airport.  Police say Randy and Ricky Lindsay were on a plane when one of 
the men made “lewd and offensive remarks to the flight crew.  This story lets viewers 
know about a bizarre arrest in another state with a Utah connection. 
 
Koerber Case Dismissed (aired 6/20/14 4:00 pm, :25 seconds) - A federal judge 
dropped the fraud case against Rick Koerber. Koerber was accused of running a multi-
million dollar Ponzi scheme. The judge didn’t drop the case for factual reasons, but 
because prosecutors violated the speedy trial act.  
 
Jones Drug Charges (aired 6/20/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) An assistant fire chief with 
Unified Fire is to be arraigned on drug charges. He’s accused of falsely obtaining 
prescriptions. He is to hear the charges against him and enter a plea. Our viewers 
benefitted by learning that emergency responders are also subject to law when 
suspected of wrong doing.  
 
Car Crashes Into Condo (aired 6/23/14  4:00pm, 1:30) A woman with a seizure 
condition crashed into a condo complex in Provo. Police said the woman didn’t have a 
valid license, due to her medical condition. Officers will likely cite the woman for the 
crash.  
 

EDUCATION: 
Graduation Rates (aired 4/28/14  5pm, 1:30 minutes) – A new report shows graduation 
rates are up for Utah schools. Nationally, graduation rates have risen to the highest rate 
ever—and the report shows the rise has been fast. Utah used to lag behind national 
high school graduation rates, but the report shows that Utah’s rates are the same as the 
national graduation rate—80%. The Utah Office of Education says teachers and 
administrators worked hard to get Utah to catch up. Unfortunately, minorities have still 
lagged behind in graduation rates. 
 
South Jordan Bus Route Changes (aired 05/05/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – The state 
of Utah is looking in whether a school bus stop where a 10-year-old little girl was killed 
should be changed.  State engineers and staff from the Jordan School District were at 
the bus stop trying to determine if it is the safest place for school kids to get off the bus.  
This story explains what possible changes are being looked at and explains why the girl 
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was forced to cross a busy road when other students on the same bus were not forced 
to do the same. 
 
School Bus Safety (aired 05/06/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A memorial service was 
held for the little girl hit and killed by a school bus.  At the same time, the South Jordan 
city council met to discuss solutions to bus safety in their city. City officials say they will 
meet with the school district as soon as possible and one councilman is suggesting a 
new law to fine drivers who leave children in dangerous situations.  This story explains 
the changes officials are considering and details what steps are being taken to make 
sure another accident doesn’t happen again in the future. 
 
Stevens Henager College Suit (aired 5/8/14  5pm, 2:00 minutes) – A new report 
shows graduation rates are up for Utah schools. Nationally, graduation rates have risen 
to the highest rate ever—and the report shows the rise has been fast. Utah used to lag 
behind national high school graduation rates, but the report shows that Utah’s rates are 
the same as the national graduation rate—80%. The Utah Office of Education says 
teachers and administrators worked hard to get Utah to catch up. Unfortunately, 
minorities have still lagged behind in graduation rates. 
 
First Generation College Students (aired 5/15/14 4:30p, 2:30) - We spoke with a girl 
from Sandy who is the first in her family to attend college. Her parents immigrated to 
America from Peru. She shared her tips for academic success and also discussed how 
to grab the attention of scholarship boards. She says most students fail to take 
advantage of free resources, like libraries and school counseling centers.  
 
Chocolate Taste Testing (aired 5/19/14 6:30am 2:00 minutes) Matt Caputo, owner of 
Caputo’s did a taste test of a variety of chocolates with the anchors. They discussed 
types of chocolates, and the Natural History Museum’s Chocolate Exhibit which cover 
the origins and benefits of chocolate. Our viewers benefitted by getting a deeper look at 
the history of chocolate and a preview of a local education exhibit. 
 
T-Rex (aired 5/16/14 7:00am 2:00 minutes) Representatives from “Walking with 
Dinosaurs” came in studio for a live interview and a demonstration of one of their 
dinosaur costumes. They gave a preview of an upcoming educational show about 
dinosaurs coming to Energy Solutions Arena. Our viewers benefitted by learning of an 
upcoming event that would prove to be educational for families.  
 
Canyon Parent Letter (aired 05/27/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A group of Draper 
parents are upset with how an investigation was conducted in their children's school 
district. A bus driver was recently arrested and charged with sexually abusing a special 
needs passenger. The parents say the school district did not do enough to make sure 
their students were save while riding to school and have now written a letter to the 
district demanding change.  This story explains why the parents feel like the school 
district dropped the ball and detail what changes they would like to see made in the 
future. 
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Keys to Success Car Giveaway (aired 6/4/14 6:30am 2:00 minutes) The Keys to 
Success program honors local high school students who excelled at academics. One 
lucky student won a new car. Our viewers benefitted by receiving a highlight of what 
could be achieved with academic rigor.  
 
Ethics Students Cut (aired 6/10/14  5pm, 1:30 minutes) – Students at Salt Lake 
Community College are trying to save a multicultural center on campus they believe the 
administration wants to get rid of. But school leaders say they are not trying to get rid of 
the center. Students claim the college is dissolving the multicultural initiative 
department, and cutting down space at the student involvement center. A spokesperson 
for the college says some of the student space in the center will become officers for new 
staff that will serve all the students, and that minorities won’t be overlooked. Salt Lake 
Community College has the highest proportion of ethnic minority students. The college 
administration is hosting a public forum on the issue to help students understand what is 
going on. 
  

Canyons School District Meeting (aired 06/10/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – The Canyon 
School District held its first board meeting tonight since a bus driver was arrested for 
sexually abusing a student on the way to school.  Dozens of parents showed up to 
express concern about how the school district handled the situation. This story explains 
that the parents are asking that there be an independent investigation into the school 
district and demanding bus aides be added to every bus route.  Our story also explains 
that the school board claims they can’t release details about the changes being made 
because of the on going criminal investigation.  
 
Cypress String Quartet (aired 6/16/14 7:00am 2:30 minutes) - The sixth annual 
University of Utah Chamber Music Workshop is a focused five day workshop designed 
for the dedicated string and piano precollege and college student. New to the workshop 
this year is The Cypress String Quartet which will be Quartet in Residence for the entire 
workshop. The quartet preformed on the show and discussed the workshop. Our 
viewers benefitted by learning about educations opportunities at the University of Utah. 
 
UVU Land Purchase (aired 6/19/14 7:30am, :25 seconds) – Utah Valley University has 
made a large purchase in order to expand.  The University has just bought 125 acres 
from Geneva Steel.   No plans for the land yet, but the University says it is doing 
research.  This story lets viewers know about the school’s purchase, and that their local 
University could soon be growing. 

 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS: 
Camper World Closure (aired 04/01/14  10pm, 2:30 minutes) – After years of severe 
mismanagement, a Utah business is in danger of shutting down for good and leaving 
thousands of customers without service they have paid for. Camper World is like a 
timeshare for campers with seven properties and 4,000 members. Those members are 
being told they have to pay $880 more dollars to help the company get through “rough 
times”. This story details the financial problem the company is facing and explains what 
happens next if the company doesn’t get the money. 
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Cheerios Manufacturing (aired 4/18/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – Cheerios changed 
legal terms so that people who use their website, social media, or anything like that 
cannot sue the cereal company. Viewers learn about the legal terms change and the 
fact that they cannot sue them. 
 
Wedding Gifts (aired 4/24/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – More than 67 million Americans 
will attend one wedding in 14. They will also spend more than $592 on gifts. It’s an 
interesting fact the viewer learns about weddings and what they will spend on gifts. 
 
Credit Cards (aired 4/25/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – A new Gallup Poll says fewer 
American’s are relying on their credit cards. 29% of American’s surveyed say they don’t 
even own a credit card at all. The viewer learns about credit cards and how many 
people aren’t swiping them at checkout. 
 
Kraft Cheese Recall (aired 4/21/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – Kraft recalled 96,000 
pounds of hot dogs over incorrect labels. The labels warned that the hot dogs may 
contain cheese, but did not mention that it may contain milk. Viewers using Kraft cheese 
products learn about the milk warning they will not find on their hot dog label. 
 
Cancer Charity Warning (aired 4/24/14 5:00am 0:20 seconds) -The Better Business 
Bureau sent out a warning accusing a charity raising money for breast cancer patients 
of not properly using the funds. The BBB said that only 8% of collected funds from the 
charity went to its stated purpose. The charity kept the rest. The BBB says at least 65% 
of such money should go towards its stated purpose. Our viewers benefitted by being 
warned about a charity that had an office in Salt Lake City that appeared to be misusing 
money.  
 
Housing Market (aired 4/28/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – The National Association of 
Realtors says that more Americans are signing contracts to buy homes. Pending sales 
were up 3.4%, a good sign that the housing market may be picking up. Viewers looking 
to buy or sale their home learn what the latest is with the housing market. 
 
Lyft Controversy (aired 05/05/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A new way to get around town 
has arrived in Utah. It is a car share service called “Lyft.” The new service sparked 
some controversy because the city sees it as a form of taxi that should be regulated and 
the company disagrees.  This story explains how the new service works and lets our 
viewers know what the city is doing to try and stop the service from operating in Salt 
Lake City. 
 
Xbox Sale (aired 5/13/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – Microsoft has cut their price for its 
Xbox One. The price is down from $499 to $399. The viewer learns about the deal they 
can get on the popular gaming system. 
 
Consumer Survey (aired 5/13/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – A new survey looked into how 
American’s are paying for their purchases. Most people are moving away from cash and 
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starting to pay with cards and cell phone apps. The 2News viewer learns about the new 
cell phone apps for paying for purchases and how they compare to other forms of 
purchase. 
 
Google Glasses on Sale (aired 5/14/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – Google glass went on 
sale for $1500. The glasses show information in a smartphone like, hands free format. 
The consumer learns about the new technology that’s available to them.  
 
Cabela’s Distribution Center (aired 5/14/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – Cabela’s broke 
ground on a big regional distribution center in Tooele. The store is popular in Utah and 
viewers are informed about a new development in the company. 
 
General Motors Recalls (aired 5/15/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – General Motors gave 
an update on their recall. It listed several more cars and SUVs that were having issues. 
Viewers learned the latest in the massive recall and if their car may be affected. 
 
Job Report (aired 5/15/14 6:15pm 30 seconds) – Career Builder released a survey 
saying more people are jumping from job to job. The survey found that by the time 
people turn 35, 25% of them have held more than five jobs. They are categorized as a 
job hopper. The viewers learn an interesting fact about American’s employment and if 
they fall in the job hopper category. 
 
Target CEO Severance Package (aired 5/19/14  4:00, :25) - Target's ousted CEO 
Greg Steinhafel will receive a $16 Million severance package. His severance package 
also includes more than $4 Million in stock options. Target says Steinhafel chose to 
resign, following the company’s massive data breach.  
 
Fast Food Apps (aired 5/22/14 4:30am, 1:30) - New apps allow people to order fast 
food and have it delivered to their homes. Companies say the apps help boost 
business, because they cater to those who may not be willing to wait in long lines. 
Developers say the apps are most common among those between the ages of 18 and 
34 years old.  
 
Utah Company Fixes Dome (aired 5/26/14 5:30am, :25 seconds) – A Utah company 
will play a major role in a renovation of the U.S. Capitol Dome.  Historical Arts & Casting 
Inc. of West Jordan has finalized a contract to replace much of the cast iron that makes 
up the dome. The renovation is expected to cost around 60 million dollars.  This story 
lets viewers know about the work a Utah company will be doing in the Nation’s Capital.   
 
The Tech Report – Real Estate Apps (aired 5/28/14 6:30am 2:00 minutes) - Scott 
Paul, the founder of Armor Active, was in studio for a live interview. He discussed the 
best smart phone and tablet apps for house hunting. Our viewers benefitted by learning 
about resources they could use to help them find their next house.  
 
Travel Prices (aired 6/4/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – American travelers spend $746 
billion globally on air travel. The average profit for the airline per passenger is just 
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$5.42. The viewer learned how much money airlines are making off of them when they 
buy a plane ticket. 
 
Price of Happiness (aired 6/5/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – How much does it cost to be 
happy? According to a CNN Money report the average American needs less than 
$100,000 a year to be happy. 25% of those polled said they needed less than that to be 
happy. It’s an interesting fact that viewers learned when watching Gephardt’s Wallet 
Watch Report. 
 
Beastie Boys vs. Monster Energy Drink (aired 6/8/14 6:15pm :30 seconds) – The 
Beastie Boys prevailed in court against Monster Energy Drink. The group sued the 
beverage maker back in 2012 for copyright infringement after one of their songs were 
used in Monster’s advertising. The 2News viewer learned about the battle going on 
between a popular singing group and a popular energy drink. 
 
New Video Games (aired 6/10/14 6:15pm 30 seconds) – Microsoft announced new 
games coming to store shelves soon. There is a new Halo, Call of Duty and Disney 
Fantasia Music Game. Viewers learned about new games they can buy for their gaming 
system. 
 
Shelter Reopens (aired 6/18/14 7:00am, 30 seconds) – The St. George Animal Shelter 
will reopen this week after questions were raised last summer about how animals were 
being treated.  The shelter s is planning a community event and adoption to answer 
questions about the changes.  This story lets viewers know about the progress on the 
shelter and a few of the changes the shelter has made. 

 
YOUTH AND FAMILY: 
New Adoption rules (aired 04/03/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Governor Herbert has 
signed a bill into law that is designed to fix the state’s controversial adoptions laws.  
Women from out of state have been using Utah’s loose adoption laws to give their 
children away without the father’s consent. The new law puts more restrictions in place 
to prevent this from happening in the future. But not everyone agrees with the new 
rules. This story explains why the lawmaker felt it was a law that needed to be in place 
and shares one woman’s opinion about how the new law could actually hurt some 
mothers. 
 
Swim Lessons (aired 4/4/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - The American Red 
Cross recommends that kids start swim lessons as early as 3-years-old. Alyson Vander 
Steen is a swim instructor at Westminster College. She says lessons not only teach 
your kids how to swim but they also teach your kids what to do if they need help when 
they are in the water. And there are different levels to help kids build confidence in the 
water. Many local aquatics centers offer swim classes during the spring. 
 
Lexi Hansen Story (aired 04/08/14 10pm, 4:30 minutes) – A BYU student hit by a car 
and not expected to live has returned home. Lexi Hansen was hit while long boarding 
and after the accident her family was told she had no measurable brain activity. But the 
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family says thanks to a social media campaign the slogan “pray for Lexi” and the 
community support, their daughter is alive and on the road to recovery. This story 
explains how Lexi is doing today, how her family and community helped her in the 
healing process and how she plans to use the accident to help others in the future. 
 
Kids Gardening in School (aired 4/11/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – A 
recent study suggests that kids at school with gardens will get about 10 more minutes of 
physical exercise a week. In Utah, there are several schools that have gardens. Kids 
get an opportunity to plant seeds, water, and rake. In the fall, the vegetables they grow 
are harvested and given back to all the green thumbs at the school.  
 
New Infant Unit (aired 4/18/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – Riverton Hospital 
is adding a new unit for babies that need a little extra care. The Specialty Care Nursery 
will offer extra care for babies that maybe aren’t eating enough food or who needs 
respiratory care. Babies will be monitored around the clock by nurses. And parents will 
be able to stay overnight with their newborns. The unit will also serve a growing need on 
the west side of the valley. Typically, newborns who need extra care are sent to Primary 
Children’s Hospital in Salt Lake City.  
 
Traveling With Kids (aired 4/25/14, 14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – Traveling 
with kids can be especially stressful for parents. So what can you do if your child is 
fussy on the plane? Doctors say there are a few things you can do to help calm your 
child down. First, bring plenty of snacks onboard the plane. You can also bring toys to 
surprise your child while on the plane. Moms tells us that IPads and movies are a great 
combination to keep your kids occupied while on the flight.  
 
Special Needs Prom (aired 04/25/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – It was prom night at 
Corner Canyon High School in Draper but this wasn’t your typical high school dance.  A 
group of students, community members and the school gave special needs students a 
night to remember. This story shows how everyone came together to make sure the 
special needs kids didn’t miss out on prom and explains why their fellow classmates 
wanted them to be a part of the special social event. 
 
PAL Boxing (aired 4/29/14  5pm, 2:30 minutes) – South Salt Lake police believe an 
after-school program they run has helped drop the juvenile crime rate by 60%. About 70 
kids are involved in the boxing program with the Police Athletic League. Kids are taught 
the basics of boxing, but it’s about more than just getting in the boxing ring. Police say 
homework and education are a huge priority. For the first hour of the after school 
program, kids work on homework and get help from tutors. Boxing is done in the last 
hour of the program. Kids who participate in “PAL” say they’ve learned to stay off the 
streets and out of trouble. Many of them say they’ve also seen an improvement in their 
grades. The “PAL” program is a national program, but this is the only one held in Utah. 
 
Cue Feeding (aired 5/2/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – Most parents know 
that babies will cry when they are hungry. But there are other signs, or cues, that babies 
are ready to eat. These cues are especially important for premature babies. Once they 
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are old enough, premature babies will start giving cues that they are hungry. In the 
Newborn Intensive Care Unit at Utah Valley Regional Medical Center, there are cue 
cards that show nurses and parents what cues to be on the lookout for. Once a 
premature baby learns to eat and eat regularly, then they can usually go home.  
 
Cocooning (aired 5/9/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – You’ve heard about the 
importance of vaccinating your kids. But parents also need to be up to date on their 
vaccinations. It’s a concept called cocooning. Parents, siblings, and even extended 
relatives should all be up to date on their vaccinations to help protect smaller children 
and babies. This includes your pertussis and flu vaccinations. Both of these illnesses 
can be deadly in babies so that is why anyone who may come in contact with the infant 
should be immunized.  
 
Dave & Connor O’Leary (aired 5/19/14 7:00am 2:00 minutes) Salt Lake City natives 
Dave and Connor O’Leary won The Amazing Race All Stars. The father son duo did a 
live in studio interview discussing their experience traveling around the world and 
competing on the popular reality TV show. The duo is unique in that both father and son 
are cancer survivors.  Our viewers benefitted by learning of a major accomplishment by 
a local father and son.  
 
Sweet Little Peanut: Memorial Day (aired 5/20/14 7:00am 2:00 minutes) Megan 
Bailey with Sweet Little Peanut did a live interview and demonstration. She offered 
ideas for a Memorial Day barbecue. Our viewers benefitted by learning things they 
could do for their family barbecue.  
  
Graduation Gift Ideas (aired 5/20/14 7:00am 2:00 minutes) Expert Wendy Schauben 
did a live interview discussing the best tech gifts for new graduates. She outlined the 
latest laptops, tablets and mobile phones that would help recent graduates as they 
moved on to the next phase of their life. Our viewers benefitted by learning about things 
they could get a graduate they know in order to help them succeed.  
 
Holiday Travel (aired 5/23/14 6:00am, for 1:30 minutes) – It’s Memorial Day weekend, 
which means many families are planning to hit the road.  It’s also the start of the 
hundred deadliest days on the road.  This story warns viewers ahead of their holiday 
travels and showed them how to be safe on the roads. 
 
Operation Mend (aired 5/26/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – Wounded soldiers are getting a 
new lease on life, thanks to a special program. Top surgeons at the UCLA Medical 
Center are giving the heroes care that’s healing more than just their battle scars. 
Wounded veterans are given free access to plastic and reconstructive surgeons. Our 
story showed some of the procedures veterans received for free to gain back their 
confidence. The program, called “Operation Mend,” has treated more than 100 
wounded military men and women since 2007. 
 

Kids with Skin Disease (aired 05/26/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) - A Utah Couple has 
adopted six children, four of which have a rare and debilitating skin disorder. The kids 
have a condition known as Epidermolysis Bullosa that causes the skin to be fragile and 
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even fall off. This story explains how the couple changed the lives of these young 
children by adopting multiple kids with the same disease and shows they are facing the 
difficult challenge together as a family. 
 
Sierra Newbold Park (aired 5/30/14 5:30am for 25 seconds) – The New playground for 
Sierra Newbold opens later today.  Newbold was kidnapped and killed in 2012.  This 
story lets people know about a new park opening in their area, about the dedication, 
and a ceremony happening today at the park. 
 
Summer Reading (aired 5/30/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – Many Utah 
children are excited to start their summer breaks. And between camping and trips to the 
local swimming pool, experts say your kids should also sit down and read. Experts say if 
kids stop reading, even for a few months, they could lose some of the reading skills they 
acquired during the school year. One way to get kids to read is to turn it into a regular 
family activity. You can take your kids to the local library. Or have them read about a 
specific topic and then go take a trip somewhere to learn more about that topic, such as 
a museum or the local zoo.  
 
Risk Line Celebrates 30 Years (aired 6/6/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - The 
Pregnancy Risk Line is a free service that has been around for 30 years. It is also 
known as Mother to Baby, has helped thousands of families in Utah. Soon, the service 
will receive its 230,000 phone call. The Pregnancy Risk line is staffed by experts, who 
answer questions about pregnancy and breastfeeding. These experts have access to 
the latest research regarding food, prescriptions, diseases and immunizations.  
 
Huntsman Groundbreaking (aired 6/6/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – The Huntsman Cancer 
Institute is expanding to include a research facility that focuses on children with cancer 
and their families. The new 100 million dollar facility will focus on studying both child 
and adult cancers. Those who donated to the project say others with cancer, and their 
own cancer diagnosis, inspired them to help with the facility. It is believed the addition of 
the new facility will make the Huntsman Cancer Institute the largest cancer complex in 
the world.  
 
We Play Unplugged (aired 6/9/14 6:30am 2:00 minutes) - Rachel Kahler explained the 
We Play Unplugged program in a live interview. The program focuses on ways to 
engage kids in activities that don’t involve electronics and highlights the benefits of 
those activities. Our viewers benefitted by learning of a healthy program they could 
enroll their kids in. 
 
Adoption Journey (aired 6/12/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – A young couple 
is hoping to one day become parents. When fertility treatments failed, they decided to 
focus on adoption. Jared and Lindsay Boggess took several classes through the state of 
Utah to be foster parents. Their hope is they will be able to adopt siblings through the 
foster care system.   
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LDS Family Services Changes (aired 6/17/14 at 12:00 & 12:30 1:30 min) – LDS 
Family Services announced it will no longer place children for adoption. Instead, clients 
will be referred to other more expensive agencies. They say the decision was made due 
to dwindling numbers of available children.  
 
Sports Acceleration for Teens (aired 6/19/14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – It 
may be the off season for many Utah athletes. But the training never stops. And there is 
a program in Southern Utah that helps these athletes get a little more of a competitive 
edge on the playing field. It is called the Sports Acceleration Training Program. During 
the program, athletes focus on drills to improve their speed, agility and strength. They 
also learn about nutrition and injury prevention.  
 
Family Welcomes Triplets (aired 6/20/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 40 seconds) – A St. 
George couple has three reasons to celebrate. Last year, David and his wife Julie, 
learned they were expecting triplets. Like many couples in Utah, David and Julie had to 
turn to fertility treatments to get pregnant. Two eggs were fertilized, but one split, so 
Julie was pregnant was triplets. During the pregnancy, the identical twins developed 
twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome. At 19 weeks, Julie went into labor. She was sent to 
Los Angeles where surgery would save the lives of her three unborn boys. In March, 
they were born nearly 3 months early. The three have since been sent home and are 
doing fine according to their father.  

 

ENVIRONMENT: 
Electric Car Charging Station (aired 04/03/14 10pm, 1:45 minutes) – A new public 
quick charging station for electric cars has been installed in Salt Lake County.  Officials 
say adding more charging stations throughout the county could result in more people 
buying electric cars, which would cut down on pollution. This story lets our viewers know 
where the new charging station is, how it works and what other steps officials are taking 
to try and clean up Utah’s dirty air. 
 
Earth Day – Recycle and Reuse (aired 04/22/14  6:30am, for 2:00minutes) – This was 
a guest segment with tips on how to reduce your environmental impact by using your 
own reusable bags and coffee mugs, ditching disposable utensils and cutlery, avoiding 
items with extra packing and eliminating unwanted junk. This segment helped viewers 
with little ideas to go green to help the environment for Earth Day. 
 
Wildfire Outlook (aired 4/22/14  5pm, 2:00 minutes) – Experts have come out with a 
report with the outlook for natural disasters in Utah—including flooding, fires, landslides 
and drought. Four state experts got together and found that the fire season should be 
normal for Utah this year. The snow pack in Northern Utah is about 80% of normal so 
officials don’t believe there should be any major flooding or landslides. But drought is 
something to be concerned about this year. Experts say Southern Utah will be the 
hardest hit by the drought. There are weather stations throughout the state to give 
emergency crews a heads up for any potential flooding dangers. The state’s emergency 
management team hopes this report can help Utahns prepare for any weather related 
emergencies or incidents. 
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Jane King University Solar Program (aired 04/23/14 6:00am for 25 seconds) – The 
University of Utah is the first University to sponsor a community solar program.  It allows 
for discounted purchase of solar panels and installation.  This story lets viewers know 
about a new option that the University can help them with to get solar energy in their 
homes.  
 
Willard Bay Reopening (aired 04/24/14 6:00am, 30 seconds) – Utah State parks will 
hold a reopening celebration next month at Willard Bay State Park’s North Marina, 
which closed down after a fuel spill last year.  This story lets viewers know about the 
reopening, and that on May 24th, they can attend an event at the park. 
 
ATV Protest (aired 05/09/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – ATV riders in Utah are getting 
ready for a massive protest in San Juan County.  The riders plan to protest what they 
call an over reach of the federal government. The Bureau of Land Management banned 
motorized vehicles in the “Recapture Canyon” area and the protests say that decision 
was inappropriate because the BLM didn’t consult the county.  This story explains that 
local law enforcement will cite any of the protestors who ride in the restricted area.  It 
also explains why there is a growing concern that the protest could turn violent. 
 
Trail Safety (aired 5/22/14 4:00p, 1:20) - With Summer on the way, doctors are warning 
Utahns to follow safety procedure both before and during hikes. They’re encouraging 
those who hike with pets to make sure their animals are leashed, and for humans to 
carry cell phones, water and a jacket. They also say it’s important for people to pay 
attention, because joggers, hikers and cyclists often share the same trails.  
 
Lake Powell Electricity (aired 5/26/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – The spring snowmelt is 
underway, and runoff on the Colorado River is helping Lake Powell rise. But, experts 
say it’s not enough to reverse the long term drought in Southern Utah. And if water 
levels are too low, it may affect how electricity is generated. The reservoir is only 93 feet 
above the minimum level needed to run the hydroelectric generators deep inside the 
dam. A forecasting model from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation shows that if the 
drought keeps going, Lake Powell could drop below minimum power pool by 2015. 
Nearly six million people rely on the power generated from the dam, so water managers 
are working to contingency plans. One idea is to ask upper basin reservoirs to release 
more water. 
 

Coal Plans (aired 6/2/14  5pm, 1:30 minutes) – The state of Utah uses coal for power, 
and the Obama administration issued a plan to clamp down on coal burning power 
plants. The President wants to cut carbon emissions from the plants that cause climate 
change. But, 80% of electrical power in Utah comes from coal which is double the 
national average. Utah lawmakers are concerned the President’s plan will raise energy 
costs and kill jobs.  
 
Governor’s Energy Summit (aired 6/04/14 at 12:00p, 2 minutes) - The Governor is 
gathering industry leaders in the same room as elected officials to talk about energy. 
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The Governor's Energy Development Summit was held at the Salt Palace. He wanted to 
get people talking about energy development options. 
 
MyAir Health (aired 06/10/14  10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Utah’s bad air sticks around 
during the summer months but a new app for smart phones is making it easier to know 
if spending time outdoors could be doing more harm than good.  The app is called 
“MyAir Health” and users can check the pollution level before they head outside.  This 
story explains exactly how the app works and lets our viewers know where an online 
version can be found. 
 
Dead Bald Eagles (aired 06/17/14 7:30am, 25 seconds) – Officials in Davis County are 
working to prevent more bald eagle deaths.  Last year more than 80 bald eagles died in 
Utah after scavenging on dead grebes that had contracted West Nile Virus.  Officials 
are spraying for mosquitoes with the hope it will prevent deaths this year.  This story lets 
viewers know what people are doing to prevent more eagle deaths. 
 
Stem Solar (aired 06/19/14 7:30am, for 2:00min) – Utah is prime real estate for the 
solar market.  Two local companies have created the largest solar power project of its 
kind in the state.  This story lets viewers know about the growing use of solar energy in 
Utah. 
 
Brian Head Road Collapse (aired 06/20/14 10pm, 1:45 minutes) – Part of State Route 
143 in the town of Brian Head has been shut down.  The road has completely collapsed 
follow the construction of a man made pond. People who live in the area are worried 
that this is a sign their homes could be in danger because of the sandy soil. This story 
explains what is being done to fix the problem and how long the road will be shut down. 

 
DIVERSITY: 
Same Sex Marriage Rally (aired 04/07/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Hundreds of people 
gathered tonight to send off the three couples at the center of the fight to legalize gay 
marriage.  The court case is headed to Denver's 10th Circuit Court of Appeals after a 
federal judge overturned Utah’s ban on same sex marriage. This story explains what 
local pro same sex marriage groups are doing to try and gain support and explains the 
process surrounding the next step in the court proceedings. 
 
Same Sex Marriage Ads (aired 4/8/14 6:00am, 1:30 minutes) – New television ads for 
same sex marriage start running today.  Several families of same sex marriage couples 
are working on supportive ads, all timed to air when Utah’s gay marriage law will be in 
court in Denver.  This story lets viewers know about advertisements they will soon be 
seeing on TV. 
 
Gay Kiss Controversy (aired 04/08/14 10pm, 2:45 minutes) – A same sex kiss has a 
local theatre company taking a firm stand after an audience member complained about 
the sign of affection. The angry theatregoer says she should have been warned that a 
kiss between two men was part of the play. But theater officials say they often issue 
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warnings if there is questionable content but didn’t feel a short kiss between two men 
warranted a warning. 
 
Same Sex Couple Adoption Controversy (aired 04/09/14 10pm, 1:00 minute) –The 
State Health Department is refusing to issue new birth certificates for children of legally 
married, same sex couples.  This is despite the fact that a state judge ordered the birth 
certificates be issued to the couples. The state Attorney General says he is ready to 
fight the judge’s orders.  This story explains the on going battle facing same sex couples 
married legally in the state and what the state is doing to try and prevent same sex 
marriage from becoming legal in Utah. 
 
Same Sex Marriage Rally (aired 04/10/14 6:00am, 25 seconds) – Hundreds of people 
gathered outside the 10th circuit court in Denver for Marriage Equality ahead of Utah’s 
hearing for same sex marriage appeal.  This story shows viewers, another side of this 
story, and the support same sex marriage is getting. 
 
LDS & Immigration Reform (aired 04/15/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – President Dieter F. 
Uchtdorf of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was among a group of 
religious leaders who met with President Obama to discuss immigration reform. All of 
the leaders at the White House meeting agree the country’s immigration laws need to 
change and they presented their views on how the laws should be reformed. This story 
explains what ideas where presented at the meeting and gives one experts opinion on 
why President Obama is turning to religious leaders to deal with the issue of 
immigration. 
 
Attorney General Race (aired 4/18/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – Same sex marriage was 
the focus of candidates in the race for Utah Attorney General. Democratic candidate, 
Charles Stormont, says if he is elected, he will stop Utah’s defense of the state’s same 
sex marriage ban. But current Attorney General Sean Reyes says he will continue the 
fight against same sex marriage in the courts. Stormont says Utah’s fight against gay 
marriage is a waste of time and money, since he believes the state will ultimately lose in 
court. But Reyes hired high powered lawyers who have agreed to defend Utah’s same 
sex marriage ban and have taken lower pay to do so. 
 
Utah Representative on NAACP (aired 04/29/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A Utah 
lawmaker is stirring up controversy after posing a questionable comment on Twitter. 
The State Representative sent a message saying; “We should have known Don Sterling 
was a racist when he gave money to the NAACP.”  He then went on to say that the 
NAACP is the very definition of racisism. This story gives the lawmaker a chance to 
explain his comments and then gives the NAACP a chance to respond to his 
allegations. 
 
Deferred Action (aired 05/08/14  10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A number of young, 
undocumented Utahns, who received a two year permit to live and work legally in the 
United States will soon have to reapply for the chance to stay for another two years.  It 
is all part of the deferred action program. In this story, we introduce our viewers to one 
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young man who is living in limbo, not knowing if he will be able to stay in the United 
States.  The story also explains why immigration attorneys feel that deferred action 
leaves the clients living in limbo. 
 
Same Sex Marriage Cases Impact on Utah Decision (aired 05/12/14 10pm, 2:30 
minutes) – Nearly a dozen states have seen bans on gay marriage overturned, 
including Utah. Utah’s case is currently being looked at by the 10th Circuit Court of 
Appeals and experts say all of the recent decisions to overturn gay marriage ban could 
be an indicator as to what decision will be made by the federal appeals court. This story 
looks at states that overturned bans on gay marriage and explains what happens if the 
court ruled one way or another.  
 
Utah’s Same Sex Marriage Ruling (aired 5/19/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – A federal 
judge ruled that Utah must recognize same sex marriages. The ruling covered the 
marriages performed during the 17 days they were allowed in December. 1,300 same 
sex couples were married in Utah during that period. Governor Gary Herbert declared 
those marriages on hold, but the ruling means the marriages are valid and couples have 
the same rights and privileges as other marriages. The judge said his order wouldn’t 
take effect until the state decides not to appeal. If the state does appeal, the order 
probably won’t take effect until a final judicial decision likely from the U.S. Supreme 
Court.  
 
Same Sex Marriage Adoption Stay (aired 05/16/14 10pm, 1:00 minutes) – The Utah 
Supreme Court has told the Utah Department of Health not to issue birth certificates for 
same sex parent adoptions.  This comes after an ongoing legal battle surrounding same 
sex couples and their adoption rights within the state.  This breaking news story 
explains what the ruling means and what the next step is for couples that are wanting to 
make their adoptions official. 
 
Same Sex Marriage Appeal (aired 06/05/14 7:00am, 30 seconds) – Governor Gary 
Herbert and Attorney General Sean Reyes say they will appeal a court decision 
requiring Utah to recognize the marriages of 1,300 same sex couples.  This story is the 
latest in the State’s same sex marriage battle and updates viewers to what leaders are 
planning to do next. 
 
Immigration Kids (aired 6/12/14 4:30p, 1:30) - Thousands of kids who illegally crossed 
into America are being held at makeshift shelters in Texas and Arizona. Those who 
have seen the conditions inside, describe them as unlivable. Arizona Governor Jan 
Brewer is blaming President Obama for the situation. She says the President’s 
immigration policy is vague and encourages illegal immigration.  
 
Prop 8 Movie Screening (aired 06/13/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – The couple who  
spearheaded the fight against Proposition 8 in California made a stop in Utah tonight.  
The men are in town for a screening of a new documentary called “The Case Against 
8,” which chronicles the court battle for same sex marriage in California. Given Utah’s 
current legal battle over gay marriage, the theater was packed.  In our story, we talk to 
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the couple featured in documentary about the film and about what they thing the 
outcome will be in regards to the Utah same sex marriage case. 
 
Church on Excommunication (aired 6/17/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is responding to questions about the possible ex-
communication of two prominent activists. The activists are being accused of apostasy, 
after the LDS Church says they crossed a line while advocating for women’s ordination 
to the Priesthood, among other issues. A church spokesperson says apostasy has been 
clearly defined as seeking something contrary to the church’s gospel teachings, and 
then recruiting others. The spokesperson clarified that having a conversation about 
these topics doesn’t qualify as apostasy, but it’s when you recruit others to a movement 
is where trouble begins. The activists who are awaiting disciplinary hearings say they 
don’t want to give up their membership in the LDS Church. 
 
Redskins Trademark (aired 6/18/14, 4:00p, :40 seconds) - The U.S. Patent office 
cancelled the Washington Redskins trademark registration. Officials claim the name 
Redskins is insulting to those of Native American descent. The decision can’t stop the 
team from using their logo, but it also means others can use it now for free. The judge 
did stay his decision, pending an expected appeal.  
 
Immigration Ruling (aired 06/18/14 10pm, 2:15 minutes) – A federal judge ruled on 
Utah’s controversial immigration law.  The law was passed three years ago and a judge 
has now struck down and upheld different parts of the law.  The ruling makes it clear 
that police officers can’t stop or detain someone just because they suspect the person is 
here illegally.  The decision also makes it clear that officers can only ask for 
documentation in cases where a crime has been committed.  This story explains the 
ruling and gives reaction from both those who fought against the law and those who 
supported it. 

 
HEALTH/HEALTHCARE: 
Purre Bare (aired 4/3/14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – Purre Bare is an 
exercise trend that is growing in popularity in Utah. Purre Bare combines pilates, yoga 
and dance into one really tough workout. For an hour, students will go through a series 
of movements that focus on strengthening muscles all while burning calories. At first 
glance, it appears students walking into a dance class. While there are dance 
movements, trainers say this is a cardio workout. 
 
Kidney Donations (aired 4/4/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) - It has been 
almost a year since Dale Woosley received a kidney transplant. Before surgery, he had 
been on dialysis. His kidneys were failing. His brother Duane offered to give Dale one of 
his kidneys. The surgery saved Duane’s life. In 2013, Intermountain Medical Center saw 
a record breaking year for organ transplants. Doctors tell us there were 109 kidney 
transplants. In most cases, the kidneys came from living donors, such as family 
members and friends.  
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Heroin Rising (aired 4/7/14 6:00am, 20 seconds) – A new report shows a dramatic rise 
in heroin use and overdose deaths in Utah.  Figures from the Utah Department of 
Human Services indicate the use of heroin is seven times higher than a couple of 
decades ago.  This story lets viewers know about the increase, and concerns heath 
officials have. 
 
Safety Glasses (aired 4/10/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – The temperature is 
starting to rise and more people are heading outdoors for sports, gardening and other 
activities. And doctors are reminding everyone to protect their eyes. Statistics show 
there are about 100,000 eye injuries across the United States every year. And many of 
those injuries can lead to blindness. If you are mowing the lawn, wear protective eye 
wear, such as sunglasses. Sunglasses can even provide adequate protection while 
playing sports or riding a bike.  
 
Utah Smokers (aired 04/11/14 7:00am, 20 seconds) – A new study shows Utah is a 
great place for non-smokers.  The new poll shows Utah has the lowest rates of smoking 
in the country, with just over 12% of Utahns smoking.  This story lets viewers know 
about the smoking rate in Utah and one reason why our state is considered healthy. 
 
What Can You Grow Outdoors? (aired 4/17/14, 14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 45 seconds) 
– Now is the time to start planting certain types of seeds outdoors. Gardening experts 
say you can plant cold weather plants such as cauliflowers, lettuce and onions. Your 
tomatoes and flowers, however, will need to wait until the second week of May.  
 
Radiation Therapy (aired 4/17/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Many women 
will spend weeks getting radiation treatments for breast cancer. But now that time is 
being cut down to five days. This was the case for Nanette Barton. She beat breast 
cancer and thanks to an advanced radiation treatment option, she has since moved on 
with her life. Nanette had brachytherapy. Using a catheter, doctors are able to 
administer high doses of radiation to the area where the tumor formed and the 
surrounding tissue. Brachytherapy cuts down on the amount of time a person needs 
radiation treatment.  
 
Breast Reconstructive Surgery (aired 4/24/14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) - 
Women diagnosed with breast cancer will often need a mastectomy as part of their 
treatment. However, this can be very emotional as women feel as if they are losing a 
part of their identity. Now, women have the option of having breast reconstructive 
surgery. Here, doctors will reconstruct the breast using either the patient’s own tissue, 
or implants. In most cases, no one will notice a difference. Doctors say this helps 
women get their confidence back after their cancer fight.  
 
FDA E-Cigarettes (aired 4/24/14 5pm, 1:30 minutes) – The FDA announced a new 
proposal to begin regulating electronic cigarettes, as well as pipe tobacco and cigars. If 
the FDA proposal is approved, new regulations would prohibit the sale of e-cigarettes to 
anyone under 18 years old, and would be banned from vending machines. The 
cigarettes will also be required to carry a warning label that nicotine is addictive and list 
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all of the ingredients in the product. Lawmakers and the FDA say this is long overdue 
and have been concerned e-cigarettes are being marketed to teens and kids. But e-
cigarette makers say the devices are safer than tobacco cigarettes, and can help people 
ultimately quit smoking.  
 
New Allergy Pill (aired 4/24/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – The allergy 
season is just beginning and soon grass allergies will cause a lot of runny noses and 
itchy eyes. If you suffer from grass allergies, there is a new pill on the market that can 
help reduce your symptoms. The Food Drug Administration recently approved 
immunotherapy for grass pollen. Instead of a shot, patients can simply take a pill to help 
boost the immune system so that you are less sensitive to grass pollen. You will need to 
see your allergist to get a prescription for the new drug.  
 
Pot Oil Lab (aired 04/28/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – There is new hope for some Utah 
kids who suffer from epilepsy. State lawmakers passed a bill that will allow them to use 
a marijuana oil to help control their seizures and pain.  This story shows our viewer how 
the oil is made as we get a tour of the company that makes it and explains what doctors 
are doing to make sure this special strain of marijuana is helping and not harming the 
children taking it. 
 
Chemo Caps (aired 4/30/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – There is a project to 
help women undergoing chemotherapy keep their hair. It is called the Rapunzel Project. 
Women purchase cold caps through Amazon or another online service. The caps are 
chilled to well below freezing. During their chemo treatment, women wear the caps. The 
idea is the cold caps protect the follicles of the hair from the damage from 
chemotherapy.  
 
Skin Cancer Awareness (aired 5/1/14 at 4pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – An 
estimated 1 in 5 Americans will develop skin cancer at some point in their lives. And like 
most cancers early detection is key. Experts say you should be on the lookout for signs 
of skin cancer and looking for those signs is as easy as ABC – literally. So what should 
you be on the lookout for: asymmetry, border, changes in color, diameter and evolution.  
 
Autism Insurance Coverage (aired 05/07/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – In just over a year 
insurance companies in Utah will be required to cover autism treatment for kids but until 
then parents need a Medicaid autism waiver.  Those waivers are limited and currently 
there are only 35 spots available.  In this story we talk to a parent who explains how 
much the waiver has helped her child and explains to our viewers what they need to do 
if they would like to be a part of the program. 
 
Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (aired 5/8/14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – In just six 
months, a 25-year-old Utah mom went from chasing after her two young kids to now 
having to use a wheelchair. Enedina Stanger was diagnosed with Ehlers-Danlos 
Syndrome, or EDS. With the disease, the collagen in Enedina’s body does not work 
properly. She is susceptible to dislocations and broken bones. The family has learned to 
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adjust to Enedina’s challenges. Her husband has become the primary care taker for 
both Enedina and their two children.  
 
Breast Cancer Gene (aired 05/09/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – A woman who is fighting to 
keep cancer out of her body says she is having a hard time getting her insurance to pay 
for a genetic test.  The woman says her family history makes her high risk for breast 
cancer but her insurance will not cover the test, which would show if she has the breast 
cancer gene.  In this story, we let our viewers know how the genetic testing works and 
what options are available for those women who are having a hard time getting the test 
covered by their insurance. 
 
NICU: Behind the Scenes (aired 05/14/14 10pm, 6:00 minutes) – One in every ten 
babies in Utah is born premature.  These little babies have to spend weeks or even 
months in the hospital and this story takes our viewers behind the scenes of one of the 
busiest newborn intensive care units in the state.  The story shows our viewers the 
delicate care that is required to keep these premature babies alive and how doctors also 
help the babies’ families get through the difficult time. 
 
Plant Based Diet (aired 05/15/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) - A simple change 
in her diet gave one woman the hope she lost after being diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Kate Dowden learned she had cancer in 2010. She had surgery, chemotherapy and 
radiation. During her treatments, Kate’s doctor also encouraged her to change her diet. 
Dowden, a registered nurse and Westminster College graduate, turned to scientific 
journals. She found there was a correlation between food and chronic diseases. So the 
nurse changed to a plant based diet. She doesn’t eat processed food or meats. 
Everything Nurse Kate cooks is fresh and organic. She has turned this change into a 
career. She has written a cook book and teaches cooking classes.  
 
Multiple Sclerosis and Stem Cells (aired 05/15/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – The 
University of Utah made a huge breakthrough in the fight against multiple sclerosis.  
The new findings are giving hope for a cure through the use of human stem cells.  
Experts say when human stem cells were injected into mice suffering from multiple 
sclerosis their symptoms went away within 10 days.  This story details the findings of 
the study and explains how long it could be until the new treatment could be used in 
humans. 
 
Healthy Pregnancy (aired 05/16/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – Doctors say 
being pregnant is not excuse to stop exercising. In fact, they encourage women to stay 
healthy and active during their entire pregnancy. Pregnancy women should also focus 
on eating healthy foods, like fruits and vegetables. And the road to a healthy pregnancy 
starts before you even begin trying to get pregnant. In fact, if you are planning on 
getting pregnant, you need to start taking folic acid every single day to help reduce the 
risk of birth defects.  
 
Eyeball Collection (aired 05/16/14 10pm, 4:00 minutes) – Utah is home to a rare 
collection and it is the largest one of its kind in the world.  The Moran Eye Center has 
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more than 12,000 human eyes. The major eye collection is tied to age related macular 
degeneration, which is the leading cause of vision loss for people over the age of 50.  In 
this story, we take our viewer inside the Moran Eye Center and show them the 
collection.  Our story also explains how the eyes are being used to help patients 
suffering from macular degeneration. 
 
Medicaid Legislature (aired 5/21/14 5pm 1:30 minutes) – Utah lawmakers say they 
won’t consider Governor Gary Herbert’s health care plan until their regular session next 
January. The governor had hoped to pass it in a special legislative session and passed 
by the end of the summer. The plan would take “Obamacare” funds and use them to 
buy private health insurance for the poor. Utah officials are in the middle of negotiations 
with the Obama administration to work out the plan. But, lawmakers for both the Utah 
House and Senate say it makes more sense to consider the plan in a general session. 
 
Trail Safety (aired 05/22/14 at 4pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – Utah has an amazing 
backyard and health experts wants everyone to get out and safely take advantage of 
our local parks and trails. Safety, experts say, starts with everyone sharing the trails. If 
you are walking or jogging with your dog, be sure to keep them on a leash. You should 
also carry a cell phone with you while you are out on the trails. But if you need to make 
a call be sure to stop and do it safely.  
 
Healthy Hikes (aired 05/22/14 at 5 pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – Hiking is fun, easy 
and an inexpensive way to get some exercise. And experts say it can help with 
longevity. Short walks or hikes can lower the risk for things like heart disease and 
strokes. If you are looking for a fun hike for you and your family, the Intermountain LiVe 
Well program has more than 100 healthy hikes listed on its website.  
 
Shoulder Replacement Surgery (aired 05/29/14 at 4 pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) –  
If you are noticing a pain in your shoulder while gardening or playing golf, you might 
want to get it checked out. Doctors say shoulders are susceptible to wear and tear and 
over time, you may need surgery to repair the damage. There are two types of shoulder 
replacement surgeries and after surgery most people will feel less pain and after some 
time they will be able to resume their normal activities.  
 
The Importance of Hydration (aired 05/29/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – As 
the temperatures rise, so does the risk for dehydration. Experts are reminding everyone 
to keep a water bottle handy. The size of the water bottle really depends on how long 
you will be outdoors. Dehydration can lead to serious problems, such as heat 
exhaustion and heat stroke. Problems can also occur if you start losing electrolytes from 
being out in the heat. So carry a sports drink or salt packets if you plan to be in the sun 
for several hours.  
 
Shinseki Resigns (aired 5/30/14 4:30p, 1:30) - Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki 
resigned in the wake of the scheduling scandal at the VA. A preliminary audit revealed 
schedulers were instructed to enter false data to hide actual wait times. As many as 40 
veterans at the Phoenix VA facility may have died waiting for care. 
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40 Weeks (aired 05/30/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – The last few weeks of 
pregnancy can be tough for any woman. And you may be secretly hoping that your baby 
comes a little early. But doctors say it is best to carry the baby the full 40 weeks. In fact, 
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommend that physicians 
don’t induce pregnant women before 39 weeks, unless there is a medical reason to do 
so.  
 
You Can Exercise Too Much (aired 06/05/14 at 5pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – We 
all know how important it is to be active. But experts say some people get a little carried 
away and exercise too much. They say if you don’t let your body recover, you will 
increase your chances of getting hurt. Fatigue, pain, depression, and even insomnia are 
all symptoms that you are pushing yourself too hard. Experts say you should include 
rest days in your training schedule. If you have a hard time sitting still, then you can take 
a hike or make a few laps in the pool.  
 
Fresh Start to Fitness: Fat Burning Exercises (aired 6/12/14 6:30am 2:30 minutes) 
Jeffrey Beck with Intermountain Medical Center demonstrated exercises to burn fat. He 
showed the proper technique and discussed how to use the exercise in a workout 
routine. Our viewers benefitted by learning exercises they could do in their own home to 
improve their fitness.  
 
Physical Therapy After Surgery (aired 06/12/14 at 4pm runs 1 minute 30 seconds) – 
Physical therapy after joint replacement surgery can help you get back on your feet 
quickly. After joint replacement surgery, the muscles in the legs are weak. Shortly after 
surgery, physical therapists will get you up and walking. You will then go through weeks 
of therapy to help your muscles regain strength. Now the recovery actually begins 
before the surgery with a couple of classes for both the patient and his or her family.  
 
Undiagnosed (aired 6/12/14 4:00pm, 2:00) - We featured a documentary called 
“Undiagnosed: Medical Refugees.” The film follows the struggles of several sick people 
whose doctors can’t figure out what’s wrong with them. Some of the subjects featured in 
the film eventually receive correct diagnoses, but others don’t. Several Utah filmmakers 
led the project.  
 
Health Care Poll (aired 6/17/14  5pm, 1:30 minutes) – A new poll shows Utahns 
support Governor Gary Herbert’s plans for health care. When asked whether they 
preferred the Governor’s “Healthy Utah Plan,” 88% of people said they prefer the 
Governor’s plan over doing nothing. Only 12% of people said they’d prefer to do 
nothing. People were also polled on whether they preferred the Governor’s plan or 
President Obama’s plan for Medicaid. Obama’s plan expands Medicaid to help the poor 
get health insurance, while the Governor’s plan uses private companies. 70% favored 
Herbert’s plan and 30% preferred the President’s plan for Medicaid. Utah legislators 
won’t consider the “Healthy Utah Plan” until January. 
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Fresh Start to Fitness: Videogames (aired 6/19/14 6:30am 2:30 minutes) Jeffrey Beck 
with Intermountain Medical Center demonstrated the benefits of active sports video 
games. The games can be used by people with limited mobility or who cannot afford a 
gym membership to help boost their fitness level. Our viewers benefitted by learning 
how video games can help them stay fit.  
 
Bionic Stroke Suit (aired 6/20/14 4:00p, 1:30) - Doctors in New Jersey say their bionic 
suit is helping stroke survivors better learn to walk again. The suit is equipped with 
sensors, which help users initiate steps. Without the suit, patients were taking about two 
dozen steps in a single therapy session. With the suit, patients were taking about 300 
steps.  

 
GOVERNMENT/POLITICAL: 
Veto Session (aired 4/7/14 6:00am, 15 seconds) – A decision on a veto override 
session for lawmakers could happen soon.  House Speaker Becky Lockheart says 
legislators will be polled on whether they support a session to override several of the 
Governor’s vetoes.  This story lets viewers know what legislators are doing after the 
Governor finished signing new laws. 
 
Torgensen Administrative Leave (aired 04/09/14  10pm, 2:30 minutes) – The latest 
shoe to drop in the Attorney General investigation is the former Chief Deputy Attorney 
General, Kirk Torgensen. Torgensen has been placed on paid administrative leave just 
hours after a new search warrant was released accusing Torgensen of hiding 
information from investigators. This story keeps our viewers up to date on the ongoing 
criminal investigation into some of the state’s top officials and explains the roll 
Torgensen might have played in committing crimes while working for the Attorney 
General’s office. 
 
Road Funds (aired 4/17/14  5pm 1:30 minutes) –The federal government is running out 
of money for roads. Unless Congress acts, the government won’t be able to give money 
to states to build roads. So states like Arkansas, California and Colorado are planning 
on cutting back on road projects in case the federal government can’t pay up. Utah uses 
the money for roads, but some of it also goes to mass transit at the Utah Transit 
Authority. A spokesman for the Utah Department of Transportation says Utah should 
have enough money to make it until September 30th, even if the federal government 
cuts back their payments. Utah Senator Orrin Hatch claims lawmakers won’t let the 
highway fund run out of money completely. 
 
Western GOP Conference (aired 04/25/14 10pm, 2:30 minutes) – Political leaders 
from around the west gathered in Utah. They are gathering on the eve of both party 
conventions for the Western Republican Leadership Conference. This story explains 
why outsider Ted Cruz was in attendance and what the organization “United in Utah” 
hopes to gain from bringing all of the republican leaders together. 
 
House Speaker Boehner Surgery (aired 4/30/14 4:00p, :25 seconds) House Speaker 
John Boehner had surgery to treat an unspecified but recurring back problem. Boehner 
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is 64-years-old, and is an avid cyclist and golfer. Doctors say his surgery should only 
take him off his feet for a few days.  
 
Huntsman Running Again? (aired 05/06/14 10pm, 2:40 minutes) – Former Utah 
Governor Jon Huntsman is saying he may run for president in 2016.  Huntsman 
admitted he is open to the idea of another run for the White house during interview with 
Larry King.  This story explains what Huntsman believes his biggest challenge would be 
if he were to run again and explains what Huntsman thinks about the possibility of going 
up against Hillary Clinton. 
 
Mia Vs. Doug (aired 5/20/14 4:00p, 1:15 minutes) - Republican Mia Love and Democrat 
Doug Owens had their first debate leading up to the Congressional election in 
November. Love and Owen spent a fair deal of the debate arguing about their political 
positions, especially regarding the government shutdown. Owens says the shutdown 
cost Utah National Parks $30 Million dollars. 
 
Attorney General Candidates on Same Sex Marriage (aired 05/20/14 10pm, 2:30 
minutes) – As the fight of same sex marriage continues to heat up in the state, it 
appears the issue could be a deciding factor in the upcoming race for the Utah Attorney 
General position.  The two men vying for the position of Utah's top cop have very 
different views on the issue. This story explains to Utah voters which side of the aisle 
they are on and explains why the feel the way they do. 
 
Gas Tax Proposal (aired 5/23/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – One lawmaker is proposing a 
hike on the states sales tax for gasoline. Representative Jim Nielson wants to increase 
the state sales tax on gas by 7.5 cents more. The tax is currently at a fixed rate of 24.5 
cents a gallon. Nielson presented a bill on the increase during the last legislative 
session, but it didn’t make it to a vote. So he presented the proposal again to the Interim 
Transportation Committee. Nielson says the increase is needed to cover costs of road 
construction, but many drivers we talked to believe the price of gas is already too high. 
The last time the legislature increased the gas tax was in 1997. 
 
Swallow and Shurtleff Search Warrants (aired 6/03/14 at 12:00/12:30 - 1:00 min) - 
Search warrants were issued for Shurtleff and Swallow. Mark Shurtleff spoke out on a 
KSL radio show about law officials barging into his home and treating his 17-year-old 
daughter in a way that he categorized as abusive. Also, we heard reaction from John 
Swallow on officials entering his home with a warrant to gather evidence.  
 
Salt Lake City Cop Placed on Leave (aired 06/06/14  10pm, 2:15 minutes) – A Salt 
Lake City Police officer is off the job tonight after he is accused of refusing to work 
during the upcoming gay pride events.  Police official say the officers are required to 
work during the Gay Pride weekend, helping with traffic and crowd control but this 
officer refused to do that.  This story explains that the officer is now under investigation 
and explains the police department’s policy when it comes to officer refusing 
assignments based on personal beliefs.  
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South Jordan Council Ban (aired 6/9/14 5pm, 2:00 minutes) – A South Jordan City 
Council member is banned from attending some of his own meetings. The city says 
Steve Barns has a conflict of interest when it comes to a certain property in the city. 
South Jordan is losing a quarter of a million dollars a year on the property that houses 
Mulligans, which has a golf course, batting cages and mini golf. The council member is 
related to a developer who is a candidate to take over the property so the city council 
won’t allow him in meetings where Mulligans is discussed. Barns says because he’s 
been kicked out, part of the city isn’t getting represented in meetings. But other council 
members say his influence shouldn’t be felt in those discussions. 
 
Salt Lake City Officer Resigns (aired 06/09/14 10pm, 2:00 minutes) – A Salt Lake City 
police officer resigned amid accusations of sexual harassment.  The Chief Deputy was 
put on paid administrative leave 8 months ago after showing other officers sexually 
suggestive images of a female officer.  This story explains the results of the 
investigation and raises the question if the investigation took 8 months so the Chief 
Deputy would be eligible for his retirement benefits. 

 
New Salt Lake City Budget (aired 06/11/14 7:30am, 25 seconds) – The Salt Lake City 
Council is giving city employees their first pay raise in six years.  The council 
unanimously approved the city’s annual budget last night.  This story lets viewers know 
what local leaders have decided to do with the budget. 
 
Primary Election Preview (aired 6/23/14 4:00p, 1:05) - Reporter Rod Decker talked 
about some of the races being decided in Utah’s primary election day. Pollsters expect 
low turnout, because many of the candidates haven’t publicized their races.  

 
FRANCHISES: 
PAY IT FORWARD: 
Super Incredible Brothers & Sisters (aired 4/2/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) –  
Ruth and Mike Braga are raising their teenage son, Brandon, a student with special 
needs at the Kauri Sue Hamilton School in Riverton. They realized that siblings of 
children with disabilities often feel they don't get enough attention as families care for 
the other child so the Bragas created Super Incredible Brothers and Sisters (S.I.B.S.) to 
hold special nights for those brothers and sisters. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Lubby Dubby Photography (aired 4/9/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Gina Yavelak has 
been capturing the spirit of children with special needs from behind a camera for years. 
She created a program to help families of disabled children have professional 
photographs taken without paying the expense. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Teen Blankets to Shriners (aired 4/16/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Kourtnie Bush wants 
to provide comfort and love for the many children being treated at Shriners Hospital for 
Children. Kourtnie and dozens of classmates are helping in the Community of Caring 
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class to make blankets for sick children. Our story highlighted the cause and showed 
viewers how they could help. 
 
Push to The Finish (aired 4/23/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Sun on their faces, wind at 
their back and the thrill of competing in a race was nearly impossible for many children 
with special needs. But Andrews and Michelle McMahon changed that when they 
created “Push To The Finish”. This non-profit teams up disabled children and people 
from Utah’s running community. Hundreds of children have now felt the thrill of races 
and marathons. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could 
help. 
 
Hoofbeats to Healing (aired 4/30/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Tami Tanner discovered 
years ago that her horses had a special way of helping children and young adults with 
disabilities or brain damage. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how 
they could help. 
 
Murray Greenhouse (aired 5/7/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – It's the planting season and 
you can fill your garden while helping the lives of some very special people. The Murray 
Greenhouse provides education and skills for adults with disabilities after they "age out" 
of the public education system. It's run by Sheila Wall and Diane Poulsen, moms with 
disabled children, who know exactly what it takes to give these students a chance to 
grow. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Legacy Initiative (aired 5/14/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – The Legacy Initiative is made 
up of hundreds of volunteers who feel it's their responsibility to make the world a better 
place. Their goal is to help other humans by fighting hunger, providing humanitarian aid 
and educating people for the future. They feed the homeless on the streets, clean up 
drug ridden areas of town and are building a series of community gardens. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
American Childhood Cancer Organization (aired 5/21/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – This 
week we meet a group of moms who came together because of pain and loss. All of 
them have been dealing with a child who was diagnosed with cancer. The American 
Childhood Cancer Organization is a great resource to help families fighting this disease. 
Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Sew Much Hope (aired 5/28/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – That sewing machine sitting in 
your home could bring so much for generations of people in third world countries. Gino 
Rich heads Sew Much Hope. It's a non-profit that collects solid older sewing machines, 
converts them to hand crank, and sends them to the poorest of the poor around the 
world. For a person living without electricity it can provide money for food and medicine. 
Gino could use more machines and more money to convert them. Our story highlighted 
the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Family Promise (aired 6/4/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – A mother and her two young 
daughters were headed to the streets until Family Promise stepped in. This interfaith 
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organization finds temporary housing in unused church space so parents and their 
children don't end up living in their cars. They also work to find permanent housing and 
have a 100% success rate in keeping these families from falling on hard times again. 
Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Race Swami (aired 6/11/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Race Swami takes kids who may 
not have swam before and provides them a chance to compete and be part of a team. 
The non-profit provides opportunities for west side Salt Lake City kids. And it's all thanks 
to volunteers like Leslie Motley. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers 
how they could help. 
 
Hats for Huntsman (aired 6/18/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – 80-year-old Marilyn Lund  
lost family members to cancer. Watching them go through chemotherapy made her pull 
out her crocheting skills and make caps to keep them warm. She makes hundreds 
every year and donates them to Huntsman Cancer Institute. Our story highlighted the 
cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Mike Ballard Fundraiser (aired 6/25/14 10pm, 3:30 minutes) – Mike Ballard died after 
a tragic fall on ice several years ago. To support his wife, employees of Carbon County 
raise money each year for a different cause. The causes vary from cancer treatment to 
teen suicide prevention. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they 
could help. 
 

TAKE TWO: 
Same-Sex Marriage Battle: 04/20/14 – Take 2 10:30-11:00am (22 Minutes) – On April 
10th, the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver heard arguments on both side of the 
same sex marriage issue. The state filed the appeal after a federal judge overturned the 
state’s ban on same sex marriage. Rod Decker is joined by Terry Wood, who supports 
same sex marriage, and Gayle Ruzicka, a supporter of traditional marriage.  

 
Public Lands Access: 05/11/14 – Take 2 10:30-11:00am (22 Minutes) –The Cattle 
Battle between Cliven Bundy & the BLM, and the ATV protest ride up Recapture 
Canyon have brought to the surface a long going battle between people in the west and 
the federal government over public lands. Rod Decker is joined by Rep. Ken Ivory, and 
Alison Jones of Wild Utah Project to discuss usage of public lands. 

 
Heroin Useage Way Up: 05/25/14 – Take 2 10:30-11:00am (22 Minutes) – Heroin is a 
big problem in Utah. Police say usage and addiction lead to other crimes like robbery. 
Rod Decker is joined by Salt Lake City Police Chief Chris Burbank, Christina Zidow from 
Odyssey House and Natalie, a recovery heroin addict. They discussed how to combat 
the growing problem. 

 
Utah’s Dinosaur Discoveries: 06/08/14 – Take 2 10:30-11:00am (22 Minutes) – Utah 
is one of the best, if not the best place in the world to find dinosaur fossils. Over a dozen 
new species have been discovered in Utah over the past couple of years. Rod Decker is 
joined by Dr. Sarah George of the Utah Museum of Natural History and Dr. Randal 
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Irmis, a University of Utah paleontologist. They discussed what makes Utah great for 
fossil hunting, and how you can get involved 
 
University of Utah Medical Center and the School of Medicine: 06/22/14 – Take 2 
10:30-11:00am (22 Minutes) – Dr. Vivian Lee is dean of the University of Utah School of 
Medicine but she also oversees the medical center. Rod Decker and Dr. Lee discuss 
the need for more doctors. They also discuss how Dr. Lee is trying to cut health care 
costs at the University Medical Center.  
 

PUBLIC SERVICE: 
Keys 2 Success 
September 2013 – June 2014 
KUTV works with local automotive dealer Ken Garff and Mountain America Credit Union 
to provide educational incentives to earn “keys” for academic achievements. 500 “keys” 
are given out at each of the 50 participating schools. At the end of the year one key in 
each school will start a car that a student will win. A total of 50 cars will be given to high 
school students throughout Utah. This year, the campaign was re-energized through 
additional promotional material including a student run newscast instructional video 
explaining the Keys To Success Program.  KUTV is supporting the campaign with 
extensive on air coverage, production and promotion.  
 
Governor’s Sport of State Awards 
This was the 3rd Annual awards luncheon and KUTV was the media sponsor.  
The State of Sport Awards celebrates Utah's Sports Industry and honors excellence in 
high school, amateur, collegiate, Olympic and professional sports.  Utah Governor Gary 
R. Herbert presented awards and provided remarks along with former professional 
golfer Jack Nicklaus at a special awards dinner at the Energy Solutions Arena.   Many 
of KUTV’s talent were able to present awards.  
 
Intermountain Ask the Expert 
In the month of April we focused on sports medicine and orthopedics and we had an 
increase in calls from March. We started the day off with a morning show with morning 
reporter Casey Scott at TOSH and it generated several phone calls.  This is a wonderful 
public service, as our viewers are getting good, accurate health information from trained 
professionals, all at no cost.  
 
Utah Art’s Festival 
June 2014 
KUTV was a sponsor of the SLC Art’s festival.  In 2014, the Festival will open its gates 
for the 39th time. What started out as the Salt Lake Festival of the Arts for three days in 
June of 1977 featuring 55 visual artists, 43 performing arts groups and 8 food artists on 
a three block section of Main Street has blossomed into a 4 day event, featuring 140+ 
visual artists, 100+ performing arts groups, 18+ culinary artists and drawing 80,000 
patrons each June to Library and Washington Squares. The Utah Arts Festival is the 
largest outdoor multi-disciplinary arts event in Utah. KUTV was the only TV sponsor. We 
ran an air time schedule and covered the event live. 
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CHECK YOUR HEALTH 
On going:  KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on KUTV & 
with Simmons Radio Group. We run commercials and stories to encourage viewers to 
make good choices, be active and eat healthy. This campaign has a broad range that 
we are reaching - male, female, old and young.  
 

BABY YOUR BABY 
On going:  KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on KUTV & 
with Simmons radio group. This campaign focuses on women 18-35, sharing the 
message of seeing your doctor 13 times during your pregnancy and by the 13th week 
you are pregnant. We cover stories about the topic, have in-studio interviews and 
maintain multiple social media platforms. 
 
 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS – NATIONAL – VIA CBS 
APRIL 2014 

 
FACE THE NATION 
04/06/14 
Guests: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (1); Mark Rosenker, former Chair, The 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), CBS News Aviation and Safety Analyst 
(2); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security 
Committee (3); Dan Pfeiffer, Senior Adviser, the White House (4); Thomas Friedman, 
The New York Times, Correspondent, “Years of Living Dangerously” (5) (7) (8); Dr. 
Heidi Cullen, Chief Climatologist, Climate Central, Chief Science Advisor, “Years of 
Living Dangerously” (5) (7); Todd Purdum, Politico, Vanity Fair, author, “An Idea Whose 
Time Has Come: Two Presidents, Two Parties, and the Battle for the Civil Rights Act of 
1964” (8); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (8); Amy Walter, The Cook 
Political Report (8) 
1) a report on the latest developments in the search for missing Malaysian Airlines flight 
#370 -- search personnel have reported hearing signals emanating from within the 
search zone in the southern Indian Ocean 
2) a report on the latest developments in the search for missing Malaysian Airlines flight 
#370 
3) the latest on the investigation into the April 2nd shooting rampage at Fort Hood (Fort 
Hood, TX) by Army Specialist Ivan Lopez, who killed three people and wounded several 
others before taking his own life 
4) Topics include: the April 2nd shooting rampage at Fort Hood; news that the number of 
people signing up for the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) is over seven million and 
counting / lessons learned from the troubled rollout of the Affordable Care Act; recent 
decision from the Supreme Court on the McCutcheon case and its impact on campaign 
finance regulations; potential legal problems concerning the “selfie” taken by Boston 
Red Sox player David Ortiz with President Obama 
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5) Topics include: Showtime’s new documentary on climate change -- “Years of Living 
Dangerously” / Dr. Cullen’s opinion that “Hurricane Sandy was made worse as a result 
of global warming” / support from ninety-seven percent of scientists on the existence of 
climate change  
6) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: as America approaches the fiftieth anniversary 
of “the most important piece of civil rights legislation since Reconstruction”, a look back 
at the odd political alliances that helped pass the Civil Rights Act in 1964 
7) Topics include: last month’s report from the World Health Organization stating that 
“seven million people worldwide were killed by air pollution” / need for “strong sustained 
leadership” from world leaders in order to improve air quality / the role climate change 
played as a stressor to the current problems in Syria 
8) Topics include: Civil Rights Act of 1964 / lessons both Republican and Democrats 
could learn from the passing of the Civil Rights Act; recent decision from the Supreme 
Court on the McCutcheon case and its impact on campaign finance regulations / 
seemingly constant state of political fundraising done by both Republicans and 
Democrats; possible contenders for the upcoming Republican nomination for president / 
impact of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) on the upcoming midterm elections / 
speculation regarding the upcoming midterm elections / current political climate in 
Washington D.C.  
 
04/13/14 
Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); 
Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (2);  Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD) 
(3); Nikole Hannah-Jones, ProPublica, The Atlantic magazine (4); Dr. Michael Eric 
Dyson, Georgetown University (4); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS (4); Evan 
Wolfson, Founder and President, Freedom to Marry (4); Pater Baker, The New York 
Times (5); Frank Rich, New York Magazine (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post 
(5); Leigh Gallagher, Fortune magazine (5) 
1) a conversation with Senator McCain on the latest developments in Ukraine -- 
includes a portion of a filed (by telephone) report by Katie Stallard for Sky News 
2) Topics include: potential impact of the resignation of Health and Human Services 
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius on the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’); reasoning 
behind Senate Republicans’ decision to block the Paycheck Fairness Act -- legislation 
meant to close the pay gap between men and women 
3) Topics include: reaction to Representative Blackburn’s justification of Senate 
Republicans’ decision to block the Paycheck Fairness Act; potential impact of the 
resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary Sebelius on the Affordable Care 
Act (‘Obamacare’) and the upcoming midterm elections 
4) Topics include: recent study conducted by Ms. Hannah-Jones focusing on re-
segregation and the impact of integration / summit at the LBJ Library in Austin, TX to 
mark the fiftieth anniversary of the passage of the Civil Rights Act / thoughts on the 
current state of racial equality / economic disparity between black and white Americans / 
Mr. Wolfson’s opinion that LGBT rights are not the next chapter in the Civil Rights 
struggle, but “part of the same struggle” / inequality in the American education system / 
criticism from Mr. Smiley against President Obama because his “racial agenda has 
been almost nonexistent” / impact of former President Bush’s “No Child Left Behind” Act 
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/ increase in the support for the Freedom to Marry coalition / resistance President 
Obama faces as America’s first black president 
5) Topics include: Civil Rights Summit at the LBJ Library; resignation of Health and 
Human Services Secretary Sebelius and the potential impact on the Affordable Care Act 
(‘Obamacare’) / qualifications of Sylvia Mathews Burwell -- President Obama’s nominee 
for the Secretary of Health and Human Services; reaction to Representative Blackburn’s 
justification of Senate Republicans’ decision to block the Paycheck Fairness Act / the 
pay gap between men and women; former Florida Governor Jeb Bush as a potential 
Republican presidential candidate 
 
04/20/14 
Guests: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (1); Allen Pizzey, CBS News 
Correspondent (2); Cardinal Timothy Dolan, Archbishop of New York (3); Governor 
Deval Patrick (D-MA) (4); Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); David 
Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Michael Duffy, TIME magazine, author, “The 
Presidents Club: Inside the World’s Most Exclusive Fraternity” (5); Peggy Noonan, The 
Wall Street Journal, author, “John Paul the Great: Remembering a Spiritual Father” (5); 
John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5) Guest Moderator: Norah O’Donnell, 
co-host, CBS THIS MORNING 
1) a report on the latest developments after a ferry capsized off the coast of South 
Korea on April 16th, leaving more than 270 people missing 2) a report from St. Peter’s 
Square on Pope Francis’ Easter Sunday message “Urbi et Orbi” 
3) Topics include: Pope Francis / reaction to polling which indicates that more people 
feel connected to the Catholic Church / possible reforms in the Vatican / thoughts on 
contraception, civil unions, and gay marriage; support for former Florida Governor Jeb 
Bush as a possible Republican presidential candidate; the Hobby Lobby contraception 
case before the Supreme Court; Monday’s Boston Marathon 
4) a discussion of the extensive precautions and preparations for Monday’s Boston  
Marathon, due to the last year’s attack, when two bombs exploded near the finish line 
5) Topics include: filed report from Sloviansk, Ukraine by Holly Williams on the 
worsening situation in Ukraine, as pro-Russian factions continue to control many 
government buildings in the eastern part of the country / the Obama administration’s 
handling of the crisis in Ukraine / lack of relationship between President Obama and 
Russian President Vladimir Putin; Pope Francis / reaction to Cardinal Dolan’s 
appearance and his thoughts on contraception, civil unions, and gay marriage; former 
Florida Governor Jeb Bush as a possible Republican presidential candidate; Hillary 
Clinton as a possible Democratic presidential candidate / Ms. Clinton’s upcoming book, 
“Hard Choices”; the upcoming midterm elections: possible impact of the Affordable Care 
Act (‘Obamacare’) and President Obama’s choice to delay a decision on the Keystone 
Pipeline. 
 
04/27/14 
Guests: Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, Israel (1); Tony Blinken, U.S. Deputy 
National Security Adviser, Obama administration (2); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee (3); Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO), Senate 
Armed Services Committee (4); Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); 
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Rick Santorum, former Republican Presidential Candidate, author, “Blue Collar 
Conservatives” (6); Peter Baker, The New York Times (7); Bobby Ghosh, TIME 
magazine (7); Nia-Malika Henderson, The Washington Post (7); Allen Pizzey, CBS 
News Correspondent (8) 
1) Topics include: last week’s suspension by Israel of peace talks between Israel and 
Palestine when Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas announced a reconciliation deal 
with Hamas / reaction to today’s statement from President Abbas, recognizing the 
Holocaust and decrying the killing of six million Jews / Prime Minister Netanyahu’s 
refusal to negotiate with a government backed by Hamas 
2) Topics include: suspended peace talks between Israel and Palestine; decision by 
President Obama and America’s European allies to move forward this week with 
additional pressure and sanctions in order to punish Russia for its actions concerning 
Ukraine 
3) Topics include: President Obama’s reaction to the racist comments from Los Angeles  
Clippers owner Donald Sterling; criticism of the current sanctions against Russia /  
criticism of the Obama administration for being too cautious / call for the United States  
to implement sanctions that would target Russian companies and further undermine the 
 Russian economy  
4) Topics include: the racist comments from Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 
Sterling; Senator McCaskill’s efforts to combat rape and sexual assault on college 
campuses  
5) a report from Sloviansk, Ukraine on the latest in the standoff between Russia and 
Ukraine 
6) Topics include: Georgia’s new gun law, which allows licensed gun owners to carry 
firearms in churches, schools, bars, airports, and some government buildings; the main 
point of Mr. Santorum’s book -- “Blue Collar Conservatives” -- that Republicans focus 
too much on job creators and not enough on working Americans; plans to stay engaged 
in the political process, so that a decision will be made next year as to a possible run for 
the Republican presidential nomination 
7) Topics include: decision by President Obama and America’s European allies to move 
forward this week with additional pressure and sanctions against Russia; criticism from 
the Republican Speaker of the House John Boehner against his own political party for 
their refusal to tackle immigration reform / upcoming midterm elections; the racist 
comments from Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling; the possibility of former 
Florida Governor Jeb Bush and former presidential candidate Mitt Romney running for 
the Republican nomination for president; President Obama’s trip to Asia 
8) a report from the Vatican on today’s “historic and unprecedented” canonization of two 
former popes -- John XXIII and John Paul II 
 
60 MINUTES 
04/06/14 
“3 Years Later” – a report on the aftermath of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and 
tsunami in Fukushima, Japan which caused a nuclear accident at the Fukushima-
Daiichi nuclear power plant, generating a radiation crisis in the surrounding areas, now 
uninhabitable. The report focuses on the town of Okuma, where Norio Kimura is still 
searching for the remains of his seven-year-old daughter, Yuna Kimura. Cleanup is 
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estimated to take thirty to forty years. Includes interviews with Norio Kimura and his 
mother, Tomeo Kimura (through translator), former Okuma residents; Yoichi Funabashi, 
chairman of the Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation and Lake Barrett, nuclear engineer. 
Also includes comments by various unidentified children who used to live in Okuma.  (C: 
Bob Simon – P: David Schneider) (See also: “Catastrophe”, OAD: 03/20/11) 
“The Health Wagon” – a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to 
the uninsured working poor in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern 
Virginia. These patients are unable to pay for the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), but 
are overqualified for Medicaid. The Health Wagon, which runs mostly on federal grants 
and corporate and private donations, is their only viable option. Includes interviews with 
nurse practitioners aboard the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner and Paula Meade; Dr. 
Joe Smiddy, a lung specialist and the Health Wagon’s volunteer medical director; and 
patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months after the interview), Sissy Cantrell, Brittany 
Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun 
Morehouse) 
“Discovered” – a report on the billion-dollar missing art trove German authorities 
discovered in the apartment of Cornelius Gurlitt, the son of Hildebrant Gurlitt, one of 
Adolf Hitler’s leading art dealers. Most of the collection was stolen from museums and 
Jewish collectors during World War II, leading to a legal battle over who has the rights 
to the art now.  Includes interviews with Ekkeheart Gurlitt, Cornelius Gurlitt’s cousin; 
Willi Korte, a lawyer who specializes in tracking down stolen art; Vanessa Voight, art 
historian; Martha Hinrichsen and David Toren, each of whom had family members 
whose paintings were confiscated by the Nazis; Hannes Hartung and Tido Park, 
lawyers who have represented Cornelius Gurlitt; Ingrid Berggreen-Merkel, leader of a 
task force examining art works potentially looted from Jews and Uwe Hartman, chief 
researcher of the task force.  (C: Morley Safer – P: Katy Textor) 
The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Rigged” (OAD: 03/30/14) 
 
04/13/14 
“Pope Francis” – a report on the 266th Pope of the Catholic Church, Cardinal Jorge 
Mario Bergoglio of  Buenos Aires, Argentina, and how his actions are restoring faith for 
Roman Catholics in his first year in the Vatican. The Pope’s closest friends describe a 
pontiff who is surprising the world by spurning tradition. Includes interviews with: Robert 
Mickens, journalist for The Tablet; Elisabetta Pique, friend and Argentinean journalist; 
Abraham Skorka, friend and Argentinian Rabbi; Cardinal Gerald Lacroix, newly 
appointed Cardinal by Pope Francis; and President Barack Obama.  (C: Scott Pelley – 
P: Nicole Young) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
“Hometown Favorite” – a report on Boston area-native Shalane Flanagan, a top-flight, 
Nike sponsored, long distance runner with boosted motivation to win the Boston 
Marathon this year after the bombings at last year’s race. Flanagan lives in Portland, 
Oregon but travels to Boston to train along the route of the race and has a real chance 
of winning the twenty-six-mile competition after placing fourth last year. Includes 
interviews with Shalane Flanagan, runner; William Evans, Boston  police commissioner; 
Tom Grilik, executive director of the Boston Athletic Association and Jerry Schumacher, 
Flanagan’s running coach.  (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Coleman Cowan) 
Update: “Discovered” (OAD: 04/06/14) 
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04/20/14 
“Robin Hood” - an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor 
Jones, founder of The Robin Hood Foundation, a charity that has given over $1.25 
billion to New York City’s neediest, becoming the city’s largest private backer of charter 
schools, job training and food programs. Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity 
after seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. Also includes interviews with 
Sister Mary Alice Hannan, director of Part of the Solution (POTS); Jabali Sawicki, 
principal of the Excellence Boys Charter School. The 08/18/13 rebroadcast includes a 
brief update at the conclusion of the segment stating how much The Robin Hood 
Foundation raised at this year’s gala. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun 
Morehouse) (See also: “Lang’s Gang” (OAD: 02/23/86); and “I Have A Dream” (OAD: 
05/23/04), a followup to “Lang’s Gang”) (OAD: 05/05/13) 
“Memory Wizards” – a follow-up report on people who have “superior autobiographical 
memory” – which entails the ability to recall details from almost every day of one’s life. 
Since the initial report in 2010, the number of persons known to science who have this 
rare capability has grown from six to more than fifty, including the first child whom 
scientists have seen with this astonishing ability. Includes interviews with Dr. James 
McGaugh, professor of neurobiology at University of California Irvine (UCI); and Aurora 
LePort, UCI researcher. Also includes new interviews with the previous interviewed 
memory wizards: Bob Petrella, Marilu Henner, Louise Owen -- and the new subjects: 
Joey DeGrandis, Tracy Fersan, Jerrard Heard, and Jake Hausler, a 10-year-old 
accompanied by his parents, Sari and Eric Hauser. Also includes comments by Tyler 
Hickenbottom, an 11-year-old with superior memory and his twin brother Chad, who 
does not have this ability. (See also: “Endless Memory”, OAD: 12/19/10) (C: Lesley 
Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 01/12/14) 
“Joy In The Congo” - a report on the Congo’s Kimbanguist Symphony Orchestra.  
Based in the Congo’s capital city of Kinshasa, it is the only symphony orchestra in 
Central Africa and the only all-black orchestra in the world.  Includes an interview with 
Armand Diangienda, a former commercial pilot and founder of the orchestra; and 
comments by Sabine Kallhammer, a German opera singer who, along with fellow 
German singer Rolf Schmitz-Malburg, teaches the orchestra’s chorus and soloists;  
Sylvie Mbela, a violinist with the orchestra; and Carrime Bilolo, who, with his brother 
Valvi, sings with the orchestra.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Magalie Laguerre Wilkinson, Clem 
Taylor) (OAD: 04/08/12) 
The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Pope Francis” (OAD: 
04/13/14) 
 
04/27/14 
“America’s Missile Fields” – a report on U.S. nuclear missile control centers with a 
focus on Wyoming’s F.E. Warren Air Force Base “missileers”, officers who work in the 
control centers that would launch Minuteman III missiles. The report also draws 
attention to past mishaps that nearly lead to accidental nuclear detonations on U.S. soil 
during the Cold War, as investigated by author Eric Schlosser for his book, “Command 
and Control”.  The Air Force is making improvements after recent scandals involving 
test-cheating and drug possession implication in addition to improving aging launch 
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control centers and missile silos. Includes interviews with: Air Force Colonel Carl Jones; 
Air Force Major General Jack Weinstein; Eric Schlosser, author; and F.E. Warren Air 
Force Base missileers: Chaz Demerath, Dana Meyers, Daniel Sharp, Claire Reynolds, 
Melissa Matuu, Brandon Castillo and Jennifer Leute. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Andy Court) 
DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
“Saving the Children” – a report on now 104-year-old Nicholas Winton, a British 
humanitarian who helped save the lives of 669 mostly Jewish children from Nazi-
occupied Czechoslovakia on the eve of WWII. Winton’s story was shared with the public 
fifty years after his good deed, when it was revealed that Winton set up an operation to 
get as many children out of Prague, away from Adolf Hitler’s concentration camps, and 
into London.  This report contains video from the BBC. Includes interviews with Nicholas 
Winton; Dr. David Silberklang, senior historian at the International Institute for Holocaust 
Research at Yad Vashem; and Hugo Meisl and Lady Milena Grenfell-Baines, children 
Winton saved.  (C: Bob Simon – P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Vanessa Fica) 
 
48 HOURS 
04/05/14 
48 HOURS: “Wounded by Love” - an investigation into the death of Phillip Peatross, 
who was shot in the bedroom of his girlfriend, Caryn Kelley. Kelley claimed Peatross 
shot himself, but the police suspected foul play. After a night of drinking and arguing, 
Peatross left Kelley’s Orlando, Florida home. Later that night, Kelley, believing an 
intruder had gained access to her home, drew her gun. She then realized the “intruder” 
was actually Peatross. Kelley says there was a struggle for the gun, with Peatross 
telling her “I’m not going to live my life without you,” and then he shot himself.  He was 
dead at the scene. Police were initially leery of Kelley’s story and interviewed her on cell 
phone video immediately following the shooting. This video became important to the 
case when police claimed that she changed her version of what happened days later. 
Famed Orlando Chief Medical Examiner and reality show star Dr. Jan Garavaglia also 
had doubts about Kelley’s version of events.  Kelley was arrested and charged with 
Peatross’ murder. Secrets then came to light regarding Peatross: he was still married, 
which was one of the reasons a previous girlfriend had left him, something Caryn Kelley 
was unaware of. Throughout her ordeal, Kelley always said that Peatross was 
responsible for his own death. In May 2013, the trial began, with prosecutors using what 
they said were Kelley’s different stories, along with autopsy findings to build their case. 
Kelly’s lawyer was able to use the cell phone video and differing forensic opinions to 
Kelly’s advantage, and she was found not guilty. On-screen text graphic: Caryn Kelly’s 
gun was legal in Florida. The State does not require gun owners to register firearms. 
Interviewed: Caryn Kelly; Tamara Lawton, former girlfriend of Phillip Peatross; Diana 
Tennis, Kelley’s defense attorney; Dr. Jan Garavaglia, Orlando Chief Medical Examiner; 
and Matt Conway, forensic scientist, Florida Department of Law Enforcement. (C: Troy 
Roberts – P: Paul LaRosa, Michelle Feuer, Alicia Tejada) 
 
04/12/14 
48 HOURS: “Power and Passion” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation into 
the death of Alabama real estate agent Angel Downs, who was found dead from a 
gunshot wound to the head, by her own weapon, outside her Gulf Shores, Alabama 
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condo in 2010. At the time of her death, she was involved with Stephen Nodine, a well-
liked Alabama politician with connections in Washington D.C.  Though married and the 
father of a young son, Nodine dated Downs for six years. Friends and family say Angel 
wanted him to get a divorce, but he refused to give up his double life. On the night of 
her death, Nodine says he dropped Downs off, and then left to go back to his wife. 
Within two weeks, Stephen Nodine was indicted for murder and arrested. The timing 
raised eyebrows, because District Attorney Judy Newcomb was up for re-election, 
something which Nodine’s attorney says was an opportunity to have some high-profile 
prosecution immediately before the election. Nodine’s problems multiplied: he was 
charged with a violation of the seldom-used federal statute which prohibits drug users 
from using guns.  Much of the evidence in the case was circumstantial, including 
alleged stalking and beatings, and a previous suicide attempt by Downs. Even the 
state’s own Medical Examiner Eugene Hart could not settle on the circumstances of 
death. He called it inconclusive. The Georgia State Medical Examiner was called in; he 
deemed Downs’ death a homicide. Jurors deliberated and a mistrial was declared. 
Stephen Nodine was a free man for four months; he agreed to plead guilty to the federal 
gun charge -- possessing a gun while using drugs. After convening a new grand jury, 
the new District Attorney Hallie Dixon, made the decision that Nodine not be charged 
again with murder. The family then went over Dixon’s head and demanded a Special 
Prosecutor.  Nodine was to be retried for murder. Surprisingly, there was a plea deal 
and an admission -- the prosecutors did not have proof beyond a reasonable doubt in 
the case. The state of Alabama dropped the murder and stalking charges. Nodine pled 
guilty to perjury for lying on a legal form. He also agreed to plead no contest to a charge 
that he harassed Angel Downs with e-mails and text messages. On Screen Text 
Graphic: Stephen Nodine is prohibited from having any contact with the family of Angel 
Downs. After serving his two year sentence, Nodine will be on supervised probation for 
three years. He says he has no plan to seek public office. Updated 04/12/14 On 
Screen Text Graphic: Stephen Nodine’s wife divorced him in 2010. Nodine lost his 
work release privileges because he didn’t follow the rules of the program. Nodine’s two 
year jail term will end in October 14. He’ll be on supervised probation for three years.  
Interviewed: Stephen Nodine; Angel Downs’ younger sister, Susan Bloodworth, and her 
mother, Thelma Hinckley; retired Sheriff of Mobile County, Jack Tillman; Angel Downs’ 
best friends Emily Simmons and Kayla King Donald; neighbor Roger Whitehead; 
neighbor/nurse Ann Myers; Nodine’s attorney Denis Knizley; former District Attorney 
Judy Newcomb; newly-elected District Attorney Hallie Dixon; and Special Prosecutor 
David Whetstone. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Allen Alter, Avi Cohen) (OAD: 04/13/13) 
 
04/12/14 
48 HOURS: “Father and Son” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about the 2011 death of Uta 
Von Schwedler. Her son, Pelle Wall, believes that his father, pediatrician Dr. Johnny 
Wall, may have been responsible for her drowning death. Von Schwedler, a university 
research scientist, was found in the bathtub of her Salt Lake City, Utah, home by her 
then boyfriend, Nils Abramson. When the autopsy report was released, the cause of 
death was stated as drowning, but the manner of her death was listed as 
“undetermined”, leaving open the possibility of suicide. Her son, Pelle Wall, believed it 
was murder and was determined to prove his father was responsible. Investigation 
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revealed long standing issues between Von Schwedler and Wall, many existing before 
their 2006 divorce -- involving affairs, allegations of abuse and lingering anger. Pelle 
Wall, who lived at the time with his father and siblings, was determined to get people to 
believe him and risked everything, including his relationship with his father and future 
financial security, by filing a wrongful death suit against his father. Police and 
prosecutors became interested and the state now believes there was probable cause 
for murder. Dr. Johnny Wall is awaiting trial. On Screen Text Graphic: Johnny Wall is 
expected to stand trial for murder by the end of 14. Tomorrow, April 13th, is Uta Von 
Schwedler’s birthday. She would have been fifty-two years old. Interviewed: Pelle Wall; 
family friend Klaus Fiebig; Heidi Schubert and Orly Ardon, friends of Uta Von 
Schwedler; Johnny Wall’s sister, Wendy Wall; defense attorneys Howard Lundgren and 
Fred Metos; Margaret Olson, family friend; Nils Abramson, Von Schwedler’s boyfriend; 
Amy Oglesby, Pelle Wall’s family friend; and  Assistant Medical Examiner Dr. Erik D. 
Christensen. (C: Susan Spencer - P: Josh Gelman, Avi Cohen and Bill Kerig) 
 
04/19/14 
48 HOURS: “Decades of Deceit” - a report on the investigation into the 1989 murder 
of 16-year-old Amy Weidner, a young mother who was beaten, sexually assaulted and 
killed in the bedroom of her Indianapolis, Indiana home while she and Emily, her 2-year-
old daughter, were home alone. Even though there was a bloody handprint on the 
bedroom wall, none of the leads led to an arrest and the case grew cold. In 2011, in 
response to a newspaper article about the case, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police 
Cold Case Unit called upon Detective Sgt. William Carter, a nuisance abatement officer, 
to help them to print pages from the “Remembering Amy Weidner” Facebook page. 
Carter became obsessed with the case, and on his own time, found a lead others had 
missed.  After 24 years, this led to the eventual arrest of someone the family was 
familiar with: Rodney Denk. In 2012, Denk accepted a plea bargain and pled guilty to 
the murder and rape of Amy Weidner during a robbery gone bad. On-Screen Text 
Graphic: In January 14, Bill Carter received the Indianapolis Police Department Award 
of Merit. Carter was offered the opportunity to join the homicide unit. He has decided to 
remain a nuisance abatement officer. On his own time, he is looking into another cold 
case of a murdered nineteen-year-old woman. Interviewed: Emily Weidner (daughter); 
Gloria Weidner (mother); Cassie Gardner (sister); Taunya Strauss (sister); John-Paul 
Weidner (brother); Jody George, (Weidner’s teacher); Amy Somers, Angie Moore, and 
Joy Haney (Weidner’s friends); Captain Jack Geilker, (former Indianapolis Police 
Department member, now with the Marion County Sheriff’s Office); Lt. Roger Spurgeon 
(Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department Cold Case Unit); Detective Sgt. William 
Carter; and Bruce Kuegel (Kentucky Commonwealth Attorney)  (C: Troy Roberts - P: 
Ruth Chenetz) 
 
04/26/14 
48 HOURS: “Dangerous Beauty” - a report on the 2003 murder of Russel Douglas on 
Whidbey Island, Washington, and how the investigation led to the involvement of  
Peggy Sue Thomas, a one-time Washington beauty queen-turned-high-end limo driver. 
The investigation determined Douglas’ marriage was in trouble, his wife Brenna was in 
debt, and that Thomas had once worked with Brenna. The case went cold until a tipster 
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called police from Florida, saying that his friend and former bandmate, Jim Huden, who 
was also from Whidbey Island, had admitted to him that he killed Douglas and that 
Huden’s then girlfriend, Betty Sue Thomas, was also involved. Huden disappeared in 
2004, and it was eventually discovered that Huden’s wife, Jean Huden, had helped him 
to get out of the country. In the meantime, Betty Sue Thomas married Mark Allen, a 
multi-millionaire oilman and thoroughbred horse owner. The marriage was over in seven 
months with Thomas becoming a wealthy woman. By 2011, Jean Huden’s life 
eventually fell apart, and she began cooperating with investigators. Jim Huden was 
arrested in Mexico, returned to the U.S., stood trial and was found guilty of murder. 
Betty Sue Thomas was also arrested. Just weeks before the trial was about to begin, 
Thomas was offered and accepted a plea deal on a reduced charge of rendering 
criminal assistance. She still claims she is innocent, but she wouldn’t have gotten a fair 
trial. On-Screen Text Graphic: Under the terms of her plea deal, even if additional 
evidence is uncovered, Peggy Sue Thomas cannot be charged with murder. Peggy Sue 
Thomas is eligible for parole on August 12, 2016. Jim and Jean Huden are still legally 
married. They have not spoken in years. Interviewed: Betty Sue Thomas; Mark 
Plumberg, lead investigator; Vicky Boyer, Thomas’ former friend; Greg Banks, Island 
County prosecutor; Bill Hill and Jean Huden, informants;  Jorge Mabarak, friend of Jim 
Huden’s and CBS News Consultant; Mark Allen, Thomas’ former husband; Craig Platt, 
Thomas’ defense attorney; and Brenna Douglas.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chris 
O’Connell, Greg Fisher) 
 
CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
04/13/14 
“A New Calling” – an interfaith special that explores the motivation behind why some 
mature adults decide to leave successful secular careers and choose instead to work in 
their respective Christian, Jewish or Muslim faiths. This program highlights the choices 
made by four individuals who made the successful move into the world of religion. (1) 
Mike McCurry, best known as the former press secretary to President Bill Clinton in the 
mid-1990s, discusses his time in the White House and what led him to attend Wesley 
Theological Seminary in Washington, D.C., where he now teaches a course in religion 
and politics. (2) Cathy Abbott was a successful energy executive whose career brought 
her to the upper echelons of management at the Enron Corporation, among other 
corporations. Abbott shares what led her to, in 2003, to enter the Wesley Theological 
Seminary. She went on to serve as pastor for seven years at Arlington Temple United 
Methodist Church in Roslyn, VA. Currently, she is the Arlington District Superintendent 
for the Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church. (3) Samsiah Abdul Majid 
recently retired from the United Nations after more than thirty years as a public 
information officer and human resources manager. Originally from Malaysia, Majid is a 
practicing Muslim who attends the Hartford Seminary in Connecticut.  While fulfilling a 
hospital chaplaincy requirement, she decided to pursue a second career as an Islamic 
chaplain and will graduate in May. Also includes comments from: Heidi Hadsell, Ph.D., 
President, Hartford Seminary; and Feryal Salem, Ph.D., Co-Director, Islamic Chaplaincy 
Program, Hartford Seminary. (4) David Daniel Klipper, a former investment banker, 
explains his decision to leave behind a lucrative Wall Street career for one in hospital 
chaplaincy. He is now a rabbinic pastor and supervisor of Stamford Hospital’s clinical 
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pastoral education program in Connecticut. (Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: 
Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Pilar Belendez-DeSha.  Director & Executive 
Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of 
Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; New York Board of Rabbis; A 
Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 
 

MAY 2014 
 
FACE THE NATION 
05/04/14 
Guests: Mayor Eric Garcetti (D-Los Angeles, CA) (1); James Brown, Host, NFL Today,  
CBS News Special Correspondent (2); Richard Williams, author, “Black and White: The  
Way I See It” (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee  
(4); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); William Rhoden, The New  
York Times (6); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (6); Michelle Norris,  
NPR (6); Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic magazine (6); Ruth Marcus, The Washington  
Post (6) 
1) a discussion of the latest developments in the controversy regarding the racist 
remarks of Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling, including Mr. Sterling’s 
reaction to the sanctions set forth by Commissioner Adam Silver and the National 
Basketball Association (NBA) 
2) Topics include: reaction to the sanctions set forth by Commissioner Adam Silver and 
the NBA against Mr. Sterling, owner of Los Angeles Clippers / racism in professional 
sports / Mr. Brown’s hope that this controversy will spur a discussion about race in 
professional sports 
3) Topics include: racism in the world of sports / how Mr. Williams, father of tennis 
superstars Venus and Serena, prepared his daughters for the level of racism in the 
sports world / reaction to the racist remarks of Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 
Sterling and the NBA’s handling of the situation 
4) Topics include: Republican fury over the recently released e-mail from the Obama 
Administration, written after the September 2012 attack in Benghazi, involving talking 
points for Ambassador Susan Rice / criticism of the Obama Administration for trying to 
create a “smokescreen” over the Benghazi incident / support for plans to investigate the 
Benghazi incident further; current situation in Ukraine 
5) a report from Donetsk on the current situation in eastern Ukraine 
6) a panel discussion on the latest developments in the controversy regarding the racist 
remarks of Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling / the sanctions set forth by 
Commissioner Adam Silver and the National Basketball Association (NBA) / the 
controversy’s impact on players / racism in professional sports 
 
05/11/14 
Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Representative Mike 
Rogers (R-MI) (2); Robert Gates, former Secretary of Defense, Chancellor, College of 
William and Mary (3) (5); Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) (4); David Ignatius, The 
Washington Post (6); Michael Crowley, TIME magazine (6); Margaret Brennan, CBS 
News State Department Correspondent (6) 
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1) a report from Donetsk on the current situation in Ukraine 
2) Topics include: Russian President Putin’s promise to pull back troops amassed along 
the Russia-Ukraine border; the kidnapping of 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram; 
scandal involving Secret Service agents leaving their assigned post at the White House 
in 2011; problems with the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to 
veterans by the VA 
3) Topics include: problems with the policies and procedures at the VA and their  
subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA;  
current situation in Ukraine / President Putin’s recent actions asserting “Russia’s place  
on the international stage”  
4) Topics include: Senator Warren’s legislation to allow people to refinance their student 
loan debt / opinion that Washington works for moneyed interests / criticism against the 
former Bush administration and the current Obama administration for the way the 
financial bailout was handled with regards to the big banks / possible Republican 
takeover of the Senate in the upcoming mid-term elections / reaction to her critics, who 
call Senator Warren a socialist / declaration that she is not running for President / 
reasons why Senator Warren will not endorse Hillary Clinton as a possible presidential 
candidate at this time 
5) Topics include: assertion that the greatest threat to America’s security is the 
partisanship in Washington; surprise at the negative reaction to his book “Duty: Memoirs 
of a Secretary at War” / relationship with President Obama; current situation in Syria / 
emerging role of China as a more aggressive player on the world stage; firm decision 
not to run for president  
6) Topics include: former Secretary Robert Gates; current situation in Syria; current 
situation in Ukraine / driving forces behind Russian President Vladimir Putin’s decision 
to target Ukraine / possibility of additional sanctions against Russia; the kidnapping of 
300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram / the rise in Islamic radicalism in Northern 
Africa 
 
05/18/14 
Guests: Denis McDonough, White House Chief of Staff (1); Dan Dellinger, American 
Legion (2); former Mayor Michael Bloomberg (I-New York City, NY) (3); Governor Chris 
Christie (R-NJ) (4); Timothy Geithner, former United States Secretary of the Treasury, 
Obama administration, author, “Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises” (5); Katrina 
vanden Heuvel, The Nation (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (6); 
Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (6); Jackie Calmes, The New York Times (6) 
Guest Correspondent: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 
(1) 1) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of 
medical care provided to veterans by the VA / VA Secretary Shinseki’s “performance” 
before the Senate committee / questions and criticism regarding President Obama’s 
reaction and subsequent handling of the crisis at the VA 
2) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the VA / appeal for 
President Obama to come forward and address the scandal / call for VA Secretary 
Shinseki and VA Undersecretaries Hickey and Petzel to resign 
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3) Topics include: the significance of the National September 11 Memorial & Museum; 
Mr. Bloomberg’s plan to spend fifty million dollars of his own money to form a grassroots 
movement to combat gun violence; criticism against Republican strategist Karl Rove for 
his recent declaration that Hillary Clinton suffered brain damage from a fall she suffered 
while serving as Secretary of State / upcoming presidential election; impact of the 
George Washington Bridge scandal on New Jersey Governor Chris Christie; Mr. 
Bloomberg’s political leanings 
4) a portion of a pre-recorded interview with Governor Christie, in which he discusses 
his possible run for the presidency, his admiration for former Republican Governor Jeb 
Bush of Florida, and his opinion that it is easier to run against people you don’t like 
5) Topics include: factors which led to the 2008 financial meltdown; relationship with the 
Obama administration during his tenure as Treasury Secretary; advice for the Obama 
administration regarding the scandal involving the policies and procedures at the VA; 
reaction to Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren’s assertion that Washington works 
for moneyed interests; optimism concerning the current state of the U.S. economy / 
what Mr. Geithner learned from his time as Treasury Secretary 
6) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care 
provided to veterans by the VA / reasons why President Obama has yet to come 
forward and address the scandal; reaction from former President Bill Clinton to 
Republican strategist Karl Rove’s recent declaration that Hillary Clinton suffered brain 
damage / speculation regarding possible Democratic candidates for president; impact of 
the George Washington Bridge scandal on New Jersey Governor Chris Christie 
7) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: the sixtieth anniversary of the Supreme Court’s  
decision in Brown v. Board of Education, which effectively outlawed segregation in  
America’s schools. CBS newsman Edward R. Murrow addressed the issue of  
segregation and the Supreme Court’s ruling on the May 25, 1954 edition of SEE IT  
NOW. 
 
05/25/14 
Guests: Danielle Nottingham, CBS News Correspondent (1); Sheriff Bill Brown, Santa 
Barbara (CA) County (2); Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT), Committee on Veterans’ 
Affairs (3); Senator John Thune (R-SD) (3); Representative Adam Kinzinger (R-IL), 
Committee on Foreign Affairs (4); Colonel Tom Manion, USMC (Retired), “Brothers 
Forever” (5); Dana Priest, The Washington Post (5); David Finkel, The Washington 
Post; author, “Thank You for Your Service” (5); Steven Silverman, attorney for National 
Football League (NFL) players (6); Jarrett Bell, NFL Columnist, USA Today Sports (6); 
Sean Gregory, TIME magazine (6); Allen Pizzey, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (7) 
Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 
1) a report from Santa Barbara, CA on the murder of six people Friday night, near the  
campus of UCSB, by twenty-two-year-old Elliot Rodger, who took his own life as police  
closed in 2) Topics include: the April 30th welfare check conducted by police, on behalf  
of the Mental Health Department, with Elliot Rodger / an update on the conditions of the  
thirteen wounded victims / the discovery of three deceased male victims in Rodger’s  
apartment / Rodger’s ability to “fly under the radar”  3) Topics include: reaction to  
Friday’s incident in Santa Barbara, along with renewed calls for advanced gun  
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legislation; scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of  
Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care  
provided to veterans by the VA / criticism from Senator Thune regarding President  
Obama’s delayed response to the scandal at the VA / Senator Thune’s reaction to  
Republican Senator Richard Burr’s criticism of veterans’ service organizations for not  
calling on VA Secretary Eric Shinseki to resign / Senator Blumenthal’s call for reforms  
and accountability, including possible involvement from the Department of Justice 
4) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the VA / support for  
the recent announcement instructing veterans that they can seek care from non-VA  
facilities / call for a “major shake-up at the VA”, including the resignation of VA  
Secretary Shinseki  5) Topics include: the VA scandal / Ms. Priest’s prior investigative  
work in uncovering the 2007 scandal at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center /  
differences between the current VA scandal and the 2007 Walter Reed Army Medical  
Center scandal / basis for Mr. Finkel’s book, “Thank You for Your Service” / work that  
non-profits could do to help the veterans seeking assistance / call for reforms and  
accountability 6) Topics include: announcement last week of a lawsuit filed by more  
than five hundred former National Football League (NFL) players, alleging permanent  
injury due to the overuse of painkillers prescribed by NFL team doctors / examples of  
remedial action the NFL could take to address the situation / possible impact on the  
NFL / current culture and attitudes within the NFL towards players 7) a report from  
Jerusalem on Pope Francis’ tour of the Holy Land 
 
60 MINUTES 
05/04/14 
“Over A Barrel” – a report on the dispute between the lawyers for BP (British 
Petroleum) and the lawyers for BP oil spill victims, and how BP’s agreement to 
compensate victims of its Gulf oil spill is being interpreted. BP claims businesses not 
harmed by the spill have collected hundreds of millions of dollars, but compensation 
lawyer Jim Roy explains this is the deal BP agreed to. Includes interviews with: Ken 
Feinberg, lawyer; Geoff Morrell, BP Vice President; Patrick Juneau, BP spill claims 
administrator; Ted Olson, BP’s attorney; and Jim Roy, lawyer for BP spill victims.  (C: 
Scott Pelley – P: Robert G. Anderson) (See also: “The Blowout”, OAD: 05/16/10; and 
“The Go-To Guy”, OAD: 10/03/10) 
“90+” - a report on the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. population, the “oldest old” - 
- people who live to 90 or above. A landmark study, aptly titled “The 90+ Study”, 
 involved thousands of members in a southern California retirement community,  
formerly known as Leisure World and now its own city, Laguna Woods. The findings,  
which have been collected since 1981, are revealing factors that may contribute to living  
longer, such as moderate alcohol consumption and exercise. A primary focus of the  
study is dementia and Alzheimer’s disease and a recent discovery of microscopic  
strokes in the brain called microinfarcts might reveal a cause of dementia. Includes  
interviews with study participants: Jane Whistler, Ted Rosenbaum, Lou Tirado, Ruthy  
Stahl, Sid Shero, Louise Bigelow, Henry Tornell and Helen Weil; Dr. Claudia Kawas,  
neurologist and professor at UC Irvine; and Dr. Ronald Kim, neuropathologist. (C:  
Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein, Jennie Held) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
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The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Saving the Children” (OAD: 
04/27/14) 
 
05/11/14 
“Washington’s Open Secret” – a report on the current state of campaign financing 
and congressional ethics in Washington, DC. Members of Congress can and often do 
use funds donated to their Political Action Committees (PAC) for personal use, such as 
private trips and the hiring of family members. Since these are not campaign funds, this 
practice is legal. Includes interviews with: Peter Schweizer, author and fellow at the 
Hoover Institution; Trevor Potter, former chairman of the Federal Election Commission; 
Rep. Robert Andrews, D-NJ; Melanie Sloan, Executive Dir. Citizens for Responsibility 
and Ethics in Washington; Rep. Rodney Alexander, R-LA; Rep. Grace Napolitano, D-
CA. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Ira Rosen, Gabrielle Schonder) (OAD: 10/20/13; includes an 
update)  
“Emergency” – a report on “Emergency”, an independent Italian organization that  
provides free, high quality medical and surgical treatment to the victims of war,  
landmines and poverty. The report focuses on African children who have rheumatic  
heart disease, caused by untreated strep throat, and how Emergency and its founder,  
Dr. Gino Strada, perform life-saving surgery on as many as possible at The Salam  
Center for Cardiac Surgery in Sudan. Includes interviews with Mariata, a child in Sierra  
Leone with rheumatic heart disease; Esther, Mariata’s mother; Dr. Mimo Risika,  
cardiologist; and Dr. Gino Strada, Emergency’s founder and heart surgeon. (C: Clarissa  
Ward – P: Ben Plesser 
“Salmon in the Sea” – a report on why environmentalists and salmon farmers in the 
Pacific Northwest are at odds over whether the aquaculture business poses a threat to 
the wild salmon population. Environmentalists argue these farms could be spreading 
diseases while the salmon farmers say the industry is improving and they’re helping to 
save the last remaining wild salmon in the sea. Includes interviews with Ian Roberts, 
salmon farmer at Marine Harvest Canada; Alexandra Morton, environmental activist and 
scientist; George Eliason, fisherman in Alaska; and Brian Wallace, senior counsel to 
Canada’s commission to explore salmon decline. (See also: “Fish Fuss”, OAD: 
11/19/00) (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta – P: Peter Klein) 
 
05/18/14 
“8 Days in Tehran” – a report on Iran and the current state of the country with 
perspectives from a current government leader, founders of Pars Online, an Iranian 
internet service provider; and everyday Iranians in Tehran. The main focus is the 
ongoing negotiations between Iran and the United States about Iran’s nuclear facilities. 
Other topics discussed included economic sanctions against Iran, President Hassan 
Rouhani, Iran’s elite military the Revolutionary Guard, Supreme Leader Ayatollah 
Khamanei and Iranians views of America. Includes interviews with: Dr. Mohammad 
Nahavandian, Chief of Staff to President Hassan Rouhani; and Said Fateh and son 
Abdollah Fateh, founders of Pars Online. Also includes comments by various 
unidentified Iranians with some interpreted through a translator. (C: Steve Kroft – P: 
James Jacoby, Michael Karzis 
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“The Capitol Dome” – a report on the Capitol Dome in Washington D.C., its design 
and construction, and the multi-year restoration project underway to repair more than 
1,000 cracks and deficiencies. Includes interviews with: Stephen Ayers, Architect of the 
Capitol; Bill Allen, historian; Lonnie Bunch, historian and Matt Wasniewski, historian. 
Also includes comments by Speaker of the House Rep. John Boehner (R-OH); and 
House Minority Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA). (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) 
(OAD: 12/01/13; includes an update) 
“The Recyclers” - a report on the Recycled Orchestra of Cateura, Paraguay. 
Residents of Cateura rely on the garbage and landfill in their town to make a living, and 
incredibly, they have fashioned musical instruments out of the waste, which has led to a 
thriving children’s orchestra. The children will soon be featured in an upcoming 
documentary film: “landfillharmonic”.  Includes interviews through voice-over translators 
with: Favio Chavez, an environmental technician who created a music school for the 
children; Don Cola Gomez, maker of the instruments, carpenter, and trash worker; Ada 
Rios, child musician; Jorge Rios, Ada’s father; and Miriam Rios, Ada’s grandmother. 
Also features comments from Berta Rojas, Paraguay’s most famous musician, who 
frequently returns to Cateura to offer master classes. (C: Bob Simon – P: Michael H. 
Gavshon) (OAD: 11/17/13; includes an update) 
 
05/25/14  
“The War Within” – a report on new therapies being implemented by the Veterans  
Administration to aid thousands of veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress  
disorder (PTSD) after fighting wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Vietnam. The new  
treatments were originally designed to treat victims of sexual assault and rape and  
consist of cognitive processing and prolonged exposure therapies. Includes interviews  
with: Eric Collins and Gable Darbonne, veterans; and Dr. Kevin Reeder, psychologist at  
the VA hospital in Little Rock, Arkansas. Also includes comments by veterans Gene  
Dowdy, Rob Spraggs, Terrence Stewart, and Anthony Apellido. (C: Scott Pelley – P: 
 Ashley Velie) (OAD: 11/24/13; includes an update.) 
“Sex Matters” – a report on how scientists are now realizing that recommended doses 
for popular prescription drugs are understudied because men and woman metabolize 
prescription medication differently. America’s most popular sleep drug, Ambien, known 
generically as Zolpidem, is the only drug on the market for which the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has suggested doses based on gender. Includes interviews with 
Larry Cahill, neuroscientist at the University of California Irvine; Dr. Sandra Kweder, 
deputy director of the FDA’s office of new drugs; Dr. Noel Bairey Merz, cardiologist at 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center; Pearl Grumet, patient who suffered a heart attack; Dr. 
Melina Kibbe, vascular surgeon and Dr. Doris Taylor, leading stem cell expert at Texas 
Heart Institute.  (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 02/09/14; includes an 
update.) 
“Liam Neeson” – an interview / profile of actor Liam Neeson, who is currently one of  
the highest paid movie stars in Hollywood. At age sixty-one Neeson is renowned for his  
work in action movies which have scored big at the box office. For the first time, Neeson  
opens up about his late wife, actress Natasha Richardson, and her sudden death five  
years ago due to a traumatic brain injury she suffered after a skiing accident. (C:  
Anderson Cooper – P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 02/23/14) 
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48 HOURS 
05/03/14 
48 HOURS: “Temptation in Texas” - a report on the investigation into the 2011 
shooting death of Greg Williams, as his wife Michele Williams awaits trial for the crime. 
Williams was shot dead in his suburban Dallas home, but how it happened is up for 
debate because, when Michele called police, she said an intruder had shot her 
husband. Investigation revealed that Williams had been shot with his own gun and that 
the weapon, as well as the wrench used to hit Michele, were wiped clean of fingerprints. 
There were allegations of affairs and Michele says Greg was into the 
bondage/domination scene. As the investigation continued, Michele changed her story 
to say that Greg killed himself and she cleaned up the scene of his death in order to 
protect her young daughter from the truth. Family tensions were also evident: Williams’ 
first wife said he was a complicated man who could be verbally abusive; Michele’s 
estranged sons from previous relationships said she was not faithful and moved from 
man to man throughout their lives. Police believed that Michele was the killer. Due to 
lack of evidence, the District Attorney offered her a plea deal -- plead guilty to tampering 
with evidence and “deadly conduct”, but just before the deal was completed, something 
happened to keep Michele out of jail: she was pregnant with twins, and the father was 
her son Lee’s former best friend. Sentencing was delayed and she remained out of jail. 
Then tragedy struck, she lost the babies and the judge ordered her back to prison. 
Many family members believe that Michele was never really pregnant. Then, while 
being interviewed by 48 HOURS, Michele changed her story again - contradicting 
herself. The judge threw out the plea deal and ordered her to stand trial for murder. On 
screen text graphic: Michele Williams is scheduled to stand trial for murder this 
September. Makayla, now six, continues to live with family friends, who have filed for 
legal custody. At Michele’s request, Gene Wallis, her fiancé, is filing his own suit to get 
custody of the child. Interviewed: Michele Williams; Claire St. Amant (journalist/CBS 
News consultant); Laura Cuisick (Michele’s older sister); Andrew and Lee O’Brien 
(Michele’s sons); Gene Wallis (Michele’s fiancé); and Kathy and Taylor Williams 
(Williams first wife and daughter). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Ryan N. Smith, Alec Sirken) 
 
05/10/14 
48 HOURS: “Ambushed” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 1988 
disappearance of David Jackson in Pembroke Pines, Florida; the eventual discovery of 
his body; and of the efforts of the young man who helped police find his father’s killer. In 
1988, David Jackson disappeared, but the case grew cold. In 2003, the case was re-
opened with Detective Donna Velazquez in charge. By chance, Police Explorer recruit 
John Wolfe saw a poster and shocked police by stating that the man pictured was his 
father. Wolfe told investigators that he felt his mother, Barbara Britton, was holding back 
information about the crime and agreed to work with the police. Their investigation 
revealed: (1) the couple had married young, divorced and shared custody of their child; 
(2) Barbara married Michael Wolfe and relocated to Arizona; (3) Jackson fought and 
won visitation rights; (4) Jackson’s father-in-law Harry Britton hated him. Detective 
Velazquez was convinced that Jackson was murdered and that his ex-wife had 
something to do with it -- and if she was involved, so was Michael Wolfe. Wolfe was 
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arrested. During the interrogation he said that Barbara’s father had wanted Jackson 
dead and had turned to him for advice about killing him. Both of Wolfe’s ex-wives, 
Nancy Graham and Carole Larson, corroborated this information. Britton could not be 
arrested because all the information collected was considered hearsay. At trial, Michael 
Wolfe was convicted of murder. He then promised prosecutors evidence that would put 
Barbara Britton away. He told a story of how she and her father were deeply involved in 
the planning of the murder and that he had agreed to kill David Jackson to keep peace 
in the family. A few months later, Britton left him and filed for child support. Twenty-two 
years after Jackson’s disappearance, Barbara Britton was arrested for murder. To avoid 
prison, she ultimately accepted a plea bargain to a reduced charge because the District 
Attorney recognized that they would probably not be able to obtain a first-degree murder 
conviction. On screen text graphic: Despite the plea deal John Wolfe continues to 
support his mother, Barbara. He is estranged from his grandmother, Judy. John still 
hopes to be a police officer. He currently works as a security guard at a Florida 
shopping mall. Michael Wolfe, who offered to testify about Barbara’s involvement in 
David Jackson’s murder, never got the reduced sentence he was hoping for. 
Interviewed: the brother and mother of David Jackson -- Mark Jackson and Judy 
Carlsson; former wife/defendant Barbara Britton; Det. Donna Velazquez; the son of 
David Jackson and Barbara Britton, John Wolfe; former wife of Michael Wolfe, Nancy 
Graham; defendant Michael Wolfe; Barbara Britton’s defense attorney Keith Seltzer. (C: 
Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky, Peter Shaw, Tamara Weitzman, Alec Sirken) (OAD: 
03/16/13) 
 
05/10/14 
48 HOURS: “A Raging Son” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about the investigation into the 
2012 death of Weight Watchers executive Danielle Thomas, and the murder case 
against her boyfriend, Wall Street attorney Jason Bohn, who claimed being neglected 
by his mother as a child should keep him from spending his life in jail. Thomas was 
found dead in the bathtub of the Astoria, Queens apartment she shared with Jason 
Bohn. Thomas and Bohn had a whirlwind romance and she moved to New York to be 
with him. Everything seemed to be falling in place for the financial analyst, and while 
there was talk of marriage, the relationship had become physically and emotionally 
abusive. Police had been called. Bohn had been arrested for assault. Now, Bohn was 
arrested and charged with murder. Bohn’s defense is that an explosive moment of 
anger that resulted in Thomas’ death was directly connected to his bad childhood. 
Bohn’s attorney asserts he was abandoned by his mother Maureen O’Connell, a 
wealthy publishing executive, and he experienced profound neglect and abuse that 
caused a mental illness called Intermittent Explosive Disorder. Prosecutors dismissed 
his claims and they assert that audio recorded in an accidental phone call made while 
Thomas was still alive suggest Bohn knew exactly what he was doing. At trial, the Ivy 
League grad and Wall Street lawyer is found guilty of murder. On screen text graphic: 
Danielle’s mother plans to sue the police department for not responding to her 
daughter’s 911 call. There is a scholarship set up in Danielle’s name at her Boyce 
County, Kentucky high school. Jason’s mother has instructed her lawyer to try to get her 
son into protective custody. Interviewed: Dennis Frawley (NYPD detective); Patrick 
O’Connor (lead prosecutor); Marilyn Filingeri (Assistant District Attorney); Jamie 
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Thomas Bright (Danielle’s mother); Juanita Hardgrave (Danielle’s grandmother); Dr. 
Alexander Sasha Bardey (forensic psychiatrist); Murray Weirs (crime reporter/48 
HOURS consultant); Richard Brown (District Attorney); Sherette Corsey (neighbor); 
Elena Rodriguez and Amanda DeJuto (jurors) (C: Troy Roberts – P: Patti Aronofsky, 
Elena DiFiore, James Stolz, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 
 
05/17/14 
48 HOURS: “The Sweetheart Murders” (9:00-10:00p) - a followup to “The Sweetheart 
Murders” (OAD: 01/27/07), the story of sweethearts Sabrina Gonsalves and John 
Riggins who were brutally murdered in Davis, California, in 1980. Initially, police 
suspected Gerald Gallego, but he was in jail at the time of the murders. In 1989, police 
arrested Gallego’s half-brother David Hunt, his wife, Sue-Ellen and Richard Thompson 
and Doug Lainer, calling them The Hunt Group, and charging them creating a copycat 
murder to call into question Gallego’s guilt in other crimes. But, DNA would prove their 
innocence and the charges were dropped; still questions remained. In 2002, using 
advanced DNA technology, not available at the time of the murders, police were able to 
match samples stored in a FBI database to Richard Hirschfield, a convicted rapist, who 
was released from prison in 1980. Police interviewed Hirschfield’s brother, Joe -- who 
committed suicide the day after the interview. Based on information in his suicide note, 
police assume that Joe helped his brother. Richard Hirschfield was charged in the case. 
In 2012, 10 years after the DNA hit, and almost 32 years after the murders, the capital 
murder trial commences. Time has taken its toll: now 63-years-old and confined to 
wheelchair, Hirschfield is nothing like the menacing figure he once was. David Hunt, 
suffering from cancer, hopes to live to hear his name cleared, and the families hope to 
put an end to their suffering.  The jury deliberates and the verdict is guilty. Hirschfield is 
sentenced to death. On-screen text graphic: Richard Hrischfield is appealing his 
conviction. David Hunt did not live to see his name cleared. He died during the trial. On 
screen text graphic for the 05/17/14 rebroadcast: Richard Hirschfield is currently on 
death row in San Quentin Prison. He is appealing his conviction. David Hunt never lived 
to see his name cleared. He died during the trial. Dawn Bladet received the Sacramento 
County “Prosecutor of the Year” award for her work on the “Sweethearts Murders.” 
Interviewed: Detective Carol Daly and Investigator Ron Garverick, both from the 
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department; family members Andrea Gonsalves-
Rosenstein (sister); Dr. Richard Riggins and his wife, Kate Riggins (parents); Hunt 
Group suspects David Hunt and Doug Lanier; prosecutor Dawn Bladet; lead defense 
attorney Linda Parisi. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Clare Friedland) (OAD: 09/28/13) 
 
05/17/14 
48 HOURS: “A Daughter, a Mortgage and Two Murders” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup 
to “The Mortgage and the Murder” (OAD: 11/22/08), a report on the investigation into 
the murders of Greg and Bernadette Ohlemacher in 2005. The Albuquerque, New 
Mexico couple were shot dead in their home. Police immediately suspected their 
daughter, Renee, was involved. Family members also believed she knew more than she 
was telling and she was after the $1 million insurance policy. The investigation stalled. 
In 2006, mortgage loan processor Ron Santiago turned himself in to the Secret Service 
for a crime unrelated to the murders. Investigation led to a connection between 
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Santiago and the Ohlemachers. A search of his home led to shell casings that matched 
those found at the Ohlemacher crime scene. Eight years of legal wrangling followed. 
Before the trial, the District Attorney’s office asked Renee to take a polygraph test; 
results were inconclusive. The test would haunt prosecutors at trial when the jury was 
allowed to hear the results when she testified. Santiago was found not guilty. Family 
members still believe both Ron Santiago and Renee Olchmacher were involved in the 
crime. On-screen text graphic: Renee is working as a dog walker. The family dog 
“Sammy Jo,” passed away a year after the murders. Ron Santiago lives in Albuquerque 
with his parents and is looking for a job. Interviewed: Renee Ohlemacher; Jessica 
Montoya and Antoinette Curran (Ohlemacher’s aunts) and her grandmother Dora; 
former Albuquerque Police spokesman John Walsh; Randy Ohlemacher (Greg’s 
brother); Catherine Howard (mortgage client); Brian Nguyen (Secret Service agent); 
Joseph Riggs (defense attorney); Kari Brandenburg (District Attorney); and Cheryl 
Johnston (prosecutor) (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Paul LaRosa, Allen Alter) 
 
05/24/14 
48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Cold as Ice” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on a 55-year-old cold 
case, in which a childhood memory of a friend’s murder was the key to solving the case 
of the death of 7-year-old Maria Ridulph, from Sycamore, Illinois. In 1957, while playing 
in the snow with Maria Ridulph, eight-year-old Kathy Chapman went home for mittens. 
When she returned, Maria was nowhere to be found. Both girls had been talking to a 
man who called himself “Johnny”; a frantic search failed to locate Maria. The FBI took 
over the case but when her body was found five months later, the Illinois State Police 
took over the case, but it went cold.  Almost fifty years later, Jeanne Tessier’s mother, a 
Sycamore neighbor, made a shocking deathbed confession: her son, John Tessier, was 
Maria’s killer and she urged her daughter to contact the authorities. Jeanne Tessier 
contacted the FBI and the Sycamore Police. Her brother appeared to have had an alibi 
and had passed a polygraph test. Both agencies chose not to investigate. Ten years 
later, Jeanne contacted the Illinois State Police. During the course of the investigation, 
long buried sexual secrets of the Tessier family came to light. Maria’s playmate, now a 
61-year-old grandmother, identified a photo of John Tessier as “Johnny”, who is now a 
72-year-old former policeman from Seattle, Washington, and now known as Jack 
McCullough. He was arrested and charged with murder. There was little or no physical 
evidence in the crime; prosecutors chose to charge McCullough with a different crime: 
the rape of his sister, fifty-five years ago. They felt they had a better chance of 
conviction. But the prosecutor had promised Jeanne Tessier that he would never pursue 
a rape trial without her consent. With no physical evidence to back up her story, Jeanne 
Tessier felt betrayed by prosecutor Clay Campbell and feared her word would not be 
enough for a conviction. McCullough was found not guilty. Five months later, the murder 
trial commenced. Jack McCullough felt confident he would be acquitted in this mostly 
circumstantial case too. When both sides rested, the judge delivered his decision: guilty. 
McCullough was sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: Clay Campbell won 
the case, but in November 2012, he lost his bid for re-election. On-screen text graphic 
for the 05/24/14 rebroadcast: Jack McCullough is appealing his conviction. 
McCullough claims the judge allowed unreliable evidence, including his dying mother’s 
statement accusing him of the murder of Maria Ridulph. Interviewed: Maria Ridulph’s 
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childhood friend Kathy Chapman; Maria Ridulph’s brother Chuck Ridulph; Patrick Solar, 
retired Sycamore Police Lieutenant; the sisters of suspect John Tessier/Ray 
McCullough: Jeanne Tessier and Jan Tessier; Special Agent Brion Hanley; suspect 
Jack McCullough (a.k.a. John Tessier); Prosecutor Clay Campbell; Seattle cold-case 
detectives Mike Ciesynski and Cloyd Steiger; McCullough’s step-daughter Janey 
O’Connor; Tacoma bartender/former 14-year-old runaway Michelle Weinman; defense 
investigator Crystal Harrole. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Peter 
Henderson) (OAD: 03/09/13; 1st rebroadcast: 09/14/13 -- both as 48 HOURS: “Cold As 
Ice”) 
 
05/24/14 
48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Redemption Song” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the 1985 
death of Natalie Antonetti, a woman who was part of the Austin, Texas music 
community.  She was found beaten at home by her son, Johnny Goodie, and remained 
in a coma for two weeks before she died.  The police investigation at the time focused 
on Marty Odem, a restaurant manager and sometime male stripper, who had a track 
record of violence.  Police just did not have enough to go on, and he was never 
charged.  He was later convicted of an unrelated rape and sent to prison; police then 
considered the case closed.  In 2007, Austin Police Detective Tom Walsh reopened the 
cold case when an anonymous call came in naming Dennis Davis, a well-known name 
in the Austin music scene, as a suspect.  Davis had dated Antonetti, and at the time had 
what seemed like a solid alibi. But now, his wife, Becki Davis, was the one who called 
the police.  Detective Walsh has found several women who have become key players in 
the investigation: Davis’ then-girlfriend Ampour Garcia-Crow is certain he was not with 
her on the night in question; Linda Bless, who has seen his anger; and an ex-girlfriend 
Gelinda, who says that Dennis Davis confessed the murder to her.  In 2009, 24 years 
after the murder, Davis was arrested.  In April 2011, the case went to trial.  Though the 
prosecution’s case was largely circumstantial, they had the phone call that started it all.  
Dennis Davis was found guilty of the murder.  At the sentencing hearing there was 
another shock: Becki and Dennis Davis had reconciled.  He was sentenced to 36 years 
behind bars.  The defense team still insisted they had a solid rebuttal but were unable to 
present their case.  On screen graphic: Dennis Davis will be eligible for parole in 2028.  
He will be 78.  He is appealing the verdict.  The 06/09/12 v/o epilogue: A year after the 
verdict, the DA's office decided to take another look at the physical evidence in this 
case, and compare it to two similar crimes in Austin from the 1980s. They will search for 
DNA to see if it matches that of a suspect in those cases. ADA Mark Pryor says he's 
"happy to have a look" but, he says, he's confident the jury convicted the right man for 
murdering Natalie Antonetti. Included interviews with: Natalie Antonetti’s son and 
musician Johnny Goodie; Mark Pryor, Austin Assistant District Attorney; Mark Hallman, 
Antonetti’s friend; Austin Police Detective Tom Walsh; Dennis Davis, the suspect; Davis’ 
former girlfriends, Amparo Garcia-Crow and Linda Bless; and defense attorneys Wade 
Russell, Efrain De La Fuente. The 05/24/14 Epilogue: an appeals court overturned 
Davis’ conviction and ordered a new trial. The reason: Davis’ lawyer was 
ineffective. In April 14, Dennis Davis walked out of prison, a free man. On-screen 
text graphic: The new trial is scheduled for November 14.  (C: Tracy Smith - P: 
Chuck Stevenson, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 10/15/11; 1st rebroadcast: 06/09/12 -- both as 48 
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HOURS MYSTERY: “Redemption Song”. The 06/09/12 rebroadcast contains an update 
in the form of a v/o epilogue.) 
 
05/26/14 
48 HOURS: “End of The Trail” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 
2008 murder of educator/artist Carol Kennedy, who was brutally beaten in her home 
outside Prescott, Arizona. Kennedy’s ex-husband, stockbroker Steven DeMocker, 
became the chief suspect. Police investigation revealed a man who was a serial 
philanderer, who was struggling with a heavy financial burden, and had a toxic 
relationship with his ex-wife. Police arrested DeMocker, saying that they had a strong 
circumstantial case, but legal maneuvers, court delays and the death of a judge 
prolonged the case for five years. DeMocker’s girlfriend, Renee Girard, then revealed 
critical information about DeMocker’s activities after Kennedy’s death: he lived in fear of 
being arrested for a crime and revealed information about an insurance policy. His large 
family, including his two daughters Charlotte and Katherine, believe he is innocent. 
Prosecutors believe he killed Kennedy to avoid paying alimony and to gain access to an 
estimated $750,000 life insurance payout. After five years, and nearly $2 million in 
taxpayer money, the trial commences. Steven DeMocker is found guilty of first-degree 
murder; he is sentenced to life in prison without parole. On-screen text graphic: 
Charlotte graduated from college this month with a degree in finance. Katherine will 
finish law school next year. She hopes to pursue a career as a federal prosecutor. 
Interviewed: Steven DeMocker; Jan Wheeler, Barb Willis, Betsy Petit (friends of Carol 
Kennedy); Michael, Mary and Sharon DeMocker (brother and sisters of Steven 
DeMocker); Rich Robertson (defense team investigator); Larry Hammon (defense 
attorney); Renee Girard (DeMocker’s girlfriend); Joseph Moura (private investigator/48 
HOURS consultant); Jim Knapp (friend of DeMocker’s); Julie Corwin (ex-girlfriend of 
Knapp’s); Craig Williams (new defense attorney); Tricia Greer and Kathy Reay (jury 
members)  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Clare Friedland, Asena Basak) 
 
05/31/14 
48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “One Last Hug” - a report on growing dangers of dating 
and breakup violence, focusing on Melissa Dohme, who agreed to meet a former 
boyfriend, Robert Murton, for one last hug before they broke up forever. The decision 
nearly cost her her life: in an instant, she was stabbed 32 times and left for dead. Their 
relationship had started out lovingly, but Burton told her if she ever broke up with him, 
he would kill her. The couple eventually split up and Burton began calling her. He woke 
her up on the night of January 24, 2012 and begged her for one last hug. She agreed to 
meet him in front of her Clearwater, Florida home. After the attack, a police officer 
responding to the scene did not believe Dohme would survive. Melissa Dohme, police, 
EMS, doctors and Dohme’s family describe their learning of the attack, Melissa’s 
treatment, the hunt for Murton, her recovery, facing her attacker in court… and how this 
event led her to find a solid relationship and a new purpose in life. Also included is an 
interview with Audrey Mabrey, herself a victim of a domestic attack. Her husband, Chris, 
an NYPD officer, bludgeoned her with a hammer and set her on fire. Epilogue: the men 
who attacked Melissa Dohme and Audrey Mabrey will spend the rest of their lives 
behind bars with no chance of parole. Melissa and Audrey believe they were spared to 
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help themselves and others. Both are advocates at Hands Across the Bay, an 
organization founded by philanthropist Julie Weintraub, whose goal is to prevent 
domestic violence and help families in crisis. Interviewed: survivors Melissa Dohme and 
Audrey Mabrey; Melissa Harris (Clearwater Police Department officer); Vincent 
Supernor and Cameron Hill (Clearwater Fire & Rescue); Joanne Dohme (mother of 
Melissa); and Dr. Jeffrey Johnson (Bayfront Health Medical Center). (C: Troy Roberts - 
P: Liza Finley) 
 

JUNE 2014 
 
FACE THE NATION 
06/01/14 
Guests: David Martin, CBS News National Security Correspondent (1); David Ignatius, 
The Washington Post (1) (5); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services 
Committee (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT); Chairman, Veterans’ Affairs Committee 
(3); General Michael Hayden, former Director, National Security Agency (NSA), former 
Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Chertoff Group (4); Nancy Cordes, CBS 
News Congressional Correspondent (5); David Sanger, The New York Times (5); Leigh 
Gallagher, Fortune magazine (5) 
1) the latest on the release of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, in exchange for five Afghan 
detainees at Guantanamo Bay. Sgt. Bergdahl was the only U.S. soldier to be held 
captive by the Taliban. 
2) Topics include: reaction to the release of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, in exchange for 
five Afghan detainees at Guantanamo Bay; scandal involving the policies and 
procedures at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact 
on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA / support for a possible 
investigation into the scandal by the Justice Department / opinion that Senator Tom 
Coburn (R-OK) should be the next Secretary of the VA 
3) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care 
provided to veterans by the VA; reaction to the release of Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, in 
exchange for five Afghan detainees at Guantanamo Bay 
4) Topics include: controversy over the release of five Afghan detainees at Guantanamo 
Bay in exchange for Sgt. Bergdahl; reaction to the claims made by former NSA 
computer technician-turned-leaker Edward Snowden during his television interview with 
NBC News 
5) Topics include: reactions from Republicans and Democrats regarding the release of 
five Afghan detainees at Guantanamo Bay in exchange for Sgt. Bergdahl / possible 
reasons why the exchange for Sgt. Bergdahl was approved now, as opposed to when it 
was originally circulated four years ago; upcoming release of Hillary Clinton’s book, 
“Hard Choices”; negative reaction to last week’s speech on foreign policy by President 
Obama; the inactivity of Congress; scandal involving the policies and procedures at the 
VA 
6) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: the upcoming seventieth anniversary of D-Day, 
the Allied invasion of Normandy on June 6, 1944. Includes an excerpt from CBS 
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REPORTS: “D-Day Plus 20 Years: Eisenhower Returns to Normandy” -- General 
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s conversation with CBS newsman Walter Cronkite. 
 
06/08/14 
Guests: Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA); Chair, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); 
Senator Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); David Rohde, 
Reuters, The Atlantic (3); Thomas Friedman, The New York Times, Correspondent, 
“Years of Living Dangerously” (4) (5) (6); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal  (4) 
(5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); David Gergen, Harvard University (5) 
1) Topics include: latest information on the release and incarceration of Army Sgt. Bowe 
Bergdahl by the Taliban, including rumors of an escape attempt and torture / lack of 
briefings by the Obama administration over the release of Sgt. Bergdahl / concern over 
the possible freedom of the five men released from Guantanamo Bay in exchange for 
Sgt. Bergdahl / negative reaction to the way the release of Sgt. Bergdahl was handled / 
support for President Obama’s Rose Garden ceremony with the Bergdahl family, 
announcing his release 
2) Topics include: latest information on the release and incarceration of Army Sgt. Bowe 
Bergdahl by the Taliban, including rumors of an escape attempt and torture / lack of 
briefings by the Obama administration over the release of Sgt. Bergdahl / concern over 
conflicting information regarding Sgt. Bergdahl’s health while in captivity, as well as the 
perceived lack of information from the Obama administration 
3) reaction to the rumors surrounding Sgt. Bergdahl’s time in captivity, public reaction to 
his release, and the taking of prisoners by militant groups from Mr. Rohde, who himself 
escaped capture by the Taliban after six months in captivity 
4) reaction to the latest information on the release and incarceration of Army Sgt. Bowe 
Bergdahl, including concern over the possible freedom of the five men released in 
exchange for Sgt. Bergdahl 
5) Topics include: concern over the five men released in exchange for Sgt. Bergdahl / 
negative reaction to President Obama’s Rose Garden ceremony with the Bergdahl 
family, announcing his release / public and Congressional anger over the portrayal of 
Sgt. Bergdahl as a hero, when evidence supports his possible desertion / reports that 
Sgt. Bergdahl was tortured while in captivity; upcoming release of Hillary Clinton’s book, 
“Hard Choices”; possible Democratic and Republican candidates for president; 
President Obama’s desire to push the issue of climate change during the remainder of 
his presidency; the inactivity of Congress 
6) Mr. Friedman’s interview with President Obama on the issue of climate change for 
the Showtime series, “Years of Living Dangerously” 
 
06/15/14 
Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Holly Williams, CBS 
News Foreign Correspondent (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed 
Services Committee (3); Lara Logan, 60 MINUTES  Correspondent (4); Thomas 
Donilon, former National Security Advisor, Obama administration, Council on Foreign 
Relations (5); Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican national Committee (6); Roberta 
Costa, The Washington Post (7); Gwen Ifill, co-anchor, “PBS NewsHour”, moderator, 
“Washington Week” (7); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (7); 
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Theodore Olson, co-author, “Redeeming the Dream: The Case for Marriage Equality” 
(8); David Boies, co-author, “Redeeming the Dream: The Case for Marriage Equality” 
(8) 
1) a report from Baghdad, Iraq, on the mounting violence in that country from Islamic 
militants under the command of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 
2) a report from Kalak, Iraq on the current conditions in the northern part of that country, 
as Islamic militants have swept through the region 
3) Topics include: current conditions in Iraq / criticism of the Obama administration for 
its “hands-off approach to the political problems in Baghdad and Syria” / call for Iraqi 
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki to resign / belief that there could be another September 
11th type of terrorist attack / Iran’s offer of aid / appeal for Turkey to become involved; 
advice for the Republican Party on immigration reform 4) a report on the Islamic State of 
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 
5) Topics include: reasons behind the current situation in Iraq / criticism of the al-Maliki 
government / Iraq’s refusal to provide the United States with a Status of Forces 
Agreement, which would provide protection to remaining U.S. forces / advice for 
President Obama on how to handle the crisis 
6) Topics include: current state of the Republican Party is positive / defeat of House 
Majority Leader Eric Cantor by college professor David Brat in the Republican primary / 
advice for the Republican Party on immigration reform; criticism of Hillary Clinton and 
her book tour / belief that Mrs. Clinton will not be the Democratic nominee for president; 
need for Republicans to win over Hispanic voters 
7) Topics include: reaction to the defeat of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor in the 
Republican primary / possible impact on Speaker of the House John Boehner / divisions 
within the Republican Party / immigration reform / speculation as to why Representative 
Cantor was defeated in the primary election 
8) Topics include: reasons behind their decision to join together to defeat Proposition 8 / 
support for marriage equality / Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Proposition 8, 
which cleared the way for same-sex marriage in California. 
 
06/22/14 
Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS 
News States Department Correspondent (2); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), U.S. Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations (3); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, 
U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (4) (6); 
Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA), U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (5); Mike 
Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) (6); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (7); Robin Wright, 
Wilson Center, U.S. Institute of Peace (7); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS (7); 
John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (7) Guest Moderator: Norah O’Donnell, 
Co-Anchor, CBS THIS MORNING 1) a report from Baghdad, Iraq, on the territorial gains 
made by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 
2) a report from Cairo, Egypt -- the first stop on U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s 
“diplomatic push to try to stabilize Iraq” 
3) Topics include: threat posed by the ISIS militants in Iraq and abroad / link between 
any future involvement of the United States in Iraq and U.S. national security / advice 
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for the Obama administration regarding ISIS / possibility of the United States utilizing air 
strikes / reaction to Senator Rand Paul’s concern over air strikes and the possibility of 
aiding Iran / questions regarding Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s ability to govern 
4) Topics include: territorial and strategic gains made by the Islamic State of Iraq and 
Syria (ISIS) / importance of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s trip to the Middle East / 
threat posed by the ISIS militants in Iraq and abroad / reaction to President Obama’s 
handling of the threat posed by ISIS 
5) Topics include: support for President Obama’s decision to 300 military advisors to 
Iraq / criticism against former Vice President Dick Cheney for his repeated 
denunciations against President Obama and his handling of the crises in Iraq and Syria 
/ need for Iraq to form a more inclusive government 
6) Topics include: territorial gains made by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) / 
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi / reports that al-Baghdadi was once held at an 
American base camp in Camp Buca for several years and then released / type of 
people who have aligned themselves with ISIS / ISIS’s sophisticated use of social 
media and seemingly unlimited funding / ISIS’s focus on Jordan and Lebanon / 
President Obama’s handling of the crises in Iraq, Syria, and the rises of ISIS, as well as 
advice for moving forward in the region 
7) Topics include: importance of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s trip to the Middle 
East and what he must accomplish / questions regarding Iraqi Prime Minister al-Maliki’s 
ability to govern / role of Iran in the crisis / possible impact of the crisis in Iraq on the 
Obama presidency / criticism against Republicans from the George W. Bush 
administration, including former Vice President Cheney, for their “revisionist history” 
regarding the origins of U.S. involvement in Iraq / public opinion regarding America’s 
foreign policy involving Iraq and the Obama presidency / reaction to the criticism that 
ISIS’ growth is a result of President Obama’s failure to act in Syria / need for Iraq to 
form a more inclusive government. 
 
06/29/14 
Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Representative Michael 
McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (2); Senator Joe 
Manchin (D-WV), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator John Barrasso (R-
WY), Senate Foreign Relations Committee (4); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State 
Department Correspondent (5); Michael Crowley, TIME magazine (5); James Jeffrey, 
former United States Ambassador to Iraq, Washington Institute for Near East Policy (5); 
Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); 
Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair magazine (6); Todd Purdum, author, “An Idea Whose Time 
Has Come” (6) 
1) a report from Baghdad, Iraq on the current conditions in that country, focusing on 
Tikrit, as the Iraqi military attempts to rid that city of militants under the Islamic State of 
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and Sunni insurgents 
2) Topics include: the arrest of Abu Khattala, a suspect in the September 11, 2012 
attack in Benghazi, Libya; increased number of unaccompanied children from 
Guatemala and Central America coming across the border into Texas; the current 
conditions in Iraq, including a call for the resignation of Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-
Maliki 
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3) an assessment of the current situation in Iraq, specifically the violence in that country 
from Islamic militants under the command of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), 
potential U.S. involvement and the government of Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki 
4) a discussion on the current situation in Iraq, specifically the violence in that country 
from Islamic militants under the command of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), 
possible threats to the United States, the government of Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-
Maliki, and criticism of President Obama’s handling of the crisis 
5) Topics include: impact of the current condition in Iraq on U.S. interests -- both at 
home and abroad / the leadership of Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki / Secretary of 
State John Kerry’s diplomatic efforts in the region / role of Syria in the crisis / President 
Obama’s recent decision to ask Congress for $500 million to arm and train moderate 
Syrian rebels / battles faced by the moderate rebels in Syria against the Assad regime 
and the ISIS extremists / possible outcomes regarding the situation in the Middle East 
6) Topics include: poor reviews of Hillary Clinton’s book and book tour / possible impact 
on any potential run for president by Mrs. Clinton; President Obama’s recent campaign 
to connect with the people in the American “Heartland” / public opinion of President 
Obama concerning domestic and foreign issues / President Obama’s relationship with 
Republicans and Democrats, compared to that of former President Lyndon Johnson / 
lessons from President Johnson’s passing of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and how they 
could be applied today 
7) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: a look back at the push for civil rights and racial 
justice during the 1950s and 1960s. 
 
60 MINUTES 
06/01/14 
“The Shooting at Chardon High” – a report on the shooting on February 27, 2012 at 
Chardon High School in Chardon, Ohio that left three male students dead. The report 
focuses on Frank Hall, who was an assistant football coach at Chardon monitoring 
study hall that morning. Hall’s actions of running towards the shooter to chase him out 
of the building saved an untold number of young lives. (The shooter’s name is Thomas 
“T.J.” Lane but the Chardon community asked 60 MINUTES to keep his name and face 
out of the segment.) Includes interviews with Tim Armelli, Chardon teacher; Frank Hall, 
former Chardon assistant football coach and current coach at Lakeside High School and 
Frank’s wife Ashley Hall; Chardon students Nick Walczak and Nate Mueller and 
Lakeside High School students Tyree Meeks and Damondre Haywood. (C: Scott Pelley 
– P: Robert G. Anderson) (OAD: 02/23/14)  
“The F-35” – a report on the problems associated with the Pentagon’s newest warplane 
and what makes the $400 billion F-35 joint strike fighter the most expensive weapons 
system in history. Includes interviews with Lieutenant General Chris Bogdan, program 
executive officer for F-35; Lieutenant Colonel David Berke, commanding officer of 
VMFAT-501; Air Force Chief General Mark Welsh; Marine Lieutenant General Robert 
Schmidle; Alan Norman, Lockheed Martin’s chief F-35 test pilot; Colonel Rod Cregier, 
runs F-35 test program and Frank Kendall, undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition.  
(C: David Martin – P: Mary Walsh) (OAD: 02/16/14)  
“Capturing History” – an interview / profile of Henry Grossman, a freelance 
photographer whose fly-on-the-wall approach to photography led him to capture iconic 
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images in American history, including the Beatles and members of the Kennedy family.  
(C: Morley Safer – P: David Browning) (OAD: 11/10/13) 
 
06/08/14 
“Imminent Danger” – an examination of America’s mental health system, which many 
experts believe is failing those with severe mental illnesses. In the last seven years, the 
shooters in about half of the twenty-three mass shooting incidents in the U.S. --  Virginia 
Tech, Aurora, Colorado, and the recent Washington Navy Yard shooting --  have turned 
out to be severely mentally ill -- not in control of their faculties and not receiving 
treatment -- and the majority suffered from schizophrenia.   Includes interviews with: Dr. 
E. Fuller Torrey, psychiatrist; Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, Pres. of American Psychiatric 
Association; Mike Robertson, schizophrenic and his mother, Linda Doran; Sandra 
Luckow, documentary filmmaker; Tom Dart, Cook County Sheriff, Chicago; Elli 
Montgomery, social worker at Cook County Jail. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Coleman Cowan, 
Graham Messick) (OAD: 09/29/13) 
“Bassem Youssef” – an interview / profile of cardiac surgeon - turned satirist - Bassem  
Youssef, whose political humor and Egyptian television show resemble America’s Jon  
Stewart and Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show.” Youssef’s satire has faced  
interrogation by Egyptian authorities, protests and even cancellation. (C: Bob Simon –  
P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 03/16/14; includes an update) 
“Cosmic Roulette” – Concern over the ability to detect asteroids and comets that 
come close to Earth grew after an incident in Russia in February 2013, when an 
asteroid crashed into the atmosphere. It is estimated there are a million asteroids in 
space big enough to destroy a city, however scientists only know where one percent of 
them are. Includes interviews with: Paul Chodas and his boss, Don Yeomans, scientists 
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California; Amy Mainzer, NASA 
scientist; Ed Lu, former astronaut. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court) (OAD: 
10/06/13; includes an update) 
 
06/15/14 
“Luxottica: Sticker Shock” - a report on Luxottica, the Italian eyewear company which 
is the world’s largest manufacturer of optical frames and sunglasses.  The company’s 
properties include the sunglasses brands Ray-Ban and Oakley; the retail chains 
LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, and Sunglass Hut; they run Target Optical and Sears 
Optical; and they own EyeMed, the nation’s second largest vision-care plan.  Includes 
interviews with: Luxottica CEO Andrea Guerra; Isabella Sola, Luxottica’s product 
manager; Mark Weikel, president of LensCrafters; Brett Arends, columnist for 
Smartmoney.com. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 10/07/12; includes an 
update.) 
“100,000 Homes” – a report on the 100,000 Homes Campaign, with a focus on its 
current operation in Nashville, Tennessee. 100,000 Homes Campaign is a movement in 
cities and counties across America that has managed to get eighty thousand homeless 
people off the street so far. Becky Kanis, director of the effort, believes providing 
apartments to those who have been destitute the longest and at the greatest medical 
risk can actually save taxpayers money, even before these people receive treatment for 
substance abuse or alcohol problems if needed. Includes interviews with Becky Kanis, 
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director of 100,000 Homes Campaign; Ingrid McIntyre, executive director of Open Table 
Nashville; Robert McMurtry, homeless and  Will Connelly, director of Nashville’s 
Homelessness Commission. Also includes comments by Kirby Davis, apartment 
building owner; Ernest Thomas, homeless; Frank Clements, homeless and outreach 
workers identified only as Ashley and Jerry. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court) 
(OAD: 02/09/14) 
“Jay Leno” – an interview with the departing Tonight Show host as he talks in depth for 
the first time about losing his NBC late-night perch twice, once for the failed experiment 
with Conan O'Brien and now for  Jimmy Fallon, who will replace him next month. Also 
includes comments by his wife, Mavis Leno and comedian, Tim Allen. (See also: 
“Here’s Jay Leno!” OAD: 03/15/92) (C: Steve Kroft – P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 01/26/14) 
 
06/22/14 
“The Copts” – a report on the ongoing political violence in Egypt which has resulted in 
unprecedented attacks on the country’s Coptic Christian minority. Copts were the target 
of revenge by Muslim mobs this summer after Egypt’s first Islamist president, 
Mohammed Morsi, was overthrown in a military coup. In the aftermath, over 40 
Christian churches in Egypt were gutted by arson. Includes interviews with Pope 
Tawadros II, pope of Coptic Christians; Febe Armanious, Copts expert; Heba Morayef, 
Human Rights Watch Egypt Director; Youssef Sidhom, editor-in-chief of Watani, the 
only Christian newspaper in Egypt; and Redha Girgis, a caretaker (through translator).  
Also includes comments by Father Angelos Shenouda, pastor at Abu Serga Church 
(translated by Febe Armanios); Father Maximous el-Antony, monk at St. Anthony’s; and 
Bishop Thomas, senior cleric at a Coptic Church. (C: Bob Simon – P: Harry A. Radliffe 
II) (OAD: 12/15/13) 
“Drones Over America” – a report on domestic drones -- remote controlled, 
unmanned aerial vehicles -- and how they are revolutionizing everything from 
environmental research to possible package delivery at your doorstep. Many of the 
drones are equipped with cameras and are raising concerns for privacy issues since the 
Federal Aviation Administration is still deciphering the rules for them. Includes 
interviews with Colin Guinn, drone entrepreneur; Michael Toscano, President of the 
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems; Missy Cummings, former Navy fighter pilot 
and professor of drone research at MIT and Duke University; and Senator Dianne 
Feinstein (D-CA), chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee.   (C: Morley Safer – 
P: David Browning) (OAD: 03/16/14) 
“The Virtuoso” – an interview / profile of jazz pianist and composer Marcus Roberts, 
who lost his sight as a child but came to possess an incredible encyclopedic insight into 
American music. Roberts returns to his alma mater, the Florida School for the Deaf and 
Blind in St. Augustine, where he performs a duet with Wynton Marsalis.  Includes an 
interview with Marcus’ mother Coretta Roberts, and comments by: jazz pianist Chick 
Corea; Sister Murray, Silas Missionary Baptist Church; Vicky Palmer, teacher; and 
Marcus’ bandmate, Ricardo Pascal.  (C: Wynton Marsalis – P: David Browning, Paige 
Kendig) (OAD: 03/30/14) 
 
06/29/14 
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 “Disability USA” - a report on the state of the Federal Disability Insurance Program, 
which serves nearly twelve million people, up twenty percent in the last six years. 
Administered by the Social Security Administration, it could become the first 
government benefits program to run out of money – due in large part to aging baby 
boomers, the effects of a bad economy, as well as questions of fraud by legal, medical 
and judicial professionals. Includes interviews with: Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK), who is 
spear heading an investigation into the abuses of the system; Randy Frye and Marilyn 
Zahm, disability judges and,  respectively, President and Vice President of the 
Association of Administrative Law Judges; Jenna Fliszar and Jessica White, former 
attorneys for Binder & Binder; Jennifer Griffith and Sarah Carver, disability claims 
processors at a Social Security office in West Virginia; and well-known disability lawyer 
Eric C. Conn of Kentucky.  (C: Steve Kroft – P: James Jacoby, Michael Karzis) (OAD: 
10/06/13; includes an update) 
 “Lamborghini” – a report on Lamborghini, the luxury car company of Italy, as it  
celebrates fifty years in the supercar business, while building just eleven cars a day.  
Includes interviews with: Lamborghini employees Mario Fasanetto, test driver; Ranieri  
Niccoli, industrial director; Filippo Perini, chief designer; and Michael Lock, COO North  
America Lamborghini. (See also: “Lamborghini”, OAD: 04/05/87) (C: Scott Pelley – P:  
Nicole Young, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 11/03/13) 
“Cate Blanchett” – an interview / profile of Australian actress Cate Blanchett, who is up 
for an Oscar for her performance in “Blue Jasmine”.  Also includes an interview with her 
husband, Andrew Upton, a playwright and director. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin, 
Richard Buddenhagen) (OAD: 02/16/14; includes an update) 
 
48 HOURS 
06/02/14 
48 HOURS: “The Lost Daughter” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the investigation into 
the 1989 disappearance of college student Tiffany Sessions, a case which at the time 
generated one of the largest manhunts in the history of Florida -- and whether the 
Alachua County Sheriff’s office has solved the mystery.  What is known is that Tiffany 
Sessions left her home for her daily walk and never returned. A massive search was 
launched, driven in part by her father Pat Sessions, a marketing executive. It turned up 
nothing. In 2013, Alachua County Sheriff Sadie Darnell charged Detective Kevin Allen 
with the cold case investigation. Allen learned that three years after Sessions 
disappeared, Elizabeth Foster, another student, was found murdered and buried less 
than a mile away from where Sessions lived. Paul Rowles, the man convicted of killing 
Foster, denied having anything to with the Sessions case.  After his death in 2014, 
police found a phone book among his belongings, which included enough cryptic 
references to Sessions to name him a suspect in her disappearance and presumed 
murder.  The Alachua County Sheriff’s Office excavated an area where Foster was 
found, hoping to find a clue to Sessions’ fate, but it produced no results. The belief of 
both the family and the sheriff’s office is that Rowles murdered Sessions, even though 
they have not found her remains. On-Screen text graphic: Tiffany Sessions would be 
45 years old. Interviewed: Pat Sessions (father); Hillary Sessions (mother); Jason 
Sessions (half-brother); Kathleen Frezza (Tiffany’s roommate); Jim Eckert (lead 
investigator); Wayne Black (private investigator); Sadie Darnell (Alachua County 
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Sheriff); Kevin Allen (detective); Marshall Frank (retired detective); Dr. Michael Warren 
(forensic anthropologist). (C: Tracy Smith - P: Chris Young Ritzen, Tamara Weitzman) 
 
06/07/14 
48 HOURS: “Hollywood Secrets” - a report on the investigation into the 2008 murder 
of Juliana Redding, an aspiring actress and model and the subsequent trial. Redding 
was found dead in her Santa Monica, California home. According to authorities, the 
killer hoped to erase any evidence of the crime; trying to blow up the entire crime scene 
by leaving the gas on and a candle burning. This did not happen, and there was plenty 
of DNA evidence remaining at the scene. A sometime boyfriend, John Gilmore, who had 
a history of violent behavior had an alibi and was cleared. Further investigation led to 
the discovery that Redding had recently broken up with her wealthy boyfriend, Dr. Munir 
Uwayda after learning he had a wife and children in Lebanon. Investigators also learned 
of a lucrative business deal offered to Redding’s pharmacist father. Less than week 
after the deal fell apart, Redding was dead. Inside the home, police found evidence of a 
struggle and DNA evidence that led to a woman: Kelly Soo Park. Park was in the 
employ of Dr. Uwayda. She was arrested and within days Uwayda had vanished. Five 
years later, the trial commenced. While authorities thought the case was a slam dunk, 
the defense, with the help of jury consultant, Lee Meihls, presented a bold argument of 
DNA transference. The eventual outcome: Park was found not guilty. On-screen text 
graphic: The fraud investigation of Doctor Munir Uwaydah continues. His California 
Medical license has been canceled. Kelly Soo Park is living in southern California 
managing a restaurant.  On-Screen text graphic for the 06/07/14 rebroadcast: In 
January, Kelly Soo Park sued the lead detective on the case for violating Park’s civil 
rights by intimidating a witness. On May 27th, a judge dismissed the lawsuit. The fraud 
investigation of Dr. Munir Uwaydah continues. His California medical license has been 
cancelled.  Interviewed: former Los Angeles prosecutor Alan Jackson; LA Times writer 
Jack Leonard; attorney Birgit Jarsen; real estate agent Cindy Ogden, friend Genevieve 
Stewart, John Jay College professor Dr. Nathan Lents; jury consultant Lee Meihls. (C: 
Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 11/23/13) 
 
06/09/14 
48 HOURS: “The Trials of Cal Harris” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup to “A Time to Kill”  
(OAD: 11/10/07), which detailed the disappearance of Harris’ estranged wife, Michele  
Harris, during the night of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Harris has been  
tried and convicted twice of murdering Michele. Both convictions have since been  
overturned on appeal; now he is facing a third trial. Cal Harris sits for his first-ever  
interview and speaks with 48 HOURS Correspondent Erin Moriarty about his case. Cal  
and Michele were nearing the end of a bitter divorce when she vanished. Prosecutors  
arrested Harris in 2005 and felt they had a good circumstantial case. He was tried and  
convicted. While awaiting sentencing, a new witness emerged; the conviction was  
overturned. In 2009, he was tried again and convicted. That verdict was also overturned  
on appeal. This fall, Harris will go to trial for the third time.  Prosecutors will argue Harris  
killed his wife to protect his wealth; the defense team maintains police never looked  
closely at other potential suspects, including some of the men in Michele’s life at the  
time. On-Screen text graphic: Cal Harris’ third trial is scheduled to begin this  
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September, thirteen years after his wife, Michele, disappeared. Interviewed: Cal Harris;  
his children Cayla, Tanner and Jenna Harris; Bruce Barket, Donna Aldea (new defense  
team members); Greg and Shannon Taylor (Michele Harris’ brother and sister-in-law);  
Greg Taylor (Michele Harris’ brother; Barb Thayer; Nikki Burdick (friends of Michele);  
Mark Lester (State Police Captain).   (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Ruth Chenetz) 
 
06/14/14 
48 HOURS: “The Devil’s Twin” - an investigation into the July 24, 2003 disappearance 
and murder of Heather DeWild, who was never seen again after a visit with her children 
to her estranged husband Dan DeWild’s house, and how television crime dramas may 
have given her killer enough information to keep police from quickly solving the case. 
Police immediately suspected Dan DeWild, but there was no murder weapon, no 
fingerprints, no blood. His identical twin, David DeWild quickly married his girlfriend, 
Roseanne. Heather’s body was found one month later, bound and buried on a canyon 
road.  Police came to the realization that Dan DeWild and his identical twin brother 
David were most likely responsible for her murder, but the case grew cold due to lack of 
evidence. In 2009, Russ Boatright was assigned full-time to the circumstantial case. 
Investigation led to a sex tape, and Dan’s fascination with bondage and rope. Heather 
was found bound in a similar manner. In 2011, Dan DeWild, David DeWild and his wife 
Roseanne were arrested and charged with murder. David DeWild broke down and 
admitted that his brother Dan had killed Heather and that he had participated in the 
crime. Prosecutors then learned that the brothers had been watching television crime 
dramas and forensic shows. They believed that Heather had gone to the house to 
retrieve the sex tape and then was killed. David DeWild took investigators to the crime 
scene and re-enacted what happened. David had to pass a polygraph test in order to 
secure a plea deal. Roseanne’s charges were dropped due to lack of evidence. Dan 
DeWild’s trial hinged almost entirely on his brother’s testimony and with the lack of 
physical evidence, prosecutors hoped it was enough. In the end, it wasn’t. Jurors 
deadlocked on the first degree murder charge, but agreed on the lesser charges. Plans 
were started for a retrial, but a month after the conviction, Dan DeWild pled guilty to 
second degree murder in a plea deal. On-screen text graphic: The identical twins have 
been separated...they are housed in different prisons. David DeWild will be eligible for 
parole in less than four years. On-Screen text graphic for the 06/14/14 rebroadcast: 
The identical twins have been separated, housed in different prisons. David DeWild will 
be eligible for parole in less than three years. Interviewed: Dave and Carole Springer, 
Heather DeWild’s parents; Rebecca Barger, Heather’s sister; Mark Crider, detective, 
Denver Police Department; Al Nelson, deputy sheriff; Curtis Johnson, highway worker; 
Russ Boatwright, investigator-in-charge; Robert Weiner, prosecutor; Tom Ward, Dan 
DeWild’s defense attorney; jurors Vicki, Chris and Scott (no last names); Roseanne 
DeWild, Dave’s wife. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed) (OAD: 11/16/13) 
 
06/16/14 
48 HOURS: “Oscar Pistorius: Shots in the Dark” (10:00-11:00p) - a comprehensive 
look at what has been called the South African trial of the century, told through 
interviews with those who covered the case, friends of the victim and suspect, and legal 
experts. The drama of the case focuses on whether Olympic athlete Oscar “Blade 
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Runner” Pistorius intentionally murdered his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp -- or was it a 
tragic accident? (1) There is no question that Steenkamp was shot and killed by 
Pistorius in the bathroom of his home, but was it an accident or murder? (2) “Was There 
a Price for Fame?” - Pistorius and Steenkamp made an attractive couple; both were 
rising stars in their native South Africa, but some say that Pistorius was changed by 
fame. (3) “The State vs. Oscar Pistorius” - the prosecution side of the case is being 
presented by attorney Gerry Nel. The South African justice system differs from the 
American system in that the judge is the arbiter of the verdict. (4) The defense side of 
the case.  (5) “OJ + 20 Years” - it’s been twenty years since O.J. Simpson, the white 
bronco chase and the murder trial, watched by millions of Americans, with various 
reactions to the verdict. (6) Pistorius’ mental state will be presented, the trial will resume 
in two weeks and his psychiatric evaluation will likely influence its direction.  
Interviewed: Mark Seal (Vanity Fair/48 HOURS Consultant) (1,2,6); Jen Su (friend of 
Pistorius and Steenkamp) (1,2,6); Mike Azzie (Pistorius friend) (1,2,4); Francois van der 
Watt (exoskeletal prosthetic creator) (2); Samkelo Radebe (Pistorius teammate) (2); 
Simphiwe Majola (Steenkamp publicist) (2); Gina Meyers (Steenkamp’s best friend) (2); 
Mark O’Mara (George Zimmerman attorney) (3); Ferial Haffajee (editor, Johannesburg’s 
City Press) (3); Kevin Larena (Pistorius friend) (3); Dr. Alexander Sasha Bardey 
(forensic psychiatrist) (3); Dr. David Klatzow (forensic scientist) (3); Renier Spies 
(Pistorius attorney) (4, 6); Barry Roux (Pistorius attorney (4); Joe Tacopina (attorney) 
(4); Dr. Meryl Vorster (defense expert) (4); Alan Dershowitz (Simpson attorney) (5); Kim 
Goldman (sister of Ron Goldman) (5); Robert Shapiro (Simpson attorney) (5). 
(Correspondents: Debora Patta (1,3,4,6); Peter Van Sant (2); Troy Roberts (5) – 
Producers: Kim Kennedy, Marcelena Spencer, Sarah Carter, Patti Aronofsky, Taigi 
Smith, Avi Cohen). 
 
06/21/14 
48 HOURS: “The Perfect Family” (9:00-10:00p) - Bernie Pyne returned home one day 
in May 2011 with his young daughter to find his wife Ruth in the garage, brutally beaten 
and stabbed to death. To outsiders, the Pyne’s appeared to be an all-American family. 
Bernie Pyne was a successful auto engineer who, with his wife, had raised a seemingly 
happy family in Highland Township, a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. They had two 
children, the oldest, Jeffrey, was his high school’s valedictorian and on his way to 
college. After Ruth was murdered, police learned the Pyne’s were not as perfect as 
portrayed. The investigation immediately turned to those who lived with Ruth, and they 
learned Ruth had some psychiatric issues, including arguments and confrontations 
about taking her medications. Investigators also learned Ruth and Bernie’s marriage 
was fractured, and Bernie had had an affair. They also found Ruth’s relationship with 
their son, Jeffrey, was strained. Ruth’s sister Linda Jarvie thought Bernie was 
responsible for the murder, and given his affair, Bernie understood the suspicions, but 
he had an ironclad alibi backed by his boss and four witnesses, ruling him out as a 
suspect. Five months into the investigation, Jeffrey Pyne was charged with his mother’s 
murder. Police had circumstantial evidence against Jeffrey -- blisters on his hands, lies 
about gardening at his neighbor’s home and his detached demeanor when authorities 
told him what had happened to his mother. In addition, there was no sign of Ruth being 
sexually assaulted and no sign of a break-in. Before the case went to the jury, 
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Prosecutor John Skrzynski asked the judge for another option for the jurors; a charge of 
second-degree murder, rather than the original charge of first-degree murder. Skrzynski 
believed it would make it easier for the jury to convict him. Jeffrey’s defense attorney, 
James Champion, argued against it, but the judge granted the motion. After three days 
of jury deliberations the verdict was announced, and Jeffrey Pyne was found guilty of 
second-degree murder. On Screen Text Graphics: Jeffrey Pyne will be sentenced on 
January 29th. Under Michigan law, he could receive as much as life in prison with 
parole or as little as a year.  Onscreen text graphic for the 08/10/13 rebroadcast: Bernie 
Pyne and his daughter Julia regularly make the five hour round trip to visit Jeffrey in 
prison; A new attorney is working on Jeffrey’s appeal. The plan is to file before the end 
of the year. On-Screen text graphic for the 06/21/14 rebroadcast: Bernie Pyne and 
his daughter Julia regularly make the five-hour round trip to visit Jeffrey in prison. A new 
attorney has filed an appeal on Jeffrey’s behalf. Interviewed: Greg Glover, Oakland 
County Det. Sgt.; Dave Hendrick, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Bernie Pyne, father of 
defendant; Linda Jarvie, Ruth Pyne’s sister; James Champion, defense attorney. (C: 
Tracy Smith - P: Liza Finley, Marc B. Goldbaum, Ruth Chenetz) (OAD: 01/12/13; 1st 
Rebroadcast: 08/10/13) 
 
06/21/14 
48 HOURS: “Relentless” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the murder of Nicole Pietz, and 
how Gael Schneider, the victim’s mother, waged a one-woman campaign of 
psychological warfare on her daughter’s alleged killer. In January 2006, Nicole Pietz 
disappeared from her suburban Seattle, Washington home. Nine days later her body 
was discovered in a wooded field near the airport. The investigation into the murder 
revealed that Nicole’s life was not as perfect as it appeared. She suffered from painful 
medical issues and had been addicted to medication. Her husband, David Pietz, told 
police he suspected she was possibly abusing drugs again. David was also unfaithful. 
Police had few clues and the case went cold. From the beginning, Gael Schneider 
believed David knew more than he was saying and started a six-year campaign of 
harassment: she confronted David at work, left messages at his home and continued to 
urge investigators take another look at the case. Eventually, two new detectives pieced 
together enough evidence to arrest David Pietz for murder. They were convinced David 
strangled her. He was charged with second-degree murder. In September 2013 the 
case went to trial: David Pietz was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: On Thursday, 
David Pietz will be sentenced. He faces ten to eighteen years in prison. Gael and her 
husband plan to move back to Seattle to be close to her daughter Tonia. On-Screen 
text graphic for the 06/21/14 rebroadcast: David Pietz was sentenced to eighteen 
years, four months, the maximum under Washington state law. Pietz has filed an 
appeal. In July, Gael and her husband plan to move back to Seattle to be close to her 
daughter, Tonia. Interviewed: Gael Schneider, Nicole’s mother; Tania Zurcher, Nicole’s 
sister; Tamara Van Der Heyden and Dave Tilzer, Nicole’s friends; Sabrina Strieck, 
David Pietz’s girlfriend; Jake Pavlovich and Mike Mollis, detectives, King’s County 
Sheriff’s Department . (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Susan Mallie, Paul LaRosa, Alec Sirken, 
Tom Seligson) (OAD: 11/02/13) 
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06/28/14 
48 HOURS: “The War in Chicago” (9:00-10:00p) - a six-month investigation into 
Chicago’s problems with drugs, gangs, guns and the deadly connection between street 
violence and drug trafficking.  Segments include: (1) the story of Hadiya Pendleton, the 
unintended victim of a gang battle, who died just a week after attending President 
Barack Obama’s second inauguration. Interviewed: her parents Anthony Pendleton and 
Cleopatra Cowley-Pendleton. (2) an interview with Jack Riley, head of the Chicago 
DEA, who says there is a direct connection between drugs and guns: and the drug of 
choice is heroin. Mexico’s Sinaloa Cartel is the main source of the heroin and the leader 
of the cartel, Joaquin “Chapo” Guzman, is specifically targeting Chicago. Now, a multi-
agency task force is vowing to take down the gangs that do his bidding. (3) heroin is 
making its way out of the inner city in suburbia. This is the story of the “Heroin Highway” 
where street gangs give safe passage to those from the suburbs into the city to 
purchase heroin. Interviewed: Paula Nixon, an addict; her mother P.J. Newberg; Pat 
O’Neil, Will County Coroner; James Lindbloom, former suburban drug dealer. (4) the 
story of one man’s fight to rid his street of drugs: for about a year, David Muhammad 
risked his life by videotaping heroin and crack sales on his street and posting them on to 
Youtube. His goal was to clean up his street. He did, but most of the dealers have just 
moved to another location. (5) tragedies like Hadiya Pendleton’s always attract 
attention.  That is not the case in the murder of another murdered teen, Porshe Foster, 
who was also the victim of gun violence. Interviewed: Garry McCarthy, Chicago Police 
Superintendent; Porshe Foster’s mother Bonita Foster and aunt, Demitria Rogers. (6) 
combating this war comes with a price: almost $1 million a week in police overtime. A 
spokesman for Mayor Rahm Emanuel says that this surge will continue. The DEA has 
seized millions of dollars of heroin but had yet to execute the type of big-time bust that 
will cripple the cartel’s hold on Chicago. Meanwhile, Paula Nixon completed rehab 
again, but is back on the streets. On-screen Text Graphics: the two men charged with 
the killing of Hadiya Pendleton have pleaded not guilty. No trial date has been set. 
There has still been no arrest in the killing of Porshe Foster. On-Screen text graphic 
for the 06/28/14 rebroadcast: The two men charged with the killing of Hadiya 
Pendleton have pleaded not guilty. No trial date has been set.  There has still been  no 
arrest in the killing of Porshe. This year’s murder rate in Chicago is down 33% 
compared to the first half of 2012. (C: Maureen Maher, Armen Keteyian - P: Joshua 
Yager, Doug Longhini, Josh Gaynor, Kathleen O’Connell, Marcelena Spencer, Stephen 
A. McCain) (OAD: 05/18/13) 
 
06/28/14 
48 HOURS: “Love, Hate & Obsession” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the investigation 
into the 2011 murder of one-time millionaire Lanny Horowitz, who was shot nine times 
while taking a shower in the bathroom of his upscale Jupiter, Florida home. Only three 
people were in the home at the time: Lanny Horowitz, his ex-wife Donna Horowitz, 
whom he had divorced twice, but had reconciled with, and his son, Radley, who also 
resided there. Both had strained relationships with Lanny. The investigation led 
investigators to the knowledge that theirs was a deeply troubled family. Both Radley, a 
former gun dealer, who also served a stint in prison, and his mother Donna, who was 
bothered by her ex-husband’s close relationship with female business partner Francine 
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Tice, were considered suspects. Eventually, Donna was arrested and charged with first-
degree murder. At the trial, the defense ultimately blamed her son, Radley. The jury 
made a quick decision: Donna was guilty. Radley Horowitz has mixed feelings about her 
defense, but forgives her. On-screen text graphic: Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life 
insurance policy. He left $200,000 to Francine Tice. Radley sued Francine for her share 
of the insurance payout. Francine settled for $90,000. As part of the settlement, both 
have agreed never to speak badly about each other publicly. On-Screen text graphic 
for the 06/28/14 rebroadcast: Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life insurance policy. He 
left $200,000 to Francine Tice. Radley sued Francine for her share of the insurance 
payout. Francine settled for $90,000. As part of the settlement, Francine Tice and 
Radley Horowitz have agreed never to speak badly about each other publicly. 
Interviewed: Horowitz’ son, Radley Horowitz; his brother, Barry Horowitz, his sister 
Sheila Goldberg;; Jupiter, Florida Police Department detective Eric Frank; Assistant 
State Attorneys Aleathea McRoberts and Lauren Godden; CSI investigator Tracie 
McClendon; defense attorney Grey Tesh. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Sara Ely Hulse, 
Michelle Feuer) (OAD: 12/14/13) 
 
CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
06/29/14 
“Modern Masters of Religion” – an interfaith special that explores the works and 
influence of several 20th century leaders of varied religions, their place in modern 
religious history, and the people they have affected. (1) Thomas Merton, a convert to 
Catholicism, and a Trappist monk is considered one of the greatest American Catholics 
of the 20th century. Merton died in 1968, but his influence and legacy as a writer, mystic 
and social activist continues to be felt by many. Includes comments from Fr. James 
Martin, S.J., who left his secular career to become a priest after watching a 
documentary on Merton. (2) His Holiness the 16th Karmapa was the leader of the Kagyu 
School of Tibetan Buddhism and is considered one of its most important masters.  
Among the followers of the religion, the Karmapa is considered a “living Buddha” who is 
able to convey all-seeing wisdom and endless compassion. His Holiness the 16th 
Karmapa died in 1981. Includes interviews with: Lama Surya Das, a Western Tibetan 
Buddhist scholar and author, who was a student of His Holiness; and Derek Kolleeny, 
founder and teacher at the Westchester Buddhist Center in New York, who first met His 
Holiness in 1980. (3) An interview with Karen Armstrong, a world-renowned religious 
historian and scholar. She has written “A History of God”, “The Battle for God”, “Islam”, 
and “Buddha”, among other books.  A former Catholic nun, she speaks about what led 
her to become a lifelong student of religion. (Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: 
Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Pilar Belendez-DeSha.  Director & Executive 
Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of 
Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; New York Board of Rabbis; A 
Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 


